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As researchers, we must question the effect and influence of those who, in essence, are in 

the fiont lines of the sport injury/pain cumplex - sport medicine clinicians. Using a combination 

of semi-structured one-on-one interviews and focus groups with athletes, coaches, and sport 

medicine clinicians, this case study examined the negotiation of treatment between clinicians and 

athletes in an intercollegiate setting. While a number of fhdings were drawn fiom this study, 

they included the evidence that a 'culture of risk' was reinforced under certain circumstances 

during negotiation, but was tempered by the existence of a "culture of precaution" that worked to 

resist those influences. Clinicians acknowledged the benefit of workïng with student-athletes 

who recognise the importance of acadernics, and who tend to be cautious when injured, 

particularly with head injuries. Recommendations were offered to maintain and improve the 

negotiation of treatment, and included a greater focus on the role of coaches. 
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CaAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

In a rare television moment, a former team doctor admits that during his tenure with the 

Toronto Argonauts, he allowsd players to play professional football even though he "should have 

failed them on their physicals" (McIlvride, 1994). With "swoilen and arthritic knees," he 

allowed athletes who were at "the last stages [of their careers]" to play because they were "smart, 

team leaders, and mecause] the coaches wanted thern" (McIiMide, 1994). He notes, on camera, 

that the sport medicine staffwould "baby their knees," and that the players would never 

cornplain of their injuries in fear of getting cut fiom the team @4cIIvride, 2 994). While players 

continue to play with decimated bodies in the professional footbail league, another type of 

phenornenon is occurring on a Canadian intercollegiate sport team. At a medium-shed 

university in Ontario, players on a specifïc (contact sport) varsity team know that if their coach 

were to find out about an athlete having an injury, that athlete would be taken off the team roster 

until dhe had recuperated (P. White, personal communication, 1999). The players respond by 

hiding and c o v e ~ g - u p  injuries, because they also know that this particular coach will not allow 

them to retum to the field, until they produce medical documentation that certifies them as 'able 

to retum to play' (P. White, personal communication, 1999). These two anecdotes represent 

situations that fâll dong a continuum of responses to pain, injury and risk in competitive sport. 

A continuum that, at one extreme, includes the hiding of injury out of fear, which some times 

results in permanent damage, paralysis and even death (Mcflvride, 1994; Tator et al., 1993). 

As Sabo (1 989, p. 84) writes, "my pain - each individual's pain - reflects an outer world 

of people, events, and forces. The orïgins of our pain are rooted outside, not inside, our skins." 

This idea crystallizes the core of research on the culture of pain for men and women in 

competitive sport. The processes surrounding pain and injury in sport are social phenornena that 

are pervasive, serious and dangerous to the heaith and wellbeing of many people. More 



importantly, they occur in an environment that is cloaked in uncritical and unquestioned 

acceptance and idealisation. In following this idea, Young and White (1995, p. 56) suggest that 

"sport-related n o m  prescribing tolerance of pain and piaying while injured cal1 into question 

what it is that our culture requires of athietes who want to succeed in sport." Dominant male 

sport structures retain deep significance as an arena of gender verification, but the gendering of 

sport is never static, and continually changes as women migrate and colonise forms of sport, and 

their ideologies, that were traditionally the preserve of men A dilemma for both male and 

female athletes is that, what has been termed the ccculture of nsk," (Nixon, 1992) teaches athletes 

to accept risk-taking in sport and to minimise or ignore pain and injuries as much as possible, but 

it does not protect them from the physically, socidy, economically, or emotionally debilitating 

or disabling consequences of chronic pain and serious injuries. 

As researchers, we must continually raise questions about the lived contradictions for 

women and men regarding the supposed hedthfulness of competitive sport and the r d  

expenences of pain and injury in sport. But, we must also acknowledge and question the effect 

and infiuence of the other key characters in the competitive sport system - particularly those 

individuals who, in essence, are at the fiont lines of the sport injury/pain complex - sport 

medicine clinicians. The body figures centraily in sport and physical activity as well as the need 

to maintain and repair it, but Iittle research attention has been paid to how medical clinicians 

figure in the lives of athletes and in competitive sport. A critical examination must be made of 

the role of the sport medicine clinician in competitive sport settings; how their actions and 

behaviours affect athletes; and how they negotiate with patient-athletes regarding the 

maintenance of overconformity to a sport ethic that is widely believed to involve a 'culture of 

nsk' and pain. 



With the exception of a few occupations (see Young, 1993), there are no other activities 

in social Iife where people assume risk and injury in the same ways as they do in cornpetitive 

sport. What has resulted, then, is an almost blasé acceptance of pain and injury, and an 

unquestioned tolerance and commitment to a 'culture of risk' that is most pronounced around 

pain and injury* Hughes and Coakiey (1991) suggest that the processes that normalise risk- 

taking, and paidinjury tolerance are part of a larger phenornenon where many athletes 

overconfonn, what they term "positive deviance," to a set of values. Such athletes have defined 

these values for themselves as the w r e  meanings and beliefs of their sport experience, what 

Hughes and Coakley (1991) cd1 ''the sport ethic." The sport ethic includes pushing ones' limits, 

or  being willing to take risks, or not accepting physical injury in pursuit of persona1 sporting 

excellence. These beliefs are not necessarily negative, and in many ways, they are beliefs that 

help individuais to push their bodies to perform amazing feats of physical, psychologicai and 

emotional strength. But, they do become probtematic when individuals adopt these beliefs 

umritically and to an extreme, immersing themselves unquestionably into a 'culture of risk.' 

It is important to address the tems, 'culture,' and 'rislq' in greater deptb Very broadly, 

culture can be interpreted at two levels. Firstly, it defines a particular way of life where certain 

noms, values - the ways and means of human life - are shared by a collective group of 

individuals. Eagleton (1991, p. 28) suggest that culture, like ideology, "denotes the whole 

complex of signiQing practices and symbolic processes in a particular society; it would allude to 

the way individuals 'iived' their social practices, rather than to those practices themselves." 

While WiIliams (1976, p. 91) also supports a definition of culture that &es reference to the 

''signiQing or syrnbolic systernsyy of human life, culture can also be seen as the active 

re/produaion of noms  and values by people in social contexts, thus impiying the 'making' of 
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culture by humans. Risk and risk-taking can be defied in terms of the knowledge of potentiai 

loss or the encountering of harm or loss. In essence, it is knowing that sornething could go 

wrong in an activity, and f i P l  pursuing that activity. Much like the spoa ethic, rkk and risk- 

taking are not necessarily negative phenornena, and there are positive aspects to both. In tenns 

of the human condition, certain types of risk-taking can be seen as altmistic (e-g., firefighting), 

while others can be and are admired and even be appropriate. In the context of this project, 

Nixon (1992) suggests that the normalisation of playing with pain and injury is so common in 

competitive sport, among athletes who are aware of the potential negative consequences of their 

actions, that he suggests that such competitive sport is characterised by a 'culture of risk.' Other 

ethnographie studies (eg., Rodenck & Waddington, 2000; Walk, 1997; Young & White, 1995; 

Young, White & McTeer, 1 994) show that this culture is far more complex than Nixon implies. 

Whiie al1 recognise that there is widespread acceptance and tolerance of pain and injury in 

competitive sport, they dso recognise the complex ways in which athletes and others produce 

and respond to this culture. For convenience, and because this project is prima.dy concerned 

with the negative aspects of risk and risk-taking, the terrn 'culture of risk' will be used 

throughout the text in reference to this phenornenon. However, the complexities identified by 

the studies involving fieldwork are also evident here. 

In addition to the issues of injury in sport and the cculture of risk,' this study is also 

concerned with the negotiation of medical treatment in a sport 'culture of risk.' While there is an 

established literature on the negotiation of treatment in the sociology of medicine, health and 

illness, such negotiations have not been investigated in sport medicine. We must first ask if there 

is sornething unique about sport medicine, is it different fiom other foms of medicine? Do sport 

medicine clinicians have 'special' ethicai responsibilities to their patients? Sport medicine may 
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be different fiom other forms of medicine since the individu& who access it are fit and healthy 

individuals dealing with injury or setback- They also tend to be individuals who are inclined to 

take risks in a culture where such nsk-taking is normaliseci. The situation with child athletes 

raises even more important questions about ethical responsibility that are beyond the scope of 

this study. In the case of intercollegiate sport, clinicians are deaiing with adult patients, who 

ofteri have an overwhelming desire to compete. Given this conte* it is important to reiterate 

that the negotiation of medicai treatment in sport has not been examined, thus pointing to the 

relevance of this project. 

Research Questions 

-This project considered the nature of the relationship between the 'culture of nsk' and the 

negotiation of treatment in sport medicine. The major purpose of this project is to examine, 

using qualitative methods, the roles of sport medicine clinicians as they interact with patient- 

athletes in various sports in the context of a cornpetitive varsity season. The project is designed 

to investigate how clinicians interact with patient-athletes beyond the basic level of clinical 

diagnoseq and to determine whether ciinicians in a Canadian post-secondary institution 

implicitly contribute to and reinforce positive deviance and overconformity to the sport ethic 

(Hughes & Coakley, 199 1). Given that the literature - primarily fiom professional and National 

Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) sources - and anecdotal evidence predict that a 'culture 

of risk' is promoted in clhician-athlete negotiations, this project attempts to answer the 

foliowing questions: 



(1) In a Faculty that promotes physicai, mental and emotional wellbeïng, and education 

regarding the social coIlStraints and dangers of competitive sport, does a 'culture of rkk' 

exist amongst the student-athletes? 

(2) ifthere is a 'culture of nsk' arnong the athletes, how is it understood by, negotiated, 

and dealt with by sport medicine clinicians? 

(3) How do sport medicine clinicians respond to the dual, and potentially conflicting, roles of 

patient (an injured individual in need of treatment which may prevent him/her fiom 

competing) and competitive student-athiete (an injured individual who may have an 

overwheiming desire to r e m  to training and/or cornpetition)? 

Furthemore, this project investigates the role of coaches and the ways in which coaches are 

intermediaries in the relationship between c1inicia.s and student-athletes, as well as their 

influence on ciinicians and athletes within the 'culture of nsk-' 

Canadian intercollegiate sport provides a relatively distinct setting in which to examine 

the interactions between sport medicine clinicians and athietes. In highly competitive sport 

settings, such as professional, elite amateur or Olympic level sporf the research Iiterature 

predicts a culture of risk. Such sports are often revenue-producing endeavours, and athletes, 

staf f  and medical personnel are 'paid' as employees of a larger organisation, either through 

salaries or sponsorship. Many Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic Union (CIAU) athletes are elite 

level athletes and play with pressure during their CIAU season. However, unlike other leveis of 

elite sport, including the highest levels of U.S. intercoiiegiate spoq athletes do have to be 

students working toward their degrees, playing seasons are relatively short, and the pressures 

regarding success and revenue are less pronounced. B y analysing sport cliniciadathlete 

interactions in a Canadian university setting, two of the main issues in other forms of elite sport 
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are more controlIed: (1) CLAU athletes do not receive substantial athietic schoiarships, and are 

thus not in an impiicit employedemployer relationship with the team, coach or university; and 

(2) sport medicine staff are often required to attend to numerous athletes fiom various teams 

throughout the year, and are thus not affiliateci with a team as much as with the entire institution 

Assets & Limitations 

Ln addition to these generalisations about intercollegiate sport settings, and given that this 

study focuses on the case of a single university, it is important to note the unique reconstructed 

nature of the new Faculty of Physical Education and Health at the University of Toronto, with its 

explicit emphasis on both physical education health. The mission statement, values, and 

guiding principles of the Faculty, create an environment that promotes interna1 analysis and self- 

evaluation, in the hope of strengthening and irnproving the role of physical activity, sport and 

recreation within the University of Toronto and the broader community- It is therefore 

appropnate to append the Mission Statement, values and guiding principles of the Faculty to this 

project, and to acknowledge the strength of these principles as one reason for this study within 

this institution (see Appendix Z). ft is important to note that any evidence of a 'culture ofrisk' 

here, given the explicit organisational emphasis on positive and hedthy sport participation, 

suggests that such a 'culture of risk' may exist to a greater extent at other institutions with less 

emphasis on health in their guiding principles. 

Furthemore, it is important to point out a limitation of this case study - one which d s o  

points to the significance of the sport medicine clhic and dinicians in this environment. This 

project took place at a t h e  when the c h i c  was undergohg transformation, both physically in 

the sense of renovation, and adminisîratively. Naturdly, this period of transition brought with it 
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change in routine, and change fkom an existing system into a new operating system, resulting in 

some (arguably, nahual) hstration and tension for athletes, coaches and clinicians. When this 

project began, some participrnts saw this an opportunity to voice their cornplaints alongside their 

opinions on the 'culture of risk.' One could argue that a limitation of this study was the fact that 

some participants were 'in the mood to grïpe' about the clinic. But, this can also been seen as 

evidence of the important role that the clinic and the ciinicians play in the lives of  patient- 

athletes and coaches, and in the intercoIlegÏate sport system. 



A prelirninary analysis of the issues surrounding cliniciadpatient-athlete negotiations 

creates the fiamework in which to analyse the profession of sport medicine, and its role in 

Canadian interwllegiate sport as seen in one institution. While this literature review cannot fùlly 

examine al1 the pertinent themes related to this topic, it broadly considers three specific areas 

including: the socio-cultural nature of pain and injury in sport, the process of negotiaîion as it 

relates to the clinician-patient relationship, and the current status of medico-legal and policy 

issues in the Canadian intercollegiate sport system. 

Socio-Cultural Nature of Pain and Injury 

By examining the headlines of sports pages in newspapers, by watching the slow motion 

replzys on televised football, hockey, or other contact sports, or by listening to the accounts of 

injuries expenenced by individuais in sport, it becomes evident that there is a widespread 

acceptance of risk, pain, and injury by athletes in cornpetitive sport. This makes pain and injury 

statistically normal in sport, and at the same tirne, creates a widespread acceptance of what has 

been called by some researchers as "the culture of risk" (Coakley, 1998; Curry, 1993; Nixon, 

1992; Nixon, 1993; Nixon, 1994) - a culture which normalises pain and injury experience as part 

of a larger overconfomity to "the sport ethic" (Hughes & Coakley, 1 99 1). Socio-cultural 

research has starteci to examine the 'culture of risk' with recent analyses of the gendered and 

gendering nature of sport injury (Nixon, 1996a; Nixon, 1996b; Nixon, 1994; Theberge, 1997; 

Young, White & McTeer, 1994; Young & White, 1995; Young, 1993), and its organisational 

nature and production (Coakley, 1998; Curry, 1994; Hughes & Coakley, 199 1 ; Nixon, 1994; 

9 
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Nixon, 1992; Walk, 1997; Young, 1993). Researchers have asked such pertinent questions as, 

why are injuries such an accepted part of competitive sports (Coakley, 1998; Hughes & Coakley, 

199 1)? How does pain and injury correlate with the athlete's character and psyche (Dunning, 

1986; Klein, 1995; Sabo, 1989; Theberge, 1997; Young, White & McTeer, 1994; Young & 

White, 1995; Young, 1993)? How does the injury process in sport relate to the injury process in 

hazardous occupations (Young, 1993)? How is sport injury distributed across the socio- 

economk specvum (McCutcheon, Curtis & White, 1997)? How do men and wornen react to, 

attribute and respond to pain and injury incurred through competitive sport, and are these 

responses a gendered phenornenon (Gerschick & Miller, 1995; Sabo & Gordon, 1995; Theberge, 

1997; Young, White & McTeer, 1994; Young & White, 1995)? How do sport injuries and the 

normalisation of pain tolerance figure in the broader discussion of human rights in eIite sport 

(Gdd & Donnelly, 2000)? 

Given these research examples, one area that has received liteb scholarly attention in the 

socio-cultural study of sport is the role of the sport medicine clinicians in this 'culture of risk' 

(there are extensive academic examinations and critiques of the broader profession and socid 

institution of medicine; see Williams & Calnan, 1996, for one such summary of some of the 

major theoretical perspectives to date in the sociology of medicine, health and iihess). There are 

several studies of the paramedicd staff associated with competitive sport and physical activity, 

such as athletic trainers (see Fisher et al., 1993; Walk, 1997), but no in-depth research of a group 

which has become a central figure in competitive sport today - the sport medicine team. M a t  is 

the role of spon medicine clinicians? How do they deal with patient-athletes beyond the clinical 

diagnoses? Do their actions, behaviours and ideologies reinforce positive deviance in t e m  of 

overconformity to the sport ethic (Hughes & Coakley, 1991)? How rnuch power and control 
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does the sport medicine clinician wield among those within the fiamework of cornpetitive sport, 

(e-g., athletes, coaches, governing bodies etc.)? With su many questions left unanswered about 

the role and nature of the clinician, there is a clear need for this project to begin to situate the 

sport medicine clinician as an active negotiator in the sport-injury/pain cornplex. Greater 

understanding of  the current state of research in the theory of positive deviance in the sport ethic, 

anaiysis of pain and injury as gendered phenornena, as well as the organisationai nature of pain 

and injury, aiIows for further discussion of the impact of sport medicine clinicians. 

I n i q  Rates and Costs 

As noted previously, sport injuries are a reality for many individuals. According to the 

Institute of Social Research @SR) (1996): 

Of the 6,32 1 individuais who reported that they had participateci in sports and physical 
recreation activities during the 12-month period, a total of 604 individuds sustained an 
injury or injuries that required treatment by a health professional. Thus the annual 
prevalence rate of sport and recreation injuries [was] 7.2% of the Ontario population over 
the age of five years. The prevalence rate of injuries for those individuals who participate 
in sport and physical recreation [was] 9.6%. 

Using those rates, ISR (1996) calculatecl an estimited 750,800 injuries were sustained by the 

Ontario population in 1995, and that injury rates for men were almost twice that of women's - 

9.4% (estimated 471,000 injuries) vs. 5.4% (estimated 279,000 injuries), respectively. ISR 

(1996) continued by estimating the economic costs of injuries in sport and recreation to have 

been approximately 637 million dollars, about 42% of which were W t h  care costs, including 

visits to health care professionals, and 46% of which were lost productivity andor foregone 

eamings. The remaining 12% of the $637 million was absorbed directly by the individual (or the 

family) that was injured. In examinhg serious and catastrophic sport/recreational injuries, Tator 

et al. (1993) found that a total of 56 1 cases were reported between July 1, 199 1 and June 30, 
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1992, of which 220 were fatalities. Approximately 85% of the cases recorded were males, with 

an average age just below Tator et al. (1993) dso calculated an economic cost model, and 

estimateci that (in 1988 dollars) a total ofapproxirnately $225 million was spent for direct 

medical coas (approximately 13% of total), related expenses (approximately less than 1%), and 

loa time/productïvity (approximately 87%). While these figures are dated, they do provide a 

snapshot of the relative statistical and economic significance of sport injuries in Ontario. 

Pain and Injury 

A growing body of Iiterature examines the violence inflicted on the bodies of male and 

female athletes through the routinisation of pain m d  injury in sport. Initial interest focused on 

male athletes (Cuny' 1994; Curry, 1993; Nixon, 1993; Young, White & McTeer, 1994; Young, 

19931, but more recent work has extended the discussion to women. In a ground breaking study 

on the experiences of elite female athletes, Young and White (1995, p. 5 1) idente  similarities 

between males and females in the acceptance of physical danger and injury, and conclude that "if 

difference exists between the way male and female athletes appear to understand pain and injury, 

it is only a matter of degree." They go on to characterise the ways in which athletes in 

cornpetitive sport, both male and female, acknowledge and deal with their injuries through 

several different strategies. "[These] strategies are articulated as rules ofconduct, or noms, but 

they also include various techniques of neutralisation and other linguistic justifications" (Young, 

White & McTeer, 1994, p. 183). These strategies are characterisecl as: (a) "hidden pain;" @) 

"disrespected pain;" (c) "unwelcomed pain;" and (d) "depersonalised pain" (Young & White, 

1995; Young, White & McTeer, 1994). 1t is interesting to note that when in pain, it is much 

easier to know and feel one's own pain, while to know and to fée1 another's pain without the 
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suffering is difficult and elusive. As Scarry (1 985, p. 4) notes, cc[tlhus pain comes unsharably 

into ow midst as at once that which cannot be denied and that which cannot be confhmed.. . . 

Whatever pain achieves, it achieves in part through its unsharability, and it ensures this 

unsharability through its resistance to language." Scarry (1985) goes on to describe M e r  the 

ability of pain to 'shatter' Ianguage and reduce the person in pain to sounds that imitate pre- 

language - such as cries or shrieks. While she builds her position on pain by focusing on the 

structure of torture and war, she stresses that the ability of pain to resist language, either through 

the inability to express what pain really feels like or by reducing language to pre-language, has 

tremendous political consequences (see Bendelow, 1996). In short, Scarry (1985) çuggests that 

the inexpressibility of pain and its ability to dominate the sensory and cognitive world of on& the 

person in pain, renders pain invisible, and in doing so, makes it difficult to locate and discuss its 

political nature. Scarry (1 985, p. 12) States that ".. . ordinarily there is no language for pain, that 

it (more than any other phenomenon) resists verbal objectification. But the relative ease or 

difficuity with which any given phenomenon can be verbal& represented also influences the 

ease or =culty with which that phenomenon comes to bepoIzticuZ2y represented" Dtalics in 

original]- She offers some interesting perspectives that, although in discussion of torture and 

war, are highly applicable to sporting contexts not oniy to understanding the didability of 

athletes to express their pain, but also the political implications of their involvement in and 

adherence to a 'culture of risk.' 

Given their generally excellent health and "posture of physical invulnerability" (Young, 

White & McTeer, 1994, p. 185), pain and injury are often understood by athletes as a fom of 

bodily betrayal. Injury and pain become physical and symbolic cues of character and identity, 

such that pain tolerance and disregard of bodily lirnits are ofien seen as a reflection of moral 



strength and character development m g ,  1986; Hughes & Coakley, 1992; Sabo & 

Panepinto, 1990; White & Y o q  1997). In addition to courage in the face of physicd 

challenges, moral courage is irnplied in this normative system. As Hughes and Coakiey (1 99 1, 
1 

p. 309) note, "the idea is that athletes never back down ftom challenges in the fom of either 

physical risk or pressurei and that standing up to challenge involves moral courage." The 

penrasiveness of this ideology extends into the lives of men and women, and becomes part of the 

construction of gender identity for many of these individuals. It becomes part of their "sport 

ethic" (Hughes & Coakiey, 1991). 

Positive Deviance and The S ~ o r t  Ethic 

In discussing the sport ethic, and its relevance to the examination of the sport medicine 

clhician, it is essential to understand the concept of positive deviance. In a key study, Hughes 

and Coakley (1991, p. 308) have charactensed the acceptance of pain and injury in sport as 

"positive deviance," which they suggest is "caused by an unqualified acceptance oc and 

unquestioned commitment to a value system fiamed by ... the sport ahic." Positive deviance 

refers to a form of overconformity that goes so far in "following commonly accepted rule or 

standards that it interferes with the well-being of self or others" (Hughes & Coakley, 1991, p. 

3 10). The value system of sport encourages overconformity to a set of n o m  or guidelines that 

athletes use to evaluate themselves or others as they train and compete. Much of the positive 

deviance in sport involves an unquestioned and unqualified acceptance oc and conformity to the 

value system embodied in the sport ethic, as defhed by Coakley (1998, p. 152). 

The sport ethic is the cluster ofbeliefs that many people in [competitive] sports 
have corne to use as the dominant criteria for defining what it really means, in 
their social worlds, to be an athlete; the sport ethic constitutes the core of the 
high-performance sport culture. 



Information fiom and about athletes has led Hughes and Coakley (1991) to suggest four beliefs 

that make up the sport ethic: (a) being an athlete involves making sacrifices for 'The Game'; (b) 

being an athlete involves sîriving for distinction; (c) being an athlete involves accepting risks and 

playing through pain; and (d) being an athlete involves refùsing to accept limits in the pursuit of 

possibilities. Not al1 athietes overconform to this ethic, but these noms make up the mindset and 

culture of many athletes in competitive performance sports. It is in this framework that athletes 

learn to expect, accept, minimise and/or ignore pain and injwy as a normal part of the game, and 

even take pride in their pain threshold as proof of t?.?eir character as athletes and their dedication 

to the team (Nixon, 1993). As Hughes and Coakley (199 1, p. 3 16) stress: ". ..it [should bel 

emphasised that the norms of the sport ethic are positive norms; it is under the condition of 

uncritical acceptance and extrerne overconformity that they are associated with dangerous and 

destructive behaviour." Overconformity to the sport ethic becomes part of the overall 

participation experience, and although it varies between sports and athletes, it appears to be both 

"generic across sport and specific to particular sport dhues" (White & Young, 1997, p. 1). 

While Hughes and Coakley (199.1) offer one interpretation for why injury and pain 

toferance are accepted as part of the sport experience, Goanan (1967) dso interprets why 

individuah turn to nsk-taking and situations where risk is involved in the construction and 

exhibition of 'character'- He states that character: ". . [on one hand] refers to what is essential 

and unchmgkg about the individual - what is ~ h a r a c f e r i ~ c  of him. On the other, it refers to 

attributes that can be generated and destroyed during fateful moments.. .Thus, a paradox. 

Character is both unchanging and changeable. And yet that is how we conceive of it" @. 238). 

Gof ian  suggests that it is during "moments of action" where there is a sense of risk (the 

amount and nature of nsk being subjectively interpreted by the individual) that a person has the 



oppc'rtunity to "[display] to himself and sornetimes to others his style of conduct when the chips 

are down" (p. 237). He fùrther notes that nsk and action have appeal since these are moments 

when "character is gambled; a single good showing can be taken as representative, and a bad 

showing cannot be easily excused or re-attempted. To display or express character, weak or 

strong, is to generate character. The self, in bnec can be voluntarily subjecîed to re-creation7' (p. 

237). While the actor can stand to lose a great deal in this moment of action, a tremendous gain 

of character can also occur- "a central oppoxtunity to show strong character is found in fatefùl 

situations, and such situations necessarily jeopdise the risk-taker and his resourcesy' @ - 260). 

GofEnan suggests that the qualities of character that emerge h m  the fateful situation tend to be 

"essentializing" such that "a single expression [of character in the face of risk] tends to b e  taken 

as an adequate basis for judgement" (p. 2 18). 

Gofnnan identifies four key qualities of character that individuals try to convey in fatefbl 

situations (Le., moments of action), including courage, pameness, integity and composme (see 

p. 2 18-227). He suggests that these qualities "specifjc . . how [an individual] will manage [him or 

herselfJ in [an] activity," and that these qualities are "an aspect of the individual's charade?' (p. 

217). He further suggests that, "[e]vidence of incapacity to behave effectively and comealy 

under the stress of fatefùlness is a sign of weak character.. . . Evidence of marked capacky to 

maintain full self control when the chips are down - whether exerted in regard to mord 

temptation or task performance - is a sign of strong character" (p. 217; Italics in original). This 

is highly applicable to Our exploration of athletes7 pain and injury tolerance, since injury is seen 

by some as a fatefùl moment, a moment when characîer can be built. Sport is an ideal venue for 

the establishment and perpetuation of 'character' since it is not ody a social situation, but also 

involves risk and fate. Athletes may try to establish a sense of cbaracter in the face of risk for 



themselves, and convey partidar messages or signs of strength in character to their coaches and 

peers. One could argue though that if a single expression of character tends to be taken as 

definitive, ". . .once an individuai has failed in a particula. way he becomes essentially different 

fkom that moment on and rnight just as weil give up" (GofEnan, 1967, p. 235)- lftolerance of 

injury is seen as an example of a strong character, to not tolerate it implies weakness in character 

and an inability to communicate courage, gameness, integrity or  even composure. This is 

problematic since there is a politicai contradiction here in that praise is reserved for 

con6onnity/overconfonnity to an ethic, but an individual is ofien showing great strength of 

character in resisting that ethic. What is interesting to point out is Go&anY s (1 985, p. 167) own 

view of injury since, as he mites: 

Physical danger is a thin red thread connecting each of the individual's moments to al1 his 
others. A body is subject to falls, hits, poisons, cuts, shots, crushing, drowning, buming, 
disease, suffocation, and electrocution. A body is a piece of consequential equipment, 
and its owner is always putting it on the line. Of course, he c m  bring other capital goods 
into many of his moments too, but his body is the only one he can never leave behind. 

This discussion of positive deviance in the sport ethic leads us to the paradox of 

competitive sport, and implicates the need for and role of the sport medicine clinician. While 

competitive sport is generally seen by many people to build, enhance, and even improve the 

body and psyche, creating fùller, more well-rounded individuals, it also creates a body and 

psyche that is destroyed and/or damageci, and which destroys and damages others (Messner, 

1989). This interpretation Iays bare a tragic irony in the dominant sport culture - that the 

powerfid athlete, a syrnbol of strength and health, sacrifices his or her heaith in pursuit of 

idealised athleticism, and even idealised masculinities and femininities (see Curry, 1994; Curry, 

1993; Hughes & Coakley, 1991; Sabo & Gordon, 1991; Theberge, 1997; White & Young, 1991; 

Young, White & McTeer, 1994; Young & White, 1995; Young, 1993). Athletes are often held 
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up as symbols of health or vitality in sport and fitness subailhires, but descriptions of athietes' 

experiences show how the pursuit of athletic excellence and personal success entai1 the 

development of a disregard for the body (Klein, 1995). Paradoxically, as the body is built up to 

move through the competitive hierarchies of modem athletics, the body is increasingly wom 

down - in essence, an athletic career also becomes a "pain careei' (Bendeiow, 1996, p. 17 1). 

Many athletes are thus embroiled in a farger set of power relations inside and outside of sport 

that is often exploitative and leads to "physical entropy rather than hedth" (as cited in Sabo & 

Gordon, 1995, p. 12). This interpretation also implicates the role of the clinician in this paradox. 

As athletes work on and Wear down their bodies to exceI in their sports, there is an ever-present 

need for the specialised lmowiedge and abilities of sport medicine clinicians, trained in the types, 

mechanisms and treatments of sport injuries. In many ways, overconformity to the sport ethic 

creates a supply-demand scenario, where the commodity being exchanged is the health and well 

being of the human body. With an understanding of positive deviance and the sport ethic as a 

form of 'character-builder,' we must now ask how this relates to the construction of gender in 

competitive sport? How does tolerance and disregard of injury translate into how men and 

women see themselves as athletes? Subsequently, the focus tums to the place of the sport 

medicine clinician in this subculture, and whether dhe is complicit in maintaining positive 

deviance to the sport ethic. 

The Construction of Gender in Cornpetitive Sport 

As Theberge (1997, p. 69) states, "competitive sport is one of the most important arenas 

for the production and expression of gender." Young boys are ofien taught that sports help turn a 

"boy into a man", and that to endure and survive pain is courageous and m d y  (Sabo, 1989; 
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White & Young, 1997; Young, White & McTeer, 1994). This alludes to z socio-culturd process 

of creating a dominanthegemonic masculine hierarchically out of many masculinities that exist 

(see Dunning, 1986; Sabo & Gordon, 1995; White & Young, 1997). Even though hegemonic 

masculinity is an ideological construct, modem sport is an institution where male hegemony is 

tangibly constructeci and reconstmcted, and where "physical strength and force become 

important symbolic and cultural cues" (White & Young, 1997). The use of violence and force, 

as well as the practice of tolerating pain, become part of a masculinizing process. Young, White 

and McTeer (1994, p. 178) argue that male physicality in sport is "a form of symbolic 

domination which contributes to the reproduction and reinforcement of power relations inherent 

in the existing gender order." In short, men have championed the phy sical basis of gender 

dSerence through the paradoxical identification ofthe male body as a weapon to cause harm 

and to be h m & .  The values of the pain principle (Klein, 1995) are thus incorporâted, through a 

complex social, psychological, cultural and political process into gender identities. Symbolic 

and cultural significance lies in the association of strength, body size, and aggression with male 

success - therefore injury both threatens that success, and is re-interpreted as part of masculine 

validation. This affects the lives and psyches of many male athletes in a fundamental way, since 

the presumed benefits of dangerous behaviour outweigh the-health risks. This posture is not 

limited to 'jocks', and is evident in the lives of many non-athletic men who, as 'workaholics' or 

'tough guys', deny their physical and emotional needs, and develop health problems as a result 

(Young, 1993). As Young (1993, p. 390) and others have pointed ouf men prove themselves by 

achieving success in the society's dominant institutions, or "at the very least through the 

ideologies and icons that suggest this power," such as dangerous professions Iike the military, 

construction, mining, and eveii sports. As Gof i an  (1967, p. 17 1-4) suggests, the choice of 



being involved in such occupations is indicative of the need to create and 'prove' a particular 

type of character where "self-detemination is central. Instead of awaiting fate, you meet it at the 

door. Danger is recast into taken risk; favorable possibilities, into grasped opportunity. Fatefiil 

situations become chancy undertakings, and exposure to uncertainty is construed as willfully 

taking a practical gamble." G o f i a n  (1967) himself suggests such occupations include 

professional spectator sports, such as football, boxing, and bullfighting, which place money, 

reputation, and physical safety in jeopardy d l  at the same time for performers, as well as 

recreational non-spectator sports, such as mountain climbing, big game hunting, parachuting, and 

surfkg. In regards to the latter, GofEinan (1967, p. 196) States that: 

No payment is received for this effort; no publicly relevant identity is consolidateci by it; 
and it incurs no obligations in the serious world or work In the absence of the usual 
-pressures to engage in an activity, it is presumably easy to assume that self-determination 
is involved and that the chances.. .are brought on solely because of the challenge.. . 

Hegemonic masculinity has a tremendous power in the lives of men in competitive sport, but 

recent research is suggesting that women are beginning to adopt similar patterns of behaviour in 

regards to positive deviance, the sport ethic, pain and injury. 

Although the history of women in sport is beyond the scope of this fiterature review, 

sport has been a setting in which gender differences were established and celebrated (hnning, 

1986; Theberge, 1997; Young & White, 1995). Historicalty, there has been an understamihg 

that education or socialisation through sport was consciously understood to be masculinizing. As 

Kidd (1987, p. 253; see also Dunning, 1986) notes, the men who devdoped or promoted sports 

in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries were careful to ensure that only males were 

masculinized this way: "[tlhey kept sports as male preserves by actively discowaging fernales 

nom participating; they denied them adequate facilities and programs, ridided their attempts, 

and threatened them with the spectre of il1 heaith and reproductive death." When women were 
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admitted, it was on restncted terms and accordhg to an adapted model - events were adjusted to 

conform to a view of women as fhgile and weak. 

Ln recent times, increasing numbers of women are chailenging the myths of the female 

body as fiail and weak. A particularly significant challenge to gender ideologies is the increased 

involvement of women in sports seen as the "flag carriers of masculinity" (Theberge, 1997, p. 

70), such as hockey, rugby and wrestling. As Theberge (1997, p. 70) points out, "these are 

sports that quintessentially promote hegemonic masculinity and to which a rnajority of 

individuals are regularly exposed." Ethnographie research reveais that with this increased 

involvement in competitive sport, there has corne a general sense of empowerment by many 

female athletes - a physical, social, psychological, and even emotional sense of empowement 

(Theberge, 1997; Young & White, 1995) What has also come, as women "colonise 'new' sport 

temtory" (Young & White, 1995, p. 56), has been a lack of reflexivity by many female athletes 

about their adoption of the competitive sport system, and its uuderlying values, thus resulting in 

a reproduction of the rnasculinist meaning of sport structures. As Young and White (1995, p. 53) 

show, some of the very strategies that women use in discussing the tolerance of pain and injury 

represent "the cornerstones of the dominant male model of sport, and are adopted for a number 

of rasons: to show courage or character, to consolidate membership or kudos in a group; to 

avoid being benched; to help make sense of compromised health in a lifestyle that reveres heaIth 

and fitness." Many women are participating in and colonising traditionally male-exclusive 

spaces in sport, but instead of contributing to "a deliberate and organised reconstruction of the 

meaning of pain and injury in sport, women appear to be contributing to an already defined sport 

process replete with violence, excessive and comprornising health behaviour" (Young & White, 

1995, p. 56). Much like the discussion of men in the culture of pain, for women, playing through 
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pain is an indication of a player's ability and an aflirmation of her conmitment to her team and 

her sport. Research shows a lack of criticai awareness of the physical dangers of cornpetitive 

sport participation, and provides evidence that women athletes are readily accepting of violence 

inflicted on their bodies in wmpetitive sport (Young & White, 1995). This suggests an 

incorporation oc rather than resistance to, the dominant mode1 of men's sport. In terms of the 

construction of femininity, it becomes clear that for many women in cornpetitive sport, qudities 

such as physical strength and aggression, and injury experiences, do not inherently or objective1 y 

compromise the femininity of wornen. Rather the discourse of women in studies such as  

Theberge (1 997) and Young and White (1 999, demonstrate that sport may contain key 

emancipatory possibilities. These include a range of opportunities for extending physical 

limitations, developing a positive sense of physicd self, and of CO-operating with or competing 

against others (Young & White, 1995). It is quite safe to say that there is a sense of 

accomplishment and satisfaction that many women derive fiom their sport participation - a sense 

of strength that is oftentimes directly linked to the "physicality of sport and the possibility for the 

exercise of skill and force in athletic cornpetition" (Theberge, 1997, p. 84), and which results in 

the expression of an "ernpowered femininity" (Young & White, 1995, p. 57). 

The findings raise possible ambiguities in sports-related ernancipation for women. As 

Young and White (1995, p. 56) note, "women's increasing participation in aggressive sport is 

interpreted as a dialectic, in which resistance to male dominance in sport is tempered by a degree 

of hegemonic incorporation." The sense of empowerment is critical in the creation of gendered 

identities since, as Klein (1995, p. 11 5) notes, "in Our culture, masculinity and femininity are 

inscribed upon the body through power." But while some femaie athletes experience this 

empowerment through sport participation, their challenge to masculine hegemony is diminished 
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through their uncritical adoption of a sport ethic that celebrates toughness in the face of physical 

violence (Hughes & Coakley, 1991; Theberge, 1997; Young &White, 1995). The image= of 

women in cornpetitive sporf in and of itself: emits powerfùl political symbolism, but we must 

question whether this uncritical acceptance of injury is bodily empowerment or endangerment. 

The Oreanisational Nature of Sport Medicine 

Given this prelirninary understanding of the nature of pain and injury in competitnve sport 

as expenenced by women and men, it is appropriate now to examine the broader implicattions for 

this issue on the organisational nature of sport medicine, Although past work in medical 

sociology has questioned the progress and state of modem medicine (see Bolaria, 1988; 

Crawford, 1980; Frankel, 1988; Haas & S haffir, 199 1; Jokl, 1964; Navarro, 1986; Waddimgton, 

1996), very little research by both medical and sport sociologists, has looked at the practise of 

sport medicine, and its effects on individuals. Few have quesîioned whether sport medickne 

clinicians are aiding injured athletes b y offenng specialised treatment, or are reinforcing 

overconformity to the sport ethic? 

One of the few studies to ponder these issues was c-ed out by Nixon (1992) whm, 

though social network analysis, investigated the "conspiratonal alliance of coaches, athleztic 

administrators, sport medicine personnel, and others whose activities perpetuate the acceptance 

by athletes of risk, pain, and injury in sport" (Wak 1997, p. 23). In fact, Nixon (1992) tesmis 

these alliances amongst individuals in sport organisations "sportsnets," and suggests that tzhese 

interactions, among and including sport medicine professionals, reinforce the standardisedi 

ideology of overconformity to the sport ethic, which "encourages players to play with paim and 

take unreasonable health risks" (Wallq 1997, p. 23). Nixon (1992) argues that what norrnaiises 
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these ideologies is the very fact that there is a medical support systcm in place for athletes that is 

immersed in the rhetoric of producing winning teams and athletes - repair the athlete's injury and 

send them out to win more garnes. 

Nixon (1992) suggests that the insulation and immersion of these medical systems within 

the larger framework of overcoaformitty to the sport ethic as seen by the coaches, administrators, 

athletic directors, etc., is detrimental to the health and safety of athletes due to the undue 

tolerance of pain and injury. As Roderick and Waddington (2000) interpret, "Wixon] suggests 

that sportsnets are more likely to 'entrap' athletes in a 'culture of nsk' when the sportsnet is 

large, dense, centralised, ciosed, undserentiated and stable, and where athletes are very 

reachable by coaches and others with authority or control within the sporting context." Nixon 

proposes the establishment of independent networks of medical personnel who are not so 

intimately connecteci to the sportsnets, and urges athietes to look to these independent networks 

of medical personnel to assess and diagnose persistent injury. Such ideas are reinforced by other 

sport sociologists, such as Hughes and Coakley (1 99 1, p. 322), who suggest that: 

Athietes who are injured should not be allowed to play until certified, not simply "able to 
compete," by a physician outside the athletic program, since tearn physicians may be 
vulnerable to overconfonnity to the sport ethic with sport organisations. 

Although one must acknowledge that Nixon's study was done within the NCAA intercollegiate 

sport system, which is, in part, a revenue-producing system, his cal1 for greater accountability, 

the ethical and holistic treatrnent of the athlete, and more research into this area can also be 

applied to the Canadian intercollegiate sport system. 

While discussion of sportsnets offers a theoretid critique of sport medicine 

systems wit hin intercollegiate sport, Walk' s (1 997) look at the experiences of student athletic 

trainers is the precedent study in the sociology of sport literature that questions and 'tests' this 
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theory empirically. Walic writes of the expenences of student athietic trainers (SATs) in a large, 

Midwest, N C M  Division 1 institution as gathered through nwierous semi-structured interviews. 

Ln an analysis of the concept of sportsnets, Walk (1997, p. 50) contends that Nùron's notion of a 

sportsnet is both "intuitively suspect and without empirical support," in that "even a sportsnet 

may be characterised by fiaws in its systems of controi, related negotiation and conflict, and 

some masures of fkeedom for its members, even those with the Ieast amount of power - in the 

present case, student athletes and student athletic trainers." He argues that whiie sport and sport 

medicine were insulated fiom the rest of the institution, the sportsnet was not as homogenous and 

al1 encompassing as Nixon suggests, particularly in the relationships between SATs and -dent- 

athletes that "worked to undermine some of the totalizing and exploitative tendencies the 

[institutional] sportsnet may have had" (p. 50). 

Docurnented in the study were the ofien codicted and contradictory views held by SATs 

towards the 'culture of nsk' - concem for the health and welfare of the student-athiete as well as 

the reproduction of injury-legitimating noms - yet this was significantly af5ected by the role that 

SATs often assumed in this sport/sport medicine system. SATs were often seen occupying the 

'middle' position - a liaison position - between patient-athletes and ' higher' authorities, such as 

coaches, administrators, and other health professionals. Walk argues that this positioning of the 

SATs forces them into a paradoxical role where they form close bonds with athletes, empathise 

and sympathise wïth the patient-athlete, at times reproduce and reinforce the 'cuIture of nsk' as 

desired by the athletes, at times reproduce and reinforce the 'culture of risk' as desired by the 

coaches, while also occupying the role of the guardian of the athlete against extemal pressures to 

play. This is m e r  exacerbated by the fact that SATs are often exploited student workers - "40 
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to 70 hour per week intemstiips added to the schedules of fùll-time university students ispïihm 

fucie Ptalics in original] exploitati~n~~ (p. 54). 

While Walk's strrdy offers a great deal of material relevant to this project, it is important 

to note two themes generated throughout the article. First is Wallc's acknowledgement that while 

student-athletes oRen have the least amount of power in the sportsnet, they should not also be 

viewed as "'dupes' by minirnising the roles and responsibilities they may play in exercising 

sovereignty over the treamient of their own bodies" (p. 54). This reinforces the importance of 

agency, not just of athletes but for al1 individuals involved in the negotiation process, and its 

impact on the negotiation process. Secondly, Wallc reiterates t h  ''firture studies of sportsnets 

should.. . study how the processes of injury-related negotiation and conflict among coaches, 

athletes, and sports medicine personnel take place" (p. 5 1). 

This discussion of the nature of sport injury lads  to the need to understand the unique 

nature of sport medicine, and its potential for greater harm than good. It is a specialised field of 

medical practice and, as such, treats specific medical phenornena at the CO& of treating the whole 

person - in other words, dehumanising the athlete (Hoberman, 1990). As Navarro (1986) notes, 

the specialisation in medical knowledge and practice tends to focus on specific parts of the body- 

In a generalised discussion on medicine, Sabo and Gordon (1 995, p. 1 3) suggest, "though 

modem medicine acknowledges the integrity of the whole person, the ernotional and intellectual 

uniqueness of the individual is sometimes lost amid highl y bureaucratised, technologid, and 

sterile environments of contemporary medicine." In essence, this is an indication of the 

dehumanisation of the athlete. In a more sport-specific context, Young, White and McTeer 

(1994, p. 186) argue that, although '?he structure of cornpetitive sport contains a medical 

infrastructure designed to accommodate the physiological and medical aspects of injury (sport 
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medicine clinics, rehabilitation centres, physiotherapy), athletes seldorn receive assistance in 

worhng through [socio-emotional] side effects" (see Roderick & Waddington, 2000; Scamy, 

1985). How are sport medicine clinicians irnplicated in this concept? Do they contribute to a 

Yack" of treatment for cornpetitive athletes in Canadian inteniniversiiy sport? What measures 

do sport medicine clinicians take to deal with the socio-emotional side effects of sport injury for 

their patients? While these sport-related questions form the context of this project, it is important 

to begin our exploration of this topic by examining the broader sociological literature on the 

physician-patient relationship. 

Understanding the Clinician-Patient Relationship 

This study revolves around the relationship between the clinician and patient in a setting 

that intersects between medicine and sport participation. There are three main ways that a 

patient may respond to a clinician: (i) to do everything a clinician recommends; (fi) to ignore 

everything a clinician recommends; and (iii) to discuss and negotiate the form of treatment that 

the clinician recommends. In cases where the interests of the patient and clinician may codict, 

as can potentidly be the case in sport where an injured athlete may want to train and cornpete 

and the clinician would Iike the patient to heal doing so, the final two options are most often 

used, as indicated by the evidence. The aspect that lends itself the most to sociological analysis 

is the third option, and there is an established literature on this subject in the sociology of 

medicine and health, particularly that of the physician-patient relationship (e.g., see Calnan & 

Williams, 1996 for a discussion of 'lay' evaluation and critique of medicine and medical care). 

This project represents innovative research in the sociology of sport, and since this thesis is 



concerned with negotiation between clinicians and patient-athletes, it is valuable to begin our 

discussion with an examination of the broader theories of the concept of negotiation- 

Negotiat ions 

Strauss (1978, p. ix) suggests that negotiation can be conceptualised simpIy as the 

process of "getting things done" when individuals, groups, or organizations of any size work 

together. The process can include such activities as persuading, educating, manipulating, 

appealuig to the rules or authorky, coercion, bargaining, and influencing which Druckman (1977, 

p. 24) suggests "[are]. . . cuts on negotiation [and that] each process is a paradigm for the analysis 

of negotiation. However, the fact that dl.. . processes operate in any particular negotiation 

renders incomplete an analysis that does not document the interplay among them." 

It is important to emphasize here that such terms as negotiation, bargaining, debate imply 

opposition, thus making conflict the very basis of negotiation (Thompson, Peterson & Kray, 

1995; Poher, Mannix, & Neale, 1995). However, it is equally important to point out that 

negotiation also implies a certain desire to resolve conflict and to find compromise. To look at 

the negotiation process between clinicians and patient-athletes is, by necessity, to look at this 

situation, arguably, through the lem of ccnfiict and opposition. This does not mean that 

clinicians and patient-athletes are always on the opposite ends of the spectnim, but rather, that 

their reIationship holds the potential for conflict. WhiIe the source of conflict is unique to the 

particular situation at hand, Walcott, Hopmann, and King (1 977, p. 194-195) suggest that: 

. . . conflict is ofien grounded in misunderstanding. Such misunderstanding is not (or is 
not lirnited to) merely factual disagreement, nor is it simply a result of ambiguous 
communication. It stems fiom basically daerent images of reality held by the parties to 
a dispute or negotiation. These images may have their sources in cultural dserences, in 
different individual or collective leaniing experiences, or in difFerent ideologies, and as 



[suggested], they are reinforceci by the 'blindness of involvement' in one's own pdcular 
experiences or point of view. 

The different ideologies and ''blindness of involvement" held by the actors regarding the 

tolerance of injury and pain, as implied by existing 'culture of risk' literature, suggest the 

potential for disharmony and misunderstanding of motives. Communication of differing values 

and ideologies become integral to the negotiation process, but even so, is affected by a number of 

inherent and dynamic factors - chiefly the nature of the relationship between negotiators and the 

exchange of power between them, as well as the structural context of the negotiation. 

As an ongoing and dynarnic process, negotiation occurs not only in dyadic and multiparty 

relationships (see Lawler & Yoon, 1995 and Polzer, Mannix, & Neale, 1995, respectively), but 

also within individuals as suggested by symbolic interactionists (e.g., Blumer, 1969; Goffian, 

1967)- Again, the key phenornena in al1 these wntexts is the communication of ideologies and 

motives, the process of interpretation, and subsequent action based on what the actors perceive to 

be the next, necessary steps to be taken- In addressing dyadic negotiations, Greenhalgh and 

Chapman (1995, p. 170) view 'the relationship Petween negotiators] as the context ptalics in 

original] in which the codic t  and negotiation occur and through which they are given meaning." 

They m e r  suggest that resolution of conflict through negotiation is more an attempt to restore 

a sense of c'co~ectedness'7 that ". . . when strained by confiict, must be restored if an optimum 

outcorne is to be reached" (Greenhalgh & Chapman, 1995, p. 170). 

Co~ectedness in the relationship between clinicians and patients stems from a multitude 

of factors including trust, fkequency of interaction, compatibility of preferences, concem for 

others, and so on (Polzer, Mannix, & Neale, 1995). R is also affected by the power dynamics 

between those individuals - power as broadly defined by such factors as the actors' occupations 

and amount of authority they possess within a setting, their knowledge and expertise, their role in 



the particular situation, or theiir ability to appeal to higher authorities. The outcornes of a 

negotiation will be highly related to the amount ofpower each party has - Pruitt and Lewis 

(1977, p. 185) suggest the ''willingness to face conflict and engage in [negotiation] is probably 

greater to the extent that both parties are equal in power" - as well as fiom the availability of 

options. Having and being abIe to exercise alternatives impact both the decisions to embark on 

negotiation and the course of the negotiation itself As Strauss (1978, p. 238) notes: 

If.. .parties to negotiation perceive that they can attempt persuasion, make an appeal to 
authority, manipuIate politicai or social events, and so forth, then their choices of these 
[alternatives] will either prevent them fiom entering negotiation, or if they choose that 
also, then their choices will affect what transpires during the course of the negotiation- 

The dynamics of power in negotiating relationships reinforce the dynamic nature of negotiation 

itself, and hint at the complexity of the study of negotiation as a concept. This is compounded 

when comparing negotiations between individuals, negotiations within and between groupq and 

the reiationship of the negotiations of the former on the latter (Lawler & Yoon, 1995). It would 

be safe to suggest that the relationship between clinicians and patient-athletes are just one of the 

pivotd dyadic negotiations that occur within a cornpetitive sport environment. Other dyadic 

relationships, such as between clinicians and coaches and between coaches and athletes, affect 

and effect not only the clhician-athlete dyad, but the larger organization and setting. The 

negotiation process is thus never static, but dynamic, multidimensional, and only bound to the 

specifics of time, histos: and sethg - that is, bound only to the larger social and structural 

context (Strauss, 1 978). 

While the study of negotiation is not a new phenornenon, curent literature is quick to 

point out that this concept is most ofien studied in laboratory settings, and that few texts and 

theories encompass the complexity of the negotiation process between individuals and groups of 

individttals in situ (Kramer & Messick, 1995; Strauss7 1978). Furthemore, cntics argue that 
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existing b r i e s  of negotiation tend to  be situation specific - that is, devoted to the negotiation 

process in labour disputes, or in arms trade deahgs, or in hostage situations, etc. There are few 

generalised theones of negotiation, and similarly few scholars who suggest that there could ever 

be one (Strauss, 1978). What we can take fiom this literature though is the acknowledgement of 

the importance o f  the social setting on the process of negotiation between individuals and groups 

(Strauss, 1978; Kramer & Messick, 1995). Even Lofland and Lofland (1995, p. 141) 

acknowfedge ". . .the hitfulness of looking e s t  (if not foremost and only) to current 

arrangements, social circurnstances, or situations in accounting for practices, meanings, or 

whatever.. .[and questioning] what combinations of current arrangements would conduce hast 

anyone to act in the particular ways observed" Ptalics in original]. 

Strauss (1978, p. 2) acknowiedges that "the choice of negotiation as a means is neither 

fortuitous nor divorced fiom the social conditions under which it is made." In fact, numerous 

scholars conçtnie negotiation as a form embedded in setting (Walcotî, Hopmann, & Kingy 1977), 

and stress that ". . . larger structural consideration [needs] to be linked expZicirly ptalics in 

original] with a more microscopie analysis of negotiation processes" (Strauss, 1978, p. xi). 

Strauss (1978) fiequently ernphasizes the necessity of understanding the negotiation process 

between any two parties as grounded within the structural context, or in other words, as 

grounded within the setting - setting not just indicative of a particular location or environment, 

but also a moment in sociaVculhiraVeconomic/political tirne. The structural context is that 

within which the negotiations take place, in the largest sense, and which according to Strauss 

(1978, p. 12), "also affect how actors see social order and what they beiieve is, for themselves 

and others, possible or impossible, problematic or pr~bable.~' He goes on to suggest the 

structural context bears directly on the negotiation contexc refemng specifically to "the 
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structural properties entering very directly as conditions into the course of the negotiation itseif" 

(p. 99). The relationship between these two contexts is as dynamic and reciprocal in nahue as 

the concept of negotiation itself, and thus changes in one context may impact the other, and vice 

versa, reinforcing the need to analyse the negotiation patterns as grounded within the setting. 

Phvsician-Patient Neaotiations 

While great attention has been paid to the study of the clinician-patient relationship, 

explicitly identimg it as a process of negotiation is a relatively recent trend within medical 

schools and the socio-cultural study of medicine (Dr. W. Himmel, persona1 communication, 

1999). Even so, in such a short amount of time, many schools of thought exist regarding the 

relationship between clinicians and patients, as well as on the social factors that most affect that 

relationship, including issues of class, race, professiond dominance, etc. This thesis cannot fùlly 

explore al1 these avenues of thought, but can outline some of the major bodies of work that have 

contnbuted to the discussion of the role of the clinician, the role of the patient, and the 

interaction between the two. 1t should be noted that existing literature tends to focus on the 

interaction between the patient and the physician, therefore, much of the following relates to al1 

types of medical and paramedical clinician-patient relations. 

Parsons was the first sociologist to explore these relationships, and Our discussion of the 

clinician-patient interaction begïns with his notion of the sick role. In Parsons' hctionalist 

model, according to Gerhardt (1987), social systems were linked to systems of personaiity and 

culture to form a basis for social order. Unlike other social theorists, Parsons included an 

anaiysis of the funaion of medicine in his theory of society and, in doing so, was led to consider 

the role of the sick person in relation to the social system within which that person Iived. The 

concept of the sick role is based on the assumption that being sick is not a deliberate and 



knowing choice of the sick person, although illness may occur as a result of motivated exposure 

to i n f i o n  or injury. According to Parsons' (1% 1, p. 440): 

B y  institutional dehition of the sick role the sick person is helpless and therefore in need 
of help. If being sick is to  be regarded as 'deviant' as certainly in important respects it 
must, it is as we have noted distinguished fiom other deviant roles precisely by the fact 
that the sick person is not regarded as 'responsible' for his condition, 'he can't help it.' 
He may have, of course, carelessly exposed himselfto danger of accident, but then once 
injured he cannot, for instance, mend a fiactured leg by 'will power.' -. -.D]he core 
definition is that of a 'condition' that either has to 'right itself or to be 'acted upon,' and 
usually the patient got into the through processes which are socially defined as 'not his 
fault, "' 

The physician-patient relationship is intended by society to be therapeutic in nature, where 

"medicd practice [is defined as] a 'mechanism' in the social system for coping with the illnesses 

of its members" (Parsons, 195 1, p. 432). Being sick, according to Parsons (1 95 1), is not just 

experïencing the physical condition of a sick state because it involves behaviour based on 

institutional expectations and is reinforcd by the noms of society corresponding to these 

expectations. Such expectations include the exemption of the individual fiom normal social 

roles responsibilities (relative to the severity and nature of dlness); the belief that the sick person 

- cannot get well by "an act of decision or will" (Parsons, 195 1, p. 43 7); the obligation of the sick 

person t o  want to get well since sickness is an undesirable state; as well as the obligation of the 

sick person to seek "technically competent help.. .and to cooperate with him" in the process of 

getting better (Parsons, 195 1, p. 437). 

These expectations, particularly that which points to the necessity for the sick to seek 

medical advice and CO-operate with medical experts, direct our attention to the situation of the 

physician. The patient has a need for technical seMces from the physician, and the physician is 

the technical expert who is qualified and defined by society as prepared to help the patient (Haas 

& ShafEir, 199 1). The goal of the physician-patient encounter is thus to promote significant 
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change for the better in the patient's health. The physician-patient relationship is viewed within a 

fiamework of social roles, attitudes, and activities that both parties brhg to the situatioq such 

that neither party can define hidher role independently of the role parbier. The physician-patient 

role relationship is therefore not a spontaneous form of socid interaction (Lewis, 1998; Sledge & 

Feinstein, 1997), but rather "a well-defined encounter consisting of two or more persons whose 

object is the health of a single individual" (Mapes, 1977, p. 37). 

Although the physician-patient relationship invoives mutuality in the form of behavioural 

expectations, the status and power of the parties are not equal. The role of the physician is based 

upon an imbalance of power and technicai expertise favourable exclusiveIy to the physician. 

This imbalance is considered to be necessary because the physician needs leverage in his or her 

relationship with the patient in order to promote positive changes in the patient's health. 

Accomplishment of the goal of health sometimes requires procedures that can be painful or 

uncornfortable for the patient, yet the patient must accept and follow the treâtment plan if the 

physician is to be effective. As Hayes-Bautista, (19762) states, the physician exercises leverage 

through three basic techniques: 1) professional prestige, 2) situationai authority' and 3) 

situational dependency. A physicianfs professional prestige rests upon technical qualification 

and certification as a healer, while the physicianfs situational power refers to the physician 

having what the patient wants and needs. By contrast, the patient is dependent because he or she 

lacks the expertise required to treat the hedth disorder (Hayes-Bautista, l976a). Haas and 

ShaEr (1991) note that the role of the physician is also enhanced by a certain mystique 

reflecting faith in the power to heal. This aspect of the physician role results fiom the 

dependence of the patient on the physician for iife and death decisions. Since the physician has 

the responsibility to 'do everything possible' and because the survival ofthe patient may be at 
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issue, the patient may be likely to regard the physician with a strong emofional attachment in the 

hope or beliefthat the physician has a 'gift' or naturd skill in the heding arts (Haas & Shaffir, 

199 1). Since medical practice is sometimes characterised by uncertainty, a physician's presumed 

talent can be a very important dimension in the physician-patient relationship. 

It may be fitting at this îime to turn to a brief review of the iiterature surrounding medical 

dominance, and the ways in which this particufar profession, medicine, dominates health and 

heaithcare (see Coburn & Willis, 2000, for a comprehensive description and analysis of the 

major theoi-ies on medical dominance). It is important to point out though that there is an 

exhaustive literature on the sociology of professions, and even on medical dominance, and that 

this description does not do the field justice. 

-Early theories, known as trait and process theones, argued that professions possessed 

particular traits or attributes, most often including an esoteric body of knowledge, a code of 

ethics, and an altruistic orientation (Coburn & Willis, 2000; Freidson, 1970). This view saw 

professions, such as medicine, as the embodiment of altruistic values. But since the Iate 1960s, a 

more critical assessrnent of the professions has emerged that argued that professions, medicine 

included, do not always operate in the best interest of their clients, or as Coburn and Willis 

(2000, p. 380) state, "medicine came to be viewed as self-interested." Freidson (1970) claimed 

that medicine was dominant in health and healthcare, and that it controlled both the content of 

medicd work and also clients, other healthcare professions, and the context within which 

medical care was given (policy). Neo-Marxist theorists have attempted to locate the professions 

within the class structure. Marxist theonsts argue that the source of professional power lies in its 

relationship to capital, and that physicians are involved in the control and reproduction of the 

working class (Johnson, 1972; Navarro, 1986). 
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These divergent views of the profession have led to conflicting assessments of the £hue 

of professions in capitalist society. Some writers have argued that the professions are being 

proletarianized in attempts to rationalize the work of professions (Cobum & Willis, 2000; 

Turner, 1995). Although professions remain a powerfùl group, they have lost some of their 

autonomy, power and prestige (Tumer, 1995). In contrast, other writers argue against the 

proietarianization thesis. They contend that while the majoriîy of professionais may work in 

bureaumatic organisations, this is not necessarily antithetical to professional autonomy since 

professions retaîn control over a specialised body of knowledge and hence over the content and 

boundaries of their work (Cobum & Willis, 2000). While these are some of the broad social 

theories on medical dominance, their effect can be seen in regards to the one-on-one negotiations 

that occur between physician (rad clinician) and the patient. 

The physician has the dominant role since he or she is the one invested with medical 

knowledge or expertise (see Haas & Shafir, 1991, for a detailed exploration of the 

professionalization ritual for neophyte physicians, and the ways in which they adopt the symbols 

and mes that signiQ "a cloak of cornpetence," and that symbolise ailopathic medicine's 

authority on healthcare), while the patient holds a subordinate position oriented toward 

accepting, rejecting, or negotiating the recommendation for treatment being offered (Gerhardt, 

1987; Williams, 1987). 

Tessler, Mechanic and Dimond (1976) suggest that the role of the physician in meeting 

the needs of patients is quite broad and that physicians should be attentive not ody to patient's 

complaints, but also to whatever factors caused the patient to corne to a doctor at a particular 

point in time. This sentiment is echoed by other scholars who acknowledge that the patient is not 

treated in a vacuum, but rather amidst numerous social variables and within a larger social 



structure (Clark et al., 1991; Pearlin, 1992). Therefore, to assume that interaction between 

physicians and patients always follows a preset course in which a11 parties work together under 

the same set of mutuai understandings, overlooks the potentid for misunderstanding, uncertainty, 

or disregard of the physician's proposed method of treatment by the patient. The quality of 

physician-patient interaction is sometimes problematic, yet the process is important because of 

its potential for affecting the care being provided. 

Since Parsons formulated his concept of the sick role, two major additional perspectives 

on physician-patient interactions have added to the understanding of the experience. Szasz and 

Hollender (1956) take the position that the seriousness of the patient's symptoms is the 

determining factor in the doctor-patient interaction. Depending on the severity of the symptoms, 

Szasz and Hollender (1956) argue that physician-patient interaction fdls under one of three 

possible models : acfntity-passim-@, guidan~e-cwper~on, and mutual participation. The 

actiMp-passzvity mode2 appiies when the patient is seriously il1 or being treated on an emergency 

basis in a state of relative helplessness due to injury or lack of consciousness. Typically, the 

situation is desperate as the physician works to stabiiise the patient's condition. Decision- 

making and power in the relationship are al1 on the side of the physician, as the patient is passive 

and contributes little or nothing to the interaction. The gui&ce-cooper&on mode2 arises most 

often when the patient has an acute, oRen infectious illness, like the flu or measles. The patient 

hows what is going on and can CO-operate with the physician following his or her guidance in 

the matter, but the physician makes the decision (Szasz & Hollender, 1956). The murual 

particiwon model applies to the management of chronic illness in which the patient works with 

the doctor as a full participant in controlling the disease. OAen the patient modifies his or her 

lifestyle by making adjustments in diet or exercise, is responsible for t a b g  prescrïbed 



medication and seeking periodic check-ups. 

While Szasz and Hollender (1956) show the changing nature of the physician-patient 
4 

relationship as affecteci of the severity of the patient's symptoms, Hayes-Bautista (1 976% 1976b) 

focuses on the manner in which patients try to modie treatment prescribed by a physician. 

Hayes-Bautista (1976a) suggest that they either try to convince the physician that the treatment is 

not workïng or they counter the treatment with action of their own, such as deliberately reducing 

or increasing the amount of medication they are to take. Physicians respond by pointing out their 

expertise, that the patient's health can be threatened if the treatment is not followed, that the 

treatment is correct but progress may be slow, or simply appeal to the patient to comply (1976). 

The relevance of the Hayes-Bautista model for understanding doctor-patient relations is that he 

views the interaction as a Drocess of ne~otiation, rather than the physician simply giving orders 

and the patient following them in an automatic, unquestioning manner. The model is limiteci, 

however, to those situations in which the patient is not satisfied with the treatment and wants to 

persuade the physician to change it. 

According to Freidson (1970, p- 206), physicians create the social possibilities for acting 

sick because they are society's authority on what "illness really is." They decide who is sick and 

what should be done about it. In essence, physicians are the "gatekeepers" Preidson, 1970, p. 

2G6) to most professional health resources since these resources (such as prescription dnigs, 

surgery, physiotherapy, hospitals, etc.) cannot be used without their permission. Thus, Freidson 

(1970) argues that the behaviour of the physician and others in the health field constitute the 

embudiment of certain dominant values in society - including the idea that 'health' is positive 

and should be sought after. Stipulated in the concept of the sick role is that the sick person is 

expected to CO-operate passively with the physician, and then work actively to achieve his or her 
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own recovery and r e m  to normal fiinctioaing. What is suggested in both the Szasz and 

Holiender and Hayes-Bautista models is that in non-emergency situations, patients do not 

necessarily act passively when interacting with their doctors in hedth matters- Patients ask 

questions, seek explanations, and make judgements about the appropnateness of the information 

and treatment physicians provide. This trend in participation is a recent phenornenon starting in 

the sixties and seventies with a counter-cultural shift towards the questionhg of authority, 

including that of medicd authority, and seen most recently in the increased use of the internet in 

accessing medical information. Numerous individuals with access to cornputers and the internet 

do medical research of some sort before approachg and interacting with the physician. 

While this review does not examine comparative literature in the sociology of 

occupational health workers, the field of sport medicine does parallel the roles of general 

practice physicians and clinicians (Le., occupational therapists) negotiating with patients engaged 

in rislcy (smoking, alcohol and/or substance abuse, etc.) behaviours a.d/or in high-ris k 

settings/professions (rnining, construction, offshore oil and gas exploration, military, etc.). In 

examining violence, risk and liability, Young (1993) shows some of the sirnilarities between a 

professional sport culture and industrial workplace culture, drawing parallels between the 

ideologies of pain, risk, and injury between individuals involved in high-risk industries and in 

professional sport such as masculinity, character, and incorne. Does this parallel between 

professional sport and the industrial workplace 'cultures of risk' extend into other areas of sport 

and other cultures of nsk and how? In studying clinicians, one must ask how they negotiate 

with patients who engage in a 'culture ofnsk', whether in occupational or sporting contexts? 

How do clinicians approach patients who may or may not co-operate with their prescnbed 

treatment plans, because oftheir previous andor continuing involvement in a 'culture of risk'? 



It is important to reiterate here that these questions are ssked ofclinicians in a 'macho' (and 

evidently increasingly 'macha') 'cu1ture of risk' that fosters an acceptance and tolerance of 

playing with pain, and may hold negative consequences of those who fàil to play with pain. Al1 

of this occurs within a conte* of (othewise) excellent health, resulting in a sense of bodily 

betrayal by athietes and which prompts athietes to retum to action as soon as they possibly can - 

sometimes at the wst of their overdl health and wellbeing (see McIlvfide, 1994). 

Medico-Legal and Policy Related Issues 

A literature review of the negotiation processes between clinicians and patient-athletes is 

not complete without a brkf examination ofthe established legal and policy related literature in 

the area of sport medicine. Much of the existing literature concems the interplay between sport, 

medicine, ethics and law at particular levels of professional cornpetition and recreational sport. 

Much of the work in sport medico-legal circles that is accessible centres around issues of drug 

use and abuse as well as incidents of violence in sport at the professional or elite amateur level. 

Very little attention is paid to the daily ethical and Iegal obligations of the sport medicine 

practitioner in cornpetitive sports systems, such as the Canadian intercollegiate system. In fact, 

much of the material accessible to this researcher was fkom the UK sporting scene, with 

reference to particular precedent-setting North American cases. This is not to suggest that sport 

medico-legal cases have not arisen in the United States or Canada - Grayson (1 990; 2999) 

emphasizes that more cases occur in North Amenca than in the UK - but there are no texts that 

examine the ramifications and consequences of the individual cases as a collective. Furthemore, 

the individual cases are not readily accessible for a project of this nature. Also, much attention is 

paid to the role of the sport physician, while the roles and responsibilities of paramedical 



clinicians are Iargely overlooked- Thus, we need to extend our discussion on the ethicai and 

legal responsibilities of sport medicine physicians to the broader category of sport medicine 

clinicians. 

While many individuais look to medicine to enhance their performance and to treat their 

injuries, the literature describing the standards of care required of physicians generally and even 

more so, of the sport medicine clinicians is very lùnited and recent (Grayson, 1990). One 

possible explanation of this is that criminal and civil law is rarely seen to cross the boundax-ïes of 

the playing fieId, the arena, the locker room, etc- Although ordinary principles are applicable 

generally to medical liability within the sporting context, there are two crucial generalities to 

consider: 

. . .the absence of any traceable pattern of liability arising out of medical services in the 
UK which contain a sporting flavour. The other is a corollary to it: the general public's 
and even judicial rnisapprehensions about claims for sporting injuries which have been 
expressed during the last three decades. (Grayson, 1990, p. 34) 

This reinforces Young's (1993) examination of how athletes, particularly in professional sport 

contexts, are seen to voluntarily assume exposure to risk and liability - the Iegal notion of volenti 

non fit iniuria. There is a sense that if individuals choose to participate in cornpetitive sports, 

especially in contact and coilision type sports, then they choose to assume al1 the good and bad 

aspects. Having said that, no one can argue that physicians and paramedical clinicians do not 

owe their charges a duty of care, "a breach of which alongside a reasonable foreseeable nsk of 

injury or damage creates liability in negIigence, [and] should be recognised whenever a sporting 

injury requires treatment7' (Gray son, 1990, p. 3 5). 

Regardless of the sporting context, Grayson (1990; 1999) states that a number of 

categories of negligence can be gleaned fiom the various sport medico-legal cases that have 

arisen in the Uy the US and in Canada. These categories include (a) vicarious liability, @) the 



reasonably skiiful doctor the usual pracbce the custom test, (c) misdiagnosis, (d) the problem of 

the novice clinician, and (e) the need to protect the patient from himself or herself (Grayson, 

1999). In an earlier text, Grayson (1990) also includes negligence in treatment as another 

category of negligence. Grayson (1999, p. 30) suggests that "their application to the sporting 

scene can be surnmarised under each heading, but it should be rediseci, adapting a judicial 

aphorism from the world of property law, that 'the categories of negligence are never closed'." 

While al1 of these categories are valuable for discussion, a few of them need to be 

emphasized inciuding the category of "'the reasonably skilfbl doctor the usual practice the custom 

test." As Grayson (1999, p. 35) notes: 

As a d e  a doctor is not negligent if he acts in accordance with a practice accepted at the 
time as proper by a responsible body of medical opinion, even though other doctors may 
adopt a different practice. In short, the Iaw imposes a duty of care but the standard of 
care is a matter of medical judgement. 

This is important to wnsider in the broader discourse of professional dominance and medicine, 

and in relation to the developing field of the law in sport medicine. Thus, while medical 

chicians, particularly physicians, may not be able to control the context of their practice such as 

fees-for-services, they can retain control of the content of their practice and their profession. In 

doing so, they retain their stronghold on being the authority of health and healthcare, and limit 

the power of 'alternative' Îorms of and 'alternative' authorities of healthcare priedson, 1970; 

Williams & Calnan, 1996). "[Wlhat is remarkable about professional malpractice in the case of 

a doctor is that the courts have uniquely conceded to the medical profession the right to 

determine when there has been a breach of  the duty of care" (Grayson, 1990, p. 36). In this 

sense, there is a distinct parallei with sport, which has also claimed authority over its own 

disciplinary matters. It is possible to speculate that, when extemal regulation does become 

involved in a sport medicine case, it must be both serious and extreme. Furthermore, because of 



the power of professional dominance7 one of the most often used guidelines in sport medico- 

legal cases, is the analysis and cornparison of the defendant's action by his or  her peers. In short: 

In the redm of diagnosis there is ample scope for genuine difference of opinion and one 
man ckarly is not negligent merely because his conclusion dBers fiom that of other 
professional men.. . . The tried test for estafilishing negtigence in diagnosis or treatment 
on the part of the doctor is whether he has been proved to be guilty of failing to act as a 
doctor of ordinary ski11 would act with ordinary care. (Cited from Grayson, 1990, p- 41) 

This is reiterated in the category of negligence of treatment, where Grayson (1990) suggests that 

negligence occurs if the error wodd not have made by "a reasonably competent professional 

man professing to have the standard and type of skill that the defendant holds himseIf out as 

having, and acting with ordinary areyi (p. 42). Again, the power is placed within the hands of 

the medical profession, and not necessarïly within the judicial system Other physicians would 

be the ones deciding what ordinary care consists oc or what the standard of skill would be. 

Having this power adds extra responsibility ont0 the shoulders of sport medicine 

clinician, since those involved in sport have an ethical and legal duty to provide competent 

professional services and to ensure that they practice medicine to a high standard. Macleod 

(1990) suggests that increasing consumer sophistication among athletes and coaches places 

increasing pressure on the rnedical profession to ensure that their knowledge is of the highest 

standard. Macleod (1990, p. 65) furthec notes that doctors have additional ethical responsibilities 

with regard to the prevention of injury by advising that appropriate protective equipment is wom, 

by making sure the environment is safe, and that ''vulnerable individuals do not participate in an 

event when there is a risk of aggravating a primary injury or sustaining a second, invariably more 

serious, injury." He States that if a doctor recognizes a pattern of events leading to injury, he has 

an ethical duty to draw this to the atîention of the players, coaches and legislators, in the hope 



that this pattern can be broken (Macleod, 1990). This coincides with Grayson's category of 

negligence, protecting the patient fiom himseWherself, where: 

The pfoblern here is self-evident within the sporthg scene; for instance excessiveiy 
enthusiastic athletes striving to retum to action when not fùlly fit or over-zealous coaches 
and team management cornmittees, which are part of the recognisable pattern of 
comrnand in every sporting discipline. Without firm medical guidance emphasising the 
harmfbi consequences of the zest for play ovemding such medical advice, then a Liabiiity 
for negligence could well arise. (Grayson, 1990, p. 43) 

Rodenck and Waddington (2000, p. 175) also address the patient-athlete pressuring on the 

clinician to return to play, and acknowledge that in a professional team setting, clinicians feel 

they have discharged their responsibilities ifthey inform the athiete of ail the short- and long- 

term risks of playing with injury. 

Depending on the level of and type of sport cornpetition, such as professional, elite 

amateur or intercollegiate sport, dif5erent demands are piaced on the medical clinician above and 

beyond hidher responsibility towards appropriate duty of are. Minen (1996, p. 276) stresses 

this point in relation to Grayson's concern for the protection of the athlete fiom themselves as 

well as in relation to liability on the part of the sport medicine clinician by pointing out that: 

The team physician who allows an athlete's strong desire to play to interfere with the 
exercise of good medical judgement in making a participation rewmmendation might be 
Iiable for malpractice. It would be inappropnate for the team physician to provide 
medical clearance merely because the athlete offers to sign a liability waiver or threatens 
a lawsuit.. . The team physician's ethical and legal obligations require an individualized, 
thoughtful, and practical consideration of the demands of participation in a particula. 
sport and potential harmful eEects on an athiete's health as well as other participants' 
safety. When the risk of life-threatening or permanently disabling harm is uncertain, it 
appears advisable to opt for caution and recommend against athletic participation, even 
though an athlete may legally challenge this recommendation. 

Pipe (1998, p. 41) wrïting for a Noah American audience, particularly with regard to high school 

and college athletes also suggests that physicians need to "intervene with patients" to minimize 

risk and to place sport aspirations in a redistic perspective. While Grayson and Macleod discuss 



the general responsibilities of the sport rnedicine clinician, Pipe, a Canadian physician familiar 

with the NCAA system, recoguïzes the codicting role of the team clinician in this particular 

sport system: 

As sports medicine physicians, we have unique ethical responsibilities concerning the 
athletes in our care, the sports organizations we work for, and the ideais of sportsmanship 
and fair competition. It is easy at times, when caught up in the pressure of competition, 
to lose sight of the fiill range of responsibilities. -. . Our primary responsibility is to 
protect athletes' health and well-being as defined moa broadly. Superfïcially, this role 
may seem perfectly compatible with the interest of the sports organization with which we 
and the athiete are associated. However, what's best for an athlete's long-tem health 
may conflict with the organization's short-term interest in winning. As a resuk, we may 
have a problem of divided loyalty, which raises significant questions about the ethical 
practice of our profession. (Pipe, 2998, p. 40) 

Although Pipe is discussing more than just intercollegiate sport, it is important to acknowledge 

that, as show anecdotally and by established research literature, the NCAA intercollegiate sport 

system is, in general, much doser in focus to professional sports systems with high demands on 

revenue-generatioq treatrnent of student-athletes as 'employees. ' In a professional setting, 

Waddington (2000b, p. 49) also rewgnises this con£iict with English club soccer, and suggests 

that the fundamental assumptions that normally underpin the clinician-patient relationship : 

M a y  not apply in the same way, or to the same degree, in the work situation of the club 
doctor or physiotherapist in professional sport; as.. .the 'team doctor, having been invited 
by the club or governing body of the sport in question, is acting as an agent of that club 
or body. ' 

Waddington (2000b) questions the codict  of loydties between club clinicians and patient- 

athletes, and points out that there are no commonly held codes of ethics governing such matters 

as the amount and kind of information medical practitioners pass on to team management. This 

is of concem with athletic therapists and physiotherapists who have a particular ethical 

responsibility because, as Waddington (2000b, p. 5 1) notes, ". . . physiotherapists - perhaps more 

so than doctors, most of who work only part-time at the club - often get to h o w  a great deal 
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about players' private lives." Waddington (2000b, p. 52) notes that the athletes in h k  study 

"expressed considerable reservation about revealing confidentid information to club medicai 

staff" due to the variation in how chicians deal with various issues (see Roderick & 

Waddington, 2000). 

This points to the need for "an agreed code of ethics for dealing with issues involvùig 

playedpatient wnfidentiaiity and, more generaIIy, for d e f i n g  the obligations of club doctors 

and physiotherapists towards the club and towards the individual player-as-patient" 

(Waddington, 2000b, p. 53). Grayson recornmends the World Medical Association on Prïnciples 

of Health Care for Sports Medicine (see Appendix II) as one such giobal code of ethics. He 

suggests that the WMA's guidelines for the ethical conduct of physicians ( rad  clinicians) should 

be used by al1 medical practitioners in dl sporting contexts to protect the patient-athletes and to 

outline the ethical and iegal responsib ilities of sport medicine clinicians. Gray son argues 

definitively the importance of each guideline, and correlates each to the Declaration of Geneva - 

the international code of medical ethics (see Appendix LI). 

While the WMA guidelines and Declaration of Geneva represent international policy 

relating to medico-legal issues in sport medicine, we can aiso examine the policy and reiated 

literatures in Canada and even more microscopically, in the University of Toronto. The 

Canadian Academy of Sport Medicine (CASM) is the major sport medicine organization in 

Canada that develops policies and guidelines for the conduct of clinicians in sport medicine 

contexts. While other organisations exist that outline the role and responsibilities of athletic 

therapias, physiotherapists, massage therapists, etc., CASM is a non-profit organisation of 

physicians interested in diis field [www.casm-acms.org]. Interestingly, although CASM 

represents, arguably, the most powefil voice for sport medicine physicians in Canada, it does 
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not offer a set of guidelines or specific policies for the chician-patient reIationship. Rather, it 

directs attention to the position statements done by CASM members in various committees, e.g., 

research, sport safety, and women's issues in sport medicine, (none of which address 

intercollegiate sport), as well as to the Canadian Medical Association (CMA), of which CASM is 

an 'affiliate society . The CMA [www.cma.ca] is a voluntary organisation representing the 

majority of Canadian physicians and affiliated medical organisations, such as CASM. Although 

the CMA cooperates with federal and provincial governments in many areas, it receives no 

financial support fiom the govemment (see Friedson, 1970 and Navarro, 1986 on how the 

creation of associations is one way of creating reputational prestige and status in pursuit of 

professional dominance). The CMA does offer a code of ethics for physicians (see Appendix II), 

but this is generalized and not specific to the particularities of sport medicine. 

As for the Canadian intercollegiate sport governing body, the Canadian Interuniversity 

Athletic Union (CIAU), there is a similar absence in policy relating to the nature and conduct of 

sport medicine in varsity programs. The CIAU Policy handbook has a section devoted to its 

doping policy, but largely ignores the broader topic of sport medicine. However, there is a 

greater acknowledgment and statement of sport medicine in general at specific universities, e.g., 

the Faculty of Physical Education and Heaith at the University of Toronto (see the Varsity Blues 

Student-athlete Handbook which is distributed to al1 intercollegiate athletes at the beginning of 

their season, Appendix IV). Although this document does not outline the ethical and legal 

responsibilities of the sport medicine clinicians, and it is not an ethical or legal policy document, 

it does offer intercollegiate athletes some cursory information about the David L. MacIntosh 

chic  and its staff. 



The David L. MacIntosh Sport Medicine Clinic (see Appendix V for a brief history of the 

clinic) is staffed by professional sport physicians, orthopedic surgeons, athletic therapists, 

massage therapists, phy siotherapists, a sport chiropractor, and several students in osteopathic 

manual practice. The c h i c  provides preventive, diagnostic, and therapeutic seMces for 

physicd-advity-related health issues, treating not oniy interwllegiate student-athletes, but non- 

varsity University of Toronto students as weIl as the general public- Nthough the clinic used to 

be a G-code c h i c  (a type of billing that diowed physicians to bill for 'miscellaneous therapeutic 

procedures' performed by others as delegated by the physician), due to changes in federal and 

provincial funding and legislation, the c h i c  has opened its doors to the general public as a 

private clinic. Students, both varsity and non-varsity, are not charged for medical services since 

these are subsidised by their mident &es. The following chart projects the estimated number of 

seMces the DLM clhic will provide in 2000-2001, clearly showing the fiequency of use by 

varsity athletes, non-varsity students, and non-students (D. Richards, persona1 communication, 

August, 2000). 

There is considerable overlap among the dflerent disciplines in the staff regarding which type of 

staff member provides what type of service. In the case of the reguiated health professions 

(medicine, chiropractie, physical and massage therapy), the scope-of-pradce is to some extent 

legislated, and certain "controlled acts" may be performed o d y  by certain practitioners, such as 

# of Services 

Non-Varsity 
students 
Varsity 
Students 
Non-Students 
Total 

Projected 
f hysicians 

2,477 

2,477 

3,302 
8- 255 

Figures For 
Chiropractor 

210 

210 

316 
736 

2000 - 2001 
Therapists 

4,779 

4, 779 

7,210 
16, 767 

Total 
7,465 

7,465 

10,828 
25- 758 
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the prescription ofdmgs, and surgery only by physicians and surgeons @. Richards, personal 

communication, August 2000). In other situations, the scope-of-practice is dictated by 

education. For example, athletic therapists have the strongest background in field care 

(emergency management of injuries on-site, and taping or bracing for injury prevention), but the 

physiotherapists' education is perhaps stronger in spinal assessrnent and mobilisation. Al1 staff 

have pursued fùrther post-graduate training to round out their skills, and obtain certification as 

'Sports First Responders,' as a minimum, in emergency care of activity-related injuries. 

Returning to the Research Questions 

The review of literaîure, broken into discussions of the socio-cultural nature of pain and 

injury, the process of clhician-patient negotiations, as well the current status of medico- 

IegaVpolicy issues, points to the need for an examination of the relationship between a 'culture of 

risk' and the negotiation of treatment in sport medicine. Given that the literature and anecdotal 

evidence predict îhat a 'culture of risk' is promoted in clhician-athlete negotiations, this project 

attempts to discover if a 'culture of nsk' exists amongst student-athletes in this institution. The 

project also examines how sport medicine clinicians understand and negotiate with athletes in a 

'culture of nsk', and how they deal with the dual, and potentially conflicting, roles of patient and 

competitive student-athlete. It is appropriate to ask in this context: 

(1) In a Faculty that promotes physical, mental and emotional wellbeing, and education 

regarding the social constraints and dangers of competitive sport, does a 'culture of risk' 

exist amongst the student-athletes? 

(2) Ifthere is a 'culture of risk' among the athletes, how is it understood by, negotiated, 

and dealt with by sport rnedicine clinicians? 
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(3) How do sport medicine clinicians respond to the duai, and potentially conflicting, roles of 

patient (an injured individual in need of treatment which may prevent h i d e r  fiom 

compet ing) and cornpetit ive student-athlete (an injured individuai who may have an 

overwhelming desire to rehim to training a n d h  cornpetition)? 



CHAPTER 3 
RESEARCH DESIGN 

This chapter outlines the methodology employed in the project, and is divided into three 

main sections - background fiterature and rationde for the methodology, procedures, and 

methodological expenences. The first section offers a brief introduction to qualitative analysis 

and field research, the rationale behind inductive analysis and grounded theory, as well as the 

advantages and disadvantages of semi-structured in-depth interviewhg in both one-on-one and 

focus group settings. The second section focuses on the actud procedures used in the project, 

the lam section refiects on methodological experiences, concluding with a consideration of the 

influence and impact of personal risk and injury experiences on this project. 

Qualitative Research - Related Literatures & Rationale 

This section provides a brief introduction to and examination of qualitative research methods. 

Oualitative Methods & Field Research 

The decision to use qualitative methods arose because of the very nature of the research 

questions, and given the complex and diverse range of potential responses to these questions, a 

conscious decision was made at the onset of this study to attempt to capture the riclmess of 

peoples' experiences in their own tenns. While in socio-cultural academic disciplines, a 

"nomenclature chaos" (Lofland & Lofland, 1 995, p. 6) exists regarding qualitative research, this 

project falls underfield research connoting not only a locative quality, but also a methodological 

tradition that "is more like an umbrella of activity beneath which any technique may be used for 

gainhg the desired information, and for processes of thinking about this information" 

51 
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(Schatzman & Strauss, 1973, p. 14). Schatzman and Strauss (1973) stress and support, dong 

with other qualitative rnethodologists (e-g., Berg, 1989; Charmaz, 1983; Lofland, 2971; Lofland 

and Lofland, 1995), the neai for researchers to utilize flexible research techniques, such as in- 

depth interviewing. The pnnciple being to allow participants to speak for themselves using their 

own ternis and categories, and to assign theû own boundaries to the social processes, institutions 

and movements of which they are part. 

Since humanistic and naturalistic sociological inquiry can never be value-fke, qualitative 

research in this vein does implicate the researcher. Schatzman and Strauss (1 973, p. 2) 

acknowledge that, "[fJor the researcher who is in the field the image of an experimenter in the 

laboratory is not a fit analogue.. . . He claims no antiseptic distance and noninterférence fkom 

outside influence." There cm be no tme separation between the researcher's interests and the 

research process, and therefore the researcher must acknowiedge and provide some explanation 

for the relationship. In this respect, it is important to comment on how some of my own 

characteristics as a scholar, a student-athlete and as a patient-athlete interact with those of the 

participants to, arguably, enhance the data collection and analytical processes. 

Inductive Analvsis and Grounded Theory 

While the actual procedures are outlined later in this chapter, it is important to include a 

bief discussion of the inductive analytical method, grounded theory, underlying this study. 

In conducting qualitative field research, the orientation of the analysis is towards 

exploration, discovery, and inductive logic. Inductive in the sense that the dynamics between 

clinicians and patient-athletes are understwd by attempting to allow the categories and themes of 

anal y sis to emerge f3om the respondents' narratives as collected vis-à-vis the interviews and 
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focus groups. Fieldwork facilitates this in that the responses wliected fkom participants w m e  in 

the form of open-ended narratives of peoples' expenences, sparked by a question on a particular 

topic, but not restricted to pre-determined, or standardized categones such as the response 

choices that constitute srpical surveys, questionnaires or stmctured interviews. Thus, the 

patterns and themes h t  are anaiyzed with regard to the research questions ernergefiom the data, 

rather than being decided on prior to data collection and analysis. This is not to suggest that the 

researcher enters both the data collection and analysis stages of any project without some pre- 

existing ideas and concepts about the field of study - the very fact of a literature review negates 

that assumption immediately. But that review of literature is meant to show the researcher what 

has already been established by other scholars, where potential new avenues of discussion exist, 

and &om what point the c u m t  line of inquiry may embark (lofland, 1971). Inductive analysis, 

also called grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Corbin & Strauss, 1990), emphasizes "the 

cardinal principie of q~~aIifative analysis.. . t h  causa2 and theoretical statements be clearly 

emergentfiom andgrounded infield observatio12~~ m e  theory emergesfrom the data; it is not 

imposed on the data [Italics in original]" Patton, 1987, p. 1 58). 

Grounded theory, as a method of analysis, allows for the formulation of theoretid 

interpretations of the data to be grounded in reality, providing a rneans both for understanding 

the social settïng under investigation and for developing action strategies that will allow for some 

masure of control over it. Developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967), and being one of many 

approaches tu qualitative analysis, grounded theory is defined as "theory denved from data, 

systematicaily gathered and analyseci through the research process" (Corbin & Strauss, 1998). 

An analysis of the interview and focus group data foilowed Corbin and Strauss' (1998) 

threefold coding process including open, axial and selective coding. As cited in Lofland and 



Lofland (1995, p. 187), "'codÎng is anaiysis.. .codes are tags or labels for assigning units of 

meanhg to . . .information compiled during a study-" According ; to Cbarmaz (1 983, p. 1 1 l), 

coding begins "the process of caregorizring and sortihg p t a k s  im original] data. Codes then 

serve as shorthand devices to label separate, compile, and organize data.. - . Codes [aiso ] serve 

to summarize, synthesize, and sort many observations made by tithe data." 

Corbin and Strauss's threefold process of coding - open,. axial, and selective - offers one 

system of developing grounded theory. The e s t  stage of coding, oaen coding, sees the "analytic 

process though which concepts are identifies' (Corbin & Strauss, 1998, p. 101). This process is 

simikar to process of initial coding, where "researchers look for what they can define and 

discover in the data" (Charmaz, 1983, p. 113). Thus, at the stage of open coding, the transcripts 

of the interview and focus group sessions were read and re-read in search of r e c k n g  themes, 

ideas, words, processes, etc., as brought forth by the participants. The recurrences were 

'labeled,' and then grouped together in categories and sub-categcories. Once categories were 

named, even tentatively, the analysis moved to identifying properties and dimensions of the 

categones in order to begin to identa broader themes and patterns. At this initial stage of 

analysis, emphasis is on thinking about and interpreting the data- as openly as possible. 

While the labelling of phenornena consisted of a word o r  a few words, the stage of open 

coding also saw the development of mernos, designed to be the c"researcher's record of analysis, 

thoughts, interpretations, questions, and directions for M e r  dazta collection" (Corbin & Strauss, 

1998, p- 1 10). Memos were M e n  out as "explanations and elaiborations," (Lofland & Lofland, 

1995, p- 193) and as prose, were meant to tell what the code was  about, what questions it raised, 

what shouid be investigated fùrther in regards to it, the different properties and dimensions it 

held, etc. (Charmaz, 1983). The process of creating memos was also an exercise in unrestricted 



analytical creativity, since as Lofland and Lofland (1995, p. 293) note, "[mernos] don3 just 

report data; they tie together different pieces of data into a recognisable cIuster, oftea to show 

that those data are instances of a generd concept." 

Open coding was followed by axial codig, which is the process of "relating categories to 

their subcategories7' (Corbin & Strauss, 1998, p. 123). Thus, the categories and sub-categories 

that seemed conceptually similar were grouped together and were examinecl with regard to how 

they interacted and interrelated with one another. At this stage, there was an attempt to iden- 

the variety of conditions, actionshteractions, and wnsequences associated with the categories. 

The mernos reflected the search for cues in the data that denoted how the major categones may 

have related to each other, as well as the continuous cornparison and cross-referencing of 

categories- 

Axial coding led to the final stage of theory development, known as selective coding, 

defhed simply as 'Wie process of integrating and refining theory" (Corbin & Strauss, 1998, p. 

243). Lofland and Lofland (1995, p. 192) suggest that this stage of coding, with some overlap 

with the previous stage, can aIso be called focussed wding where, "[slome codes begin to 

assume the s*itus of overarching ideas or propositions that will occupy a prominent or central 

place in the analysis." f t  is at this stage where categories were refined and integrated into larger 

theoretical schemes - that the research findings began to take the form of theory. Codes and 

memos at this stage did not simply reiterate theme upon theme, but rather, looked to create 

central concepts and relational statements that could be used to explain what was going on in the 

research setting. 

It is important to point out the artificiality of discussing the analytical method, in terms of 

three major steps. Very few boundaries exist in îhis form of inductive, qualitative analysis in 



that the coding did not travel and progress in a purely linear fashion fiom open to axial to 

selective, but rather wove in and out of coding stages as the research progressed. Similady, the 

analysis did not begin promptly at the end of data collection, but ran concurrently with it 

(Lofland, 1971). There was overlap at times, but the analysis that did occur after data collection 

ceased, seemed more a period of bringing final order to developed and developing ideas. 

Semi-stmctured InteMewing 

The purpose of interviewing ... is to allow us to enter the other person's perspective. 

(Patton, 1987, p. 109) 

A semi-stnictured interviewing procedure was employed in this study (see Fontana & 

Frey, 1994; and Patton, 1987 for detailed histories of interviewing and focus groups). As a type 

of field research, i n t e ~ e w i n g  provides deptb and detail to qualitative data through direct 

quotation, and is a major way in which quditative researchers seek to understand the 

perceptions, feelings, and knowledge of people in various settings (Lofiand, 197 1). 

Situated between formal and idormal interview, a semi-stmctured interview is defhed 

as, "a type of interview [which] involves the implementation of a number of predetermined 

questions andor special topics.. . typically asked.. .in a systematic and consistent order.. . [but] the 

interviewers are permitted (in fact expected) to probe far beyond the answers to their 

prepared.. .questions7' (Berg, 1989, p. 17). Participants are asked open-ended questions that may 

be worded differently depending on each interview, yet which follow an interview guide to make 

sure that essentially the same information is obtained fkom a number of people by covenng the 

same topics during interview/focus group sessions. The semi-structured i n t e ~ e w  guide 



provided a fiamework in which people could respond in ways that represented their point of 

view as accurately and thoroughly as possible. 

While there were clear advantages to using u i t e ~ e w s  and focus groups as the data 

collection methods for this study, there are also some disadvantages to these techniques. 

Although accepted as valid forms of field reseazch, interviews and focus groups are "at least one 

level removed from direct observation of and participation in independently ongoing natural 

settings" (Lofland & Lofland, 1995, p. 3). Thus, 1 relied on peoples' interpretations of their 

experiences and on their choice of language used in relating those experiences to me. The 

disadvantage of this lies in the fact that, as WdGs (1978, p. 196) notes: 

Language is a code and nor a direct representation of reality. There are many other codes 
of signification. The researcher needs t o  be open to al1 the kinds of communication used 
in a particular setting, and to dl the irnpllicit contradictions between the different codes 
and between the substantive meanings communicated in the different codes. These 
contradictions need to be recognized, contextualized and, if possible, explained. 

This reliance on the language of the respondent brings up its own difficulties, and required that 1 

work at becoming a skilled observer (Patton, 19î37), able to read non-verbd messages, and be 

sensitive to not oniy the content of the i n t e ~ e w  but also to how the context and se thg  of the 

interview affected what was said. 

Another disadvantage of the i n t e ~ e w  lies in the fact that research participants offer a 

"filtered realityYy (Lofland & Lofland, 1995), where descriptions, meanings and interpretations 

are applied to events when the participants themselves are looking back in hindsight. This 

information is filtered in that the descriptions, meanings and interpretation that participants use 

are based on and infiuenced by their social, cultural and political situations. As Lofland and 

Lofland (1995, p. 68) suggest: 

. . . [AlIl human observations of the world (whether of the social, the biologid, or the 
physical world) are necessarily filtered. Humanperception is always human concepton: 



What we 'se& is inevitably shaped by the fact that we are languaged; by our spatial, 
temporal, and social locations @y culture, history, statu); by our occupational or other 
idiosyncratic concems; and, especially relevant here, by the scholarly discipline within 
which our 'looking' takes place. 

However, counteradng these negatives, in part, is the fact that the researcher is not a novice in, 

or naïve about, the subject of the research. My own experiences as athlete and patient adds 

validity to my observations and interpretations during the interview process. 

The Interview Guide 

The semi-stnictured interview guide is significantly less stmctured, which Lofland and 

Lofland (1 995, p. 8 5) suggest is, " . . .a lis of things to be sure to ask about when taIking to the 

person being interviewed. -. . Thus, inteniews might more accurately be terrned guided 

conversations" [Italics in original]. The i n t e ~ e w  guides for this project were developed using 

Lofland's principles (1971), and the emphasis was placed on obtaining peoples' experiences in 

their omg terms. The actual wording of the questions about those issues was determined in 

advance, but there was a deliberate intent to adapt both the wording and sequence of questions to 

specific respondents in the context of the actuai interview. Probes were used to deepen the 

response to a question, and to give cues to the inte~ewee about the levei of response that was 

desired (Patton, 1987). The advantage of the guide was that, even though I was intewiewing 

different people and different groups, the process was systematic and comprehensive by 

delimiting the issues to be discussed in the interview. The guide kept the interaction focused, but 

allowed individual perspectives and expex-iences to emerge (Lofland, 1971; Patton, 1987). 

Both one-on-one i n t e ~ e w s  and focus groups were conducted in this project, the latter 

designed to supplement and add context to the responses gained in the former. Focus groups are 

advantageous for qualitative researchers in that information c m  be gathered fkom more people in 

one session as compared to a one-on-one interview, thus increasing the sarnple size (Patton, 
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1987). Similarly, they provide, "...a control on the reliability of the data and a guarantee of a 

kind of validity.. . [since] the mutual historical knowledge of constituent group members 

usually.. .encourages individuals to express more what is cornmon to all" (Willis, 1978, p. 195). 

The focus group guide followed the one-on-one i n t e ~ e w  guide in terrns of flexibility and 

spontaneity - the goal being to have guided conversations with participants. So, as Willis (1978, 

p. 195) points out, "during group discussions. -. although the researcher rnay start with general 

questions he should aim to generate a 'take off whereby the discussion goes into areas quite 

unsolicited by hirn." 

Procedure and Data Analysis 

The data collection process included semi-structured interviews with sport medicine 

clinicians and intercollegiate athletes, as well as focus groups with intercollegiate athletes and 

coaches. This is a case and is not concerned so much with quantitative representativeness, as it 

is with understanding the negotiation processes between clinicians and patient-athletes. Since 

the direct nature of this project was to investigate the role of the sport medicine clinician when 

dealing with patient-athletes and their bodies, it is important to discuss the measures taken to 

give patient-practitioner confïdentiality the highest pnonty. AU information obtained was in 

confidence, and oniy those excerpts that were approved by the individual are presented in this 

study. Participants were infonned at the beginning of each data collection session that any 

specific references to patients, clinicians, or situations would be disguised in the research beyond 

the transcripts. This was particularly applicable to data about particular injuries where the injury 

type or severity may have revealed either the athiete who sustained the injury or the 

coacWclinician who discussed the injury. In these cases, the injury type was not mentioned in 



the thesis, if possible, or it was altered to render it unrecognisable. It is also important to 

mention that some specifics about the participants are not given, such as spodteam atfiliation or 

type of chician, because these would be highIy identifiable. Transcripts of interviews and focus 

group meetings were made available to ody those participants who expressed an interest in 

viewing them, although not one participant took advantage of this. Participants were given an 

adequate amount of time in which to review quotations that 1 wanted to use in the thesis, and to 

voice their concerns ifthey had any. Similarly, no one expressed any concenis. Research 

materials were secured in a locked cabinet, accessible only by the researcher. 

Participants were also informed, via letter of ùiformed consent of a clause in 

confidentiality that if there was mention of an unethical and/or M l  situation, 1 would consult 

directly with my supervisor. While this situation did not occur, this was an important ethical 

consideration due to the obligations of medical clinicians "to do no h m "  (L. Mainwaring, 

persona1 communication, December 9, 1999). Participants had this clause pointed out to them in 

the consent form, and no one withdrew f?om the study. 

(1) Sport Medicine Clinicians: 

The sport medicine clinicians at the David L. Macintosh clinic were contacted via the 

Medical Director, Dr. Doug Richards. After discussing the project with Dr. Richards and 

gaining his approvai for the project, we discussed the most appropriate way of approaching the 

rest of the clinic staffregarding the project. In order to gain access to the clinical staff, Dr. 

Richards was approached to facilitate opportunities for "gerting id7  - describeci by Lofland and 

Lofland (1995) as the ability to gain the acceptance ofthe individuals one wishes to study. It 

was agreed with Dr. Richards that the best way would be for him to raise the subject of the 

research project with the clinicians over the course of two staff meetings, where they would be 
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able to look over Dr. Richards' copy of the thesis proposa1 and volunteer to be part of the project 

if they chose to do s a  It must be acknowledged that this way of recruiting clinicians may be 

considered a potential limitation of the study, since interesteci clhicians rnay have begun to 

formulate what they deemed would be appropnate and socially desirable statements and 

responses before the questions were even posed. But, since this method of gaining entry was 

deerned most appropriate by Dr. Richards, who was essentidly the "gatekeeper" (Schatzman & 

Strauss, 1973) to the clinicians, my recourse was to be sensitive to this issue, and to be prepared 

to explore it M e r  within the analysis and discussion of the thesis- 

Dr. Richards sent me the e-mail addresses of the clinicians who volunteered; they were 

then contacted to arrange times and dates for interviews. E-mail was sent out to 14 clinicians 

including sport medicine physicians, physiotherapists, athletic therapists, and massage therapists. 

Five clinicians responded to the e-mail, expressing their interest in being part of the project, not 

including Dr. Richards who expressed his interest in being part of the project fkom the very 

begiming. Interview dates and times were arranged via one-on-one e-mails with four of the 

respondents - at their convenience, and with the fidl knowIedge that their involvement would be 

cornpletely confidentid and optional. The M h  respondent was not able to be part of the study 

since we could not meet at a mutually wnvenient hme to conduct the interview. 

Interviews, lasting 60 to 90 minutes, were conducted at a mutudly agreed upon location. 

At the b e g i ~ i n g  of each interview, al1 participants were asked to provide informeci consent (see 

Appendix VI (i)), were assured of confidentiality and anonymity, and had their interviews tape- 

recorded. Participants were then informed that they may review their transcripts at any point of 

t h e  in the research, and that they would be notified of and able to review any quotations that 

were to be used in the study. Before we began, 1 emphasised that their participation was 
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Participants were also told that if they did withdraw permanently fiom the study, their interview 

materiai (tapes and/or transcripts) wodd be destroyed immediately. 

Only one interview was conducted with each clinician, with the exception of Dr. 

Richards who 1 had the opportunity to interview twice. Al1 clinicians expressed their willingness 

to be contacted regarding fhther clarification and discussions of issues if need be. Al1 

interviews were semi-structureci (see Appendix 

(2) Intercollegiate Student-athletes: 

il Focus Groups: 

1 faced a significant deadline in contacting athletes for both focus groups and for one-on- 

one interviews- Since the university/academic year was coming to an end, I ran the risk of not 

being able to contact athletes once the hoIidays began- Thus, instead of approaching the athletes 

during their respective team practices as planned, 1 contacted the Athletic Director to discuss 

various ways of approaching the students. On leaming the nature of my project, the athletic 

director provided me with a copy of the University of Toronto Varsity Board member phone and 

e-mail address List. The Varsity Board consists of representatives fiom each intercollegiate tearn 

(including non-contact, contact and collision sports), both male and female. This fact also may 

be seen as complicating the research, since the individuals who sit on the Varsity Board are those 

individuals who may be the most socially and politically aware, most outspoken, or the 

naturaVchosen leaders of their tearns. Their point of view towards the 'culture of risk,' and the 

chic, may be very dserent  fiom their team-mates as a result of their participation on the Board, 

a d o r  their existing views about these issues may have influenced their desire to be invoIved 
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with the Board in the first pIace- Unfortunately, due to approaching summer hoIidays and other 

time constraints, this way of approaching varsity athletes was seen as the oniy viable option. 

Two group e-mails were sent - one to women's team representatives and one to men's 

team representatives - outlining in bief the research project (e-g., gathering general information 

on the 'culture of risk' amongst student-athletes at the University of Toronto, as weli as the 

interaction between spon rnedicine and cornpetitive sport), and asking for their participation. 

The focus groups were not limited injured athletes in the hope ofcreating difSerent patterns of 

dialogue, thus facilitating either the emergence or reinforcernent of pertinent themes. The e-mails 

also included three potential dates and times, thus allowing respondents to sign up for the tirne 

most convenient for them. Those who responded to the e-mail were contacted again to confjrrn 

the date, time and place (al1 focus groups were held in the Athletic Centre). The rnost popular 

dates and times, Le., the one that most respondents chose, was selected for the actual focus group 

session. Those who responded to a different date or time were contacted again, and asked if they 

could make it to the other tirne or ifa teammate could. The initial e-mail messages also asked 

representatives to forward the e-mail to team-mates who they felt would be interested in being 

part of this project, either for a one-on-one i n t e ~ e w  or as part of the focus group, if they 

themselves could not or would not be invdved with the project. This began the process of 

"snowbalI" sampling (Berg, 1989), where respondents may disclose other potential subjects to 

the researcher. As Lofland and Lofland (1 995, p. 38) note, ". . .the major principle involved 

in.. . snowball or chain-referral sampling [is] a method that yields a study sample through 

referrals made arnong people who are or h o w  of others who possess some characteristics that 

are of research interest." This in fact was the case as a number of the Varsity Board members 

contacted did in fact forwzud the e-mail to team-mates who then contacted me, via e-mail, with 
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an interest in becoming involved in either the focus group or an interview. Simiiarly, three 

Varsity Board representatives e-mailed me noti-g me that they would be unable to  attend the 

focus groups, but would b e  interested in talking about their injury history and their interaction 

with the c h i c  in a one-on-ane interview. Those three athletes were subsequently i n t e ~ e w e d  at 

a later date, 

The tape-recordeci G c u s  groups were between 60 to 90 minutes in length, semi-stmctured 

(see Appendix IX), uid began in a similar fashion to  that of the one-on-one interviews. While 

ten female athletes and six male athletes agreed to be part of the focus group sessions, ultimately 

the women's focus group consisted of five athletes, while the men's focus group mnsisted of 

four athletes. The other &etes did not show up and only two contacted me with regard to 

rescheduling and/or being imterviewed at a later tirne. Before the session began, respondents 

were reminded of  the confidential and optional nature of the focus groups, and asked to provide 

informed consent (see Appendix VI (ii)). They were told that they could have access to the 

transcript of the focus group at any point of time in the study, and that they would be notified of 

and be able to review any qaotaîions to be used in the study. They were aiso told that they could 

withdraw £kom the study at any point in time without penalty, and that if they did so, their 

involvement in the focus gmup session would not be transcribed, and that the group data (Le., 

tape and/or transcripts) would be destroyed upon completion of the study. 

ii) Interviews 

Five student-athletes were interviewed using a semi-structured i n t e ~ e w  guide (see 

Appendix VIII) in the course of this project, three women and two men fiom al1 types of sports 

(one non-contact, two contact, and two collision). Three of the interview participants were 

recruited through the e-maiE regarding focus group involvement, but none of the interviewees 
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took part in the focus groups as weil- Two of those three were Varsity Board representatives for 

their respective teams, while the other was referred to me by hidher Vxsity Board 

representative. She contacted me f i e r  receiving the forwarded e-mail and expressed an interest 

in being part of the study. The other two interviewees were contacted after the clinicians' 

interviews due to their involvement with particular teams and their history of particular injuries. 

They were approached privately through e-mail, idonneci of the nature of the project and asked 

whether they would like to participate to which both responded positively. In a number of ways, 

this was a sample of opportunity since it was by Iuck that I interviewed athletes fiom a range of 

sports, a range of painlinjury philosophies, a range of injwy experiences fiom severe, acute 

trauma to chronic, overuse injuries, and a range of different sport medicine experiences. 

- All the interviews were conducted at a mutually agreed upon date, time and place, and 

took between 60 to 90 minutes. Before the tape-recorded sessions began, participants were 

asked to provide informed consent (see Appendix VI (i)), and were assued of anonymity and 

confidentiality. They were informed that they could review their transcnpts at any point of time 

in the research, would be notified of and able to review any quotations that were to be used in the 

study, and that they could withdraw £?om the study at any point in time without penalty. 

(3) Intercollegiate Coaches: 

The coaches were contacted via e-mail using the 1999-2000 University of Toronto 

Intercollegiate Diectory, provided by the Athletic Director, which included the phone numbers 

and e-mail addresses of d l  intercollegiate coaches. E-mail messages was sent to the coaches 

outlining the project - to examine their relationships with, their views on sport medicine 

clinicians, and their concerns about injured athletes - and asking for their participation in the 

study in a focus group. Three potential dates and times were also sent, which coaches could then 
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sign up for- The most popular dates and times were selected for the actuai sessions. Although 

only one focus group was pianned, there was enough interest fkom the coaches to warrant two 

focus group sessions. 

Two sessions occumed on different dates and tirnes in a mutually agreed upon location, 

consisting of four participants each ( the  femaie and five male in total), and representing d l  

three types of sport (two non-contact, three contact, and three collision sports respectively). The 

semi-stmctured sessions (see Appendix LrC) were tape-recorded, and were approximately an hour 

long. Similar to the i n t e ~ e w s  and focus groups with clinicians and athletes, coaches were asked 

to provide informed consent (see Appendix VI (ii)) at the beginning of the session, and were 

informed of their rights as participants (i.e., confidentiality, anonym,  access to the transcript of 

the focus group at any point of time in the study). 

Data Analvsis 

This bnef section completes the details of the data analysis, and the ways in which I 

coded the data The data andysis truly began as soon as the interviews/focus groups were 

cornpleted in that 1 wrote down thoughts, impressions, and ideas immediately following the 

in te~ews .  The tapes were then transcribed verbatim, and were read and re-read while listening 

to the tapes, in order to gain a better sense of tone and inflection on the printed page. Mer the 

first couple of transcripts were reviewed in this manner, 1 returned to the transcripts and began to 

insert codes after themes or ideas that 1 felt were being repeated or stresseci by participants, 

sparked something in my mind, seemed potentiaiiy valuable, or was of interest to me. 1 would 

do so after particular words, phrases, or even whole paragraphs. As 1 inserted these labels, 1 

would also write memos after the codes which would elaborate my thoughts, question the 
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findings, or suggest new directions to foiiow in ftture interviews. These became quite valuable 

as the data collection proceeded, since data analysis and the interviews occurred concurrently 

and 1 was able to change interview directions to question these new areas. The memos varied in 

length and type, and included such things as diagrams, notes to self, questions about the research 

topic, and at times, questions about the memos themselves. 

Once the transcripts had been initially coded, 1 revisited them and went through the codes 

and memos again, trying to elaborate further on the themes in relation to ail the transcripts. Once 

the transcripts were completed and read a number of times in the initial stage of coding, 1 had a 

sense of certain themes that carried throughout al1 the interviews, and others that were particular 

to a group of participants or individuals. Some codes and memos were re-examined and 

developed fùrther, while some others were put aside to be considered for future research. 

I collapsed the i n t e ~ e w  and focus group transcripts together for the athletes, and 

grouped the transcripts by the group of participants, Le., clinicians, student-athletes, and coaches. 

Once in these three piles, 1 began to literally cut the quotations out of the transcripts and re-group 

them thematically. Some quotes wodd be applicable to two or more themes, and 1 wodd 

duplicate it and place into al1 the thematic piles. Once this process was completed for al1 three 

groups, 1 took note of ail the thematic piles that were created on cue cards, putting aside those 

that were weak (in tems of supporting quotations) or poorly developed. After creating the 

labelled cue cards and creating three large charts listing al1 the themes found per participant 

group, 1 began a process of putting together the themes ftom the three groups. Themes such as 

concussions or ch ic  accessibility were touched upon in some fashion by al1 three groups of 

participants. Once this occurred, 1 revisited the quotations and tried to find how the different 
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quotations spoke to one another. At times, 1 also retumed to my 'cut file' and brought back 

themes a d o r  quotations that had been put aside. 

Once the themes and the direction of the findings emerged fkom the data, 1 proceeded to 

aarrow down which quotes I felt should be used in the thesis. Quotes that were selected best 

exemplified the theme that 1 wanted to discussed, and offered anonymity to the participants. 

Those that were identifiable were put aside, as weii as those that repeated. 

Methodological Experiences 

The fieldwork strategy adopted in this study followed some of the field research 

pnnc;iples outiined in Schatzman & Strauss (2973) and Shaffir & Stebbins (1991). Both texts 

document 'strategies' for conducting field research, and identie meth~dologi~d stages 

including: "getting in", "learning the ropes", "maintainkg relations", and "leaving and keeping 

in touch" (Shfir & Stebbins, 1991). While these stages are mostly relevant to 'participant 

observation' type fieldwork, they also have relevance with regard to in-depth inte~ewing and 

focus groups. It is valuable to conclude this chapter by briefly discussing these stages of the 

research, and identiQing both the successes and problems that I experienced in this study, and 

which shape its final outcorne. 

Gettinrr In 

"Getting [into]" (Lofland, 1971; Lofland & Lofland, 1995; Shaffir & Stebbins, 1991) the 

field represents the "the first t d y  social moment of naturalistic investigation," when the 

researcher attempts to "[get in] or [gain] the acceptance of the people being studied" (Lofland & 

Lofland, 1995, p. 3 1). In this project, this process was facilitated in a number of ways, but as 



Loûand and Lofland (1995, p. 3 1) point out, "the specific form of relationship a prospective 

investigator has or will develop with the people or setting of interest generates its own set of 

problems, ethical questions, and solutions regarding the process of entry." 'Getting into' the 

c h i c  and even gaining access to the coaches and athletes involved obtaining the permission and 

approval of the Medical Duector and the Athletic Director - two individuals with whom 1 

already had "pre-existïng relations of trust" &ofland, 1971, p- 95). Both these individuals 

represented "gatekeepers" (Schatzman & Strauss, 1973) for this project, and while my 

relationship with the latter involved nothing more than a meeting and a brief outhe of the 

research projeçt, my interaction with the former gatekeeper had greater impact on this study. 

Right fiom the beginning of this study, Dr. Richards, as the Medical Director, was 

contacted for his approval regarding the implementation of this project. He was aware of the 

design of the study and what it was to investigate, and approved the project as such. In order to 

gain access to the clinicians, Dr. Richards was again enlisted to 'introduce' the researcher and 

the project to the staff This included having a copy of the research proposa1 available to c h i c  

staff rnembers to read and examine if they chose to do so. This process illuminates a number of 

factors that have affected the rest of this study. Firnly, 1 was openly identitied as the researcher, 

thus becoming a "known investigator" (Lofland, 197 1; Lofland & Lofland, 1995). While the 

clinicians may have identified me before as a graduate student, a varsity athlete or even as a 

patient-athlete, my project and its focus on them may have influenced their views and attitudes 

towards me, thus influencing their interaction with me both during and beyond the study. 

Similarly, by having the research proposal available to them, clinicians may have 'prepared' 

themselves to what they thought would be possible questions in order to give socially desirable 

answers. However, none of the clinicians, except Dr. Richards, viewed the interview guides. 
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While some may consider this as too much 'giving away' of information and intent, 1 contend 

that this was essential to gaîning the CO-operation of the clinicians to be participants in this study. 

Furthemore, Lofland and Lofland (1995) note that many subjects, even ifgiven as detailed an 

explmation of the study, will not understand the concepts and terms in the research in the same 

fashion as the researcher. While 1 was fortunate in that none of the clinicians read the proposai, 

as far as 1 know, f still found that having the proposal in the chic ,  and being known as a 

researcher, added to the open relations hip between participants and my self. Clinicians knew that 

1 was not out to expose them, to judge their clinical skills, or put them into compromising 

situations, thus encouraging discussion and exchange. 

With regard to the student-athletes, 1 found that most athletes were very open towards my 

work aod me. This may have been a result of the 'minimal' cultural and ascriptive differences 

between myself as researcher and them as the subjects (Shaffk & Stebbins, 1992). Thus being a 

middle-cIass, femaie intercollegiate athlete and university student in my mid-20s (similar 

dernographies to the athlete respondents) may have enhanced my ability to enter the field and be 

accepted by the students. 

1 may also have enhanced the acceptance process by maintaining a certain degree of 

distance in initially contacting them through e-mail. By e-mailing them first instead of phoning 

andor approaching them physically, 1 was able to maintain some comfort distance between us 

thus allowing the athletes to either accept or reject the project without feeling obliged in any 

way. Once aware of my role and the goals of the study, the majority of athietes approved of the 

work and agreed to be involved. A good rapport was fùrther established with the athletes by 

simply being fiiendly, open and willing to meet and talk with them on their own terms - that is, 

at their convenience, at a cornfortable place they chose, their time preference, etc. (ShafYir & 
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Stebbins, 1991). This was also a factor in my relations with the coaches, since I contact them 

initially via e-mail, outlined the goals and purposes of my work, and gave numerous options for 

focus groups dates and times. Much like the athletes, once aware of my intents and expectations 

as researcher, the majority of coaches expressed a desire to be involved in the study. 

Learnina the R o ~ e s  and Maintaining Relations 

After gaining entq into a particular setting, the next stage of field research begins with 

learning about the setting, the people, and their activities - in short, learning the ropes. As an 

athlete in a varsity collision sport, and as someone who has been a patient-athlete and in 

rehabilitation settings, 1 invariabiy entered the field already familiar with the setting, relied upon 

personal experiences throughout the research process, and took advantage of it in establishing 

relations with participants. I recognise that this insider status and experience influenced how I 

approached this entire study, but as Corbin and Strauss (1998) acknowledge, "the ability to 

recognise the tendency toward bias" (p. 7) is a fundamental characteristic of a grounded theorist, 

and that it is "more helpful tu acknowledge that [biases] infiuence our thinking and then look for 

ways in which to break through or move beyond them" (p. 99). Similarly, according to Berg 

(1 989: 58), "knowledge about the people being studied and familiarity with their routines and 

rituais facilitate entry as well as rapport once entry has been gained". 1 was able to communicate 

to participants that 1 was not a complete foreigner to their social world, and that the interview 

session was going to be about sharing experiences. 

While t ryhg not to appear as a foreigner to the field, 1 also tried not to appear as an 

expert on the topics that were raised in i n t e ~ e w s  and focus groups. 1 tried to follow Berg's 

(1989, p. 56) advice t o  embody a neutrai attitude toward participants - "appreciating the situation 
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rather than correcting." The best way was through the prompts that were incorporateci in the 

interview guides, ailowing participants to articulate what they may have taken for granted or 

what they assumed 1 would automatically know or understand. While prompts did deepen the 

sessions, 1 did have to consciously try not to 'lead' participants with the wording of the probes. 

During the course of the research, in maintainhg relations with respondents, my 

immediate goals were to create an atmosphere that was comfortable for ail. This incIuded 

arranging i n t e ~ e w  sessions at their convenience, being courteous, emphasizing their rights to 

confidentiality and anonyrnity, and even in wearing the appropriate mix of clothing to 

communicate that the intewiew was neither a cold, scientific &air nor an unprofessional 

gathering. It became obvious that participants were comfortable with the interviews and focus 

groups - one interviewee even went so far as to remark at the end of the session that they did not 

expect the interview to be so relaxeci, and that it was more of a conversation than an interview. 

Participants, particularly in the one-on-one interviews, feIt £?ee enough to volunteer names of 

patient-athletes with whom they thought 1 shodd talk, thus facilitating the snowbail sampling 

technique. 1 tried to maintain the rapport and reciprocal nature of the interview/focus group 

throughout the session and at its end by asking participants if they had any questions to ask me. 

At this point in time, 1 would tum off the tape-recorder to further their cornfort. Not many of the 

participants asked questions, and those who did tended to want to discuss the topics in more 

depth or to obtain my opinion of them. 1 found that these moments were as productive as when 

the tape-recorder was on in terms of themes and issues raised, and often spent between 30 to 45 

minutes post-interview writing field notes and elaborating on the comments in more detail. 



Leavinn and Kee~inp; in Touch 

Since my 'insider' status affected my entrance into the field and the relationships 1 had 

with participants - arguably to add insight into the dynamics at play between clinicians, athietes 

and coaches - my departure h m  the field as a researcher was also affecteci by rny familiarity 

with the setting and people. While the short-terni, overt nature of m y  project allowed for leaving 

the field to be unproblematic, in a number of ways, I am not wmpletely leaving the fieId of 

research since 1 continually encounter interviewees in the Athletic Centre, in the clinic, or around 

campus. None of the i n t e ~ e w e e s  have approached me asking questions about the research, but 

by seeing others fkequently, oppomuiities for m e r  discussion always exist. This ability to re- 

enter the field with relative ease - to ask follow-up questions or to c l a r e  material - is one 

advantage of remaining in touch with participants. Furthemore, by making sure that the quotes 

used in the actual thesis were reviewed and approved by the participants kept me in the field 

beyond the data collection period and communicated to interviewees that their involvement in 

the research process was vaIued beyond their interview/focus group session as weil. 

Writing Myself "Back into the Narrative7' 

Using this citation fiom McDonald and Birrell (1999, p. 289), 1 would like to conclude 

this chapter by discussing how my own persona1 experiences as a scholar, a student-athlete and 

as a patient-athlete have influenced and impacted my methodological experiences during data 

collection, and invariably throughout the entire research process. This is critical since as 

McDonald and Birrell(1999, p. 289) acknowledge researchers have been facing a "crisis in 

representation" since the seventies and eighties when "field workers realized that absenting 
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themselves fiom the narrative accounts tbey were produchg was not just a polite fiction; it was 

bad science," 

Examining how my life intersects with this project is essentiai, since this project was 

borne out of m y  biography, and my desire to understand how and why 1 interact in particuiar 

ways with sport medicine clinicians. While 1 have admitted fieely that 1 have been and still am 

assimilated into a 'culture of nsk '  via my participation in women's rugby at varsity, club and 

representative levels, I have remaineci quite quiet up to this point about my personal experiences 

with risk-taking, pain, and injury tolerance. In fact, 1 am quite ambivalent towards that very 

subject since while 1 have critiqued and tried to educate others as to the dangers of the 'culture of 

risk' in cornpetitive sport, 1 have played with pain and injury, downplayed and hidden injury 

fiom clinicians, and risked significant, Me-long disability in doing so. Wbile the researcher and 

scholar in me have f?owneù upon such behaviour, the athlete has seen thïs behaviour as 

necessary and 'part of the garne' at the time. This is not meant to be a confession, but rather a 

way of understanding some of the assumptions I had to fight throughout the research process. 

For example, because of my own painhnjury position, 1 found that 1 would assume that most of 

the student-athletes who participated in this study felt the same way towards injury, pain and 

risk-takhg. T h s  when some of them would communkate resistance towards overconformity to 

the sport ethic, 1 would intuitively disagree with them, and in effect, narrow rny focus on 

understanding their perspective. In fact, 1 believe that in some cases, my resistance towards 

'different' paidinjury ideologies leaked into the ways 1 questioned and prompted participants 

during i n t e ~ e w s  and focus groups. By acknowledging this tension between my own 

assumptions and the narratives being co~~l~llunicated by the participants, 1 have attempted to re- 

open my focus and attention to the range of responses to pain and injury tolerance. This 
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enhanced the project in that I have a heightened awareness of my own biases towards pain and 

injury, worked to develop a sensitivïty towards how I implicitly and explicitly communicated my 

personal views in m y  dialogues with participants, and worked to create a heightened awareness 

towards others' philosophies of pain and injury. 

Having declared and outlined my paidinjury position and rny stniggles with it, it is also 

imperative here to outline the other social, political and cdtural variables that accompany me 

into this project, and which influence and impact the work MeDonald and Birrell(1999, p- 291) 

argue that in "reading sport criticdl y," a cultural studies perspective would înclude media, 

individuals, fashion, and subcuItural practices, such as those towards painhnjury in sport a d o r  

sport medicine, as cccultural texts or artifacts." They M e r  emphasize that cultural texts "are 

ideologica1Iy coded and affected by larger political struggks related to age, race, and cIass 

divisions," and that they "cannot be artificially separated f?om their material roots, as they both 

~onstitute and are produced by social practices in particuiar institutional contexts which have 

histories" (p. 291). While this is û-ue of the subcultural practices studied in this project, this also 

strikes a chord in situating the researcher within the research. Being a Young, middle-class 

woman fiom a Persian-Canadian ethno-cultural background, who participates in a traditionally 

male sport, has a particular political re/articulation that reverberates thughout the thesis, and 

which has affected and affects its outcorne. We cannot underestimate the fact that a diserent 

researcher may have elicited dlfferent perspectives on the 'culture of risk' and sport medicine 

fiom the participants. In trying to be a critical interdisciplinary scholar, I must locate myself, 

adapted fkom McDonald and Birrell(1999, p. 286) as a "reflexive political subject, working 

through [my] own contradictions of loving the solidly British [hegemonic masculine, and pain 

tolerating] institutionCs] of bgby/sport] while understanding its ideological import in 
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reproducing British [masculine, and 'culture of risk'] hegemony in [Canada, women's rugby, and 

sport in general]." Thus, we are not just attempting to situate and investigate cultural practices 

within the stmggles of race, gender, class and history, but also the researcher within those same 

power stniggles, and the interplay between the two. As Mills (1959, p. 9) succinctly puts if 

"[n]o social study that does not come back to the problems of biography, of histos) and of their 

intersections within society has completed its intellectual journey." 

Although this chapter has considered some the broader issues b e h d  qualitative research, 

the actual procedures used and some of the methodological experiences, it is important to 

conclude by pointing out that methodology and the researcher are both influenced by setting and 

context, including such intangibles as history, and biography. In discussing the project results, 

this is an important issue that will surface throughout the subsequent chapters. 



CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS and DISCUSSION, 1 

The results of this study are presented, and discussed in two chapters. This fust bnngs 

together the themes found in the subjects' responses to the research questions, in answering the 

research questions (reintroduced below). Chapter 5 is devoted to developing several models that 

attempt to trac-2, visually and theoretically, the ways in which the clinicians, athletes and coaches 

negotiate pain and injury in a 'culture of risk' in intercollegiate sport cornpetition. The two 

chapters overIap, which highlights the interplay of concepts in this prelirninary attempt to 

identiQ the negotiation processes involved in sport medicine. While this chapter addresses the 

questions originally outlined for this project, Chapter 5 discusses in more depth the context and 

content of sport injury/pain negotiations as seen in this case study. The second section also 

examines more closely the influences of the coaches on the interaction between sport medicine 

clinicians and patient-athletes. It is important to point out the ways in which participants' 

quotations are differently identified fiom interviews and focus groups. Using athletes as an 

exarnple, in an excerpt fiom an i n t e ~ e w ,  the interviewer and athlete are identified, while in 

focus groups, the different athletes are identifieci as Athlete 1, Athlete 2, etc., every time they 

speak. 

Question 1 - Existence of a 'Culture of Risk' 

While academic and anecdotal sources indicate a 'culture of risk3 exists, this first 

question attempts to determine if in a facuky that promotes physical, mental and emotional 

wellbeing, as well as advanced understanding of the social constraints and dangers of 

cornpetitive sport, whether a 'culture of nsk' does exist arnongst its student-athletes? The 

evidence fiom this project, especially the responses fiom the student-athletes, indicates that a 
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'culture of risk' does exist amongst the students. Since this was not a comparative study 

between institutions or between teamdsports, it is dificult to gauge and measure the levels of 

assimilation into a 'cuiture of risk' by the students in various sports and on various teams- 

However, it is safe to say that the participants' responses support research done by Young and 

White (1995), and Young, White and McTeer (1994). While these studies also examined the 

gendered and gendering aspects of pain and injury as interpreted by athletes, I did not investigate 

fully the relationship between gender and the 'culture of nsk' in this study. This is not to Say 

that gender differences were not evident among the participants, but that îhey were minimal and 

supported Young and White's (1995) assertion that the difference is a matter of degree between 

how women and men understand, interpret and experïeme pain and injury. While the focus of 

this study was towards investigating the broader negotiation processes between clhicians, 

patient-athletes and coaches, fiiture studies need to investigate the intncacies between how 

female and male patient-athletes negotiate with female and male sport medicine clinicians within 

a 'culture of risk.' 

"Iniury Talk" and Risk Rhetoric 

As acknowledged by Young and White (1995), and Young, White and McTeer (1994), 

there are particular ways of speaking and cornmunicatihg that reflect the uncritical and 

unquestioned acceptance and tolerance of pain and injury. Young, White and McTeer (1994, p. 

1 82- 1 83) tenn this "injury taik," and argue that it involves "[linguistic] strategies [that] are 

articulated as niles of conduct, or noms, but [which] also include various techniques of 

neutralization." They outline four such strategies including "hidden pain," a coping mechanism 

that denies and attempts to ignore pain; "disrespected pain," the development of an attitude'of 

"irreverence" for pain and injury; "unwelcomed pain," the concealment of injury fkom others; 



and "depersonalized pain," a "particular way of thinking and speaking about pain, including the 

use of certain discursive techniques that result in its depersonalization and objectification" 

(Young, White & McTeer, 1994, p. 182-186). Young and White (1995, p. 53) acknowledge that 

all these strategies involve the "suppression of effect" - the effect of paidinjury - and that sport 

experiences around painhjury can be ambivalent and contradictory as athletes rationalize their 

injury-tolerating noms. An example of this can be seen in the wntradictory answer a contact 

sport athiete gave in recounting her injury experiences during the season- 

Interviewer: 
Did you have any injuries this year playing ? 

Athlete: 
Nothing major at all, nothing that 1 had to take time off for Cpause]. Well, what I did 
have was a strain in both my quads actually, big t h e .  It was pretty minor, and I didn't 
play for a week or two. 

While the athIete commented on her seemingly minor injury, she contradicted her suggestion that 

it rninimally affected her life by adding that she did not play for a couple of weeks. The effect of 

the injury was suppressed in such an uncritical manner that the injury, one that required taking a 

significant period of time off ffom participating, was normalued as insignificant. 

The last neutrdization strategy outlined by Young and White (1995), and Young, White 

and McTeer (1994)' "depersonalized pain," involves distancing injury fiom the rest of the body, 

as well as the articulation of bodily damage through "the use of impersonal and techno-rational 

discourse" (Young, White & McTeer, 1994, p. 186). This can be seen in the response of a 

collision spon athlete who described the injury experienced during in hisher cornpetitive season. 

Athiete: 
. . . [S]o what did 1 have this year? Pelvic injury, it was a chronic injury. 1 had unstable 
stabiluing muscles that just weren't there. My left side of my pelvis, all my adductors, 
my hip flexors, my gluteus, and my lower abdominals. So al1 those had to be 
strengthened. And what was happening was my hip was jua  mal-aligned, which caused 
pain in the pubic symphysis area and all around the inside' where it shouldn't hurt. Yeah, 
it caused me pain ruming, walking, everything. So we got that k e d .  



Interviewer: 
But you kept playing? 

Athlete: 
1 was rested for maybe a week, so I missed the first two games of the season, but then I 
played. But then it flared up afterwards again- 

Although this athlete acknowledged ownership of his/her body in pain by refemng to the 

anatomy as "my," s/he expressed a distance fiom her injury by saying that "that," meaning the 

pain and injury, was "fured." S/he fùrthered the depersonalization by saying that "slhe was 

resteà" as opposed to 'dhe rested'. This implies a degree of impersonalisation and 

objectification of the athlete - dhe '%vas rested," as though hisher body was an object that wuId 

be put aside for a week or two, and then reactivated to play again. 

Other athletes expressed their pain in terms of hiding it and concealing it, interestingly 

enough fiom themselves as weU as eorn their teammates or coaches: 

Interviewer: 
Has anyone here downplayed an injury, or not been completely honest with an injury? 
baughter f?om a few people sitting around the table] 

Athlete: 
First my ankle and then my shoulder injury. 1 think 1 almost convinced myself that 1 
wasn't injured. 

Interviewer: 
And who did you downplay it fiorn? 

Athlete: 
Besides myself! @?ause] My coaches.. . everyone. Like with [mention of another 
contact/collision team that athlete participates in], it was my fust year starting last year, 
and 1 want to stay where 1 am, I don? want to give up the opportunity I've been given. 
With , there's only [a small number of team members] on Our team, so we feel 
obliged . . . . 

Two more athletes, both participating in individual, non-contact sports, provided similar 

rationalizations dunng another focus group session. 



Athlete 1: 
1 thulk you might not hide it f?om the coach, but you hide it fiorn yourself. You say, 'It's 
okay- 1 c m  do it. I qualified.' Sometimes you'll be pushing ail year and Say just before 
cornpetition, you get a pain or sornething and you hide it. You Say to yourself: '1 don't 
feel [it]. Think, I'm gonna do it, I've trained a11 year. 1 don? want to lose what 1 have.' 
Cause it's your own results that get you there, your coaches have nothing to do. It's not 
like a team, so it's not the same. 

Athlete 2: 
Yeah for sure. And 1 mean for example, that girl who snapped her Achilles. She's trying 
to [participate] again this year, and 1 think if you asked other people on the team, they'd 
say 'Weli, she'd admit that she's not ready. She shouldn't be back. She's not ready.' 
But she keeps insisting that she is, so yeah, you're psyching yourself. And ifs 
ambiguous.. .you can never tell for sure. She hows  how she feels better than anyone 
else, but.. . she just loves the sport so much, so passionate about ity she keeps pushing. 

These comments echo and supporting comments in Young and White's (1995) and Young' 

Whiie and McTeer's (1994) findings. Another athlete, participating in a contact sport, positioned 

the need to hide injury in other te-, comrnenting on feeling the constant need to justw her 

pain and injury to others. 

Interviewer : 
So, have you ever felt the need to hide an injury? 

Athlete: 
No, I've never felt I've had to f?om coach or teammates.. . [pause]. . . actually, quite often, 
1 don't know where it comes fiom, but 1 know when I've had injuries when I've had to 
take off from practice, 1 really feel like 1 have to really justify it. 1 don't think that cornes 
from any individual, just.. . [motioning with hands while aylmg to find the words]. 

Interviewer: 
From d l  around? 

Athlete: 
Yeah. 

As with athletes hiding their injury, this athlete felt the need to vaiidate ieaving practice early 

because of injury due to a sense that her teammates and coaches would perceive the situation as 

her wanting to get out of the exhausting work of drills and exercises. 



When discussing injury tatk with athletes in team contact andor collision sports, it is 

evident that these sports invest heavily in the 'culture of risk' rhetoric, and also include linguistic 

strategies in their rationalizations of pain and injury. 

Athlete 1: 
Almost the opposite of what these guys are saying, 1 think there's a big t h e ,  especially 
in sports that I've been involved with, there's a huge suck-it-up attitude. And it's almost 
like you don't even want to tell your closest teammates what's actudly hurting on your 
body, like you don't want them to thllik you're a suck. You just play with pain, and it's 
something that after training camp or the first game, it ' s something you' re just gonna 
have to deal with for the rest of the season. I think you could ask anyone, even on the 
hockey team, or any physically demanding high contact sport, players play with some 
degree of pain throughout the entire season, I would have to say. There's always 
something nagging, you're never in top shape. 1 mean maybe after the Christmas holiday 
in hockey, you kùida recupe, but other than that there's always something nagging at you. 
1 would say that almost every player hides some sort of: not necessarily an injury, but 
something that's bothering him. I'd say that of every player on highly contact types of 
sports- 

Athlete 2: 
It's true, 1 used to play hockey al1 throughout high school, 1 used to play triple A in high 
school, MTHL, and it's the same. I broke my thumb, and I just put a cast on. You took a 
shot off it, it hurts but oh well keep going, nght. 1 think hockey is dserent, you have so 
much equipment.. . you have so much protection. Even if it's hurt, you can still tape it or 
you c m  still do something. 

The language of these two athletes expresses both c'unwelcomed pain," and "hidden pain." The 

latter strategy denies and ignores pain in an attempt to rationalize it, as seen in Athlete 2's 

discussion of his experiences during high school. Although his thumb was broken, he put on a 

cast and kept playing. There was pain, but there was also an attitude to "keep going" - to keep 

accepting the nsks and playing through the pain (Coakley, 1998; Hughes & Coakley, 1991). 

Nature of Sport 

While these two athletes discuss their involvement in contact and collision sports, it is 

important to point out that, in this study, the overali nature of sport (i.e., non-contact, contact, or 

collision) made little dserence in how the athletes interpreted a 'culture of risk'. Where 
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collision and contact athletes would acknowledge that injury and risk-taking were more visibly 

prevalent in their sports, non-contact d e t e s  also showed injury-legitimating attitudes towards 

injury and risk-taking. The nature and types of injuries incurred varied between non-contact and 

contact/cotlision sports - arguably, a greater proportion of chronic overuse injuries in the former, 

as compared to more acute trauma in the latter. But overail, all three types of athletes expressed 

values and ideologies that indicated an acceptance of a 'culture of risk.' 

Having an Ath1 ete' s Mentalitv 

A number of the athletes couched their acceptance and tolerance of paidinjury in terms 

of having a particular mentdity or philosophy that was unique to being an athlete. One 

participant argued that: 

1 think, well having an athlete mentalityy it's important to participate in every practice so 
that you could be named to the team, so you cari show your coach what you're worth- 
Even though your coach would probably be Iooking out for you. Well, we know our 
coach is really into 'Make sure you have a doctor's note, d e  sure your concussions are 
cleared before you get back onto the field.' And that I th* is very importanf but only 
athletes only know how far they can go. Being an athlete, you're probably going to push 
yourself much farther than your body can handle. 

S/he continued: 

Even ifyou know your limits as an athlete, oftentimes you'll push way past that, 
especially if you have a very short season that last only sidseven weeks, like did. 
And you know if I play this game, I am going to die, and it's gonna hurt so much, but I'lI 
have the whole year to rehab. Well, for a sport that lasts until March, like there' s a 
difEerent sort of understanding of what your body can take, and you can kinda push that 
lirnit , 

Again, we see attempts to rationalize and normalize the bodily risks being taken, not only in 

having a particular athietic mentality, but also in tems of the amount of off-season time 

available for rehabilitation and recuperation. In this case, the athlete recognized that s/he could 

"push hidher limit," because hidher season was shorter and s/he had more time to recuperate, 



thus hidher philosophy towards pain included, arguabiy, a greater acceptance of injury because 

of a greater time to heal. For another aiidete, his/her philosophy towards injury and pain 

changed after experiencîng a significant acute injury requiring surgery and year-long 

rehabilitation, and prompted reflection on hisher transition fiom being "hypersen~itive'~ to injury 

to ''[ridirg] things out more:" 

In te~ewer :  
Do you think then that because of that experience, you deal differentiy with injury? 

Athlete: 
I think before 1 was very hypersensitive to injury. Like al1 through high school, I'd come 
home and think 'Oh my gosh, I think something's wrong with rny shins, ' and my m m  
would be like 'No.' 1 think 1 was almost a. ..net a hypochrondiac cause that's for illness, 
but in that way. And 1 think that I go through things a bit more and 1 ride things out a bit 
more. But I'm still aware of the point when 1 should go to see someone. Whereas 
before, 1 think 1 went too early a lot of times, and they were iike 'No, 1 don't think 
anything' s wrong. ' 

As with other athletes who expressed their m e n t  views about injury after experiencing 

significant trauma, there is a sense of ambiguity between tolerating injury and pain more so than 

before, and yet also being aware of the point when treatment and therapy may be needed. It was 

clear though, fkorn the athletes' responses, that the point at which treatment was sought varïed 

depending on a host of factors, some of which are discussed in Chapter 5, but which for the most 

part were vague and indeterminate. 

Stage of SeasonNarsity Career 

The stage of the season and/or varsity career, and the nature of competition, were also 

seen as important factors in the acceptance of the 'culture of nsk.' Participants were more 

willing to sacrifice the wellbeing of their bodies when they were closer to the end of their season, 

and even more willing when it was the end of their varsity careers. Similarly, athletes spoke of a 

greater desire to play with pain when the competition was during piayoffs or finals' or even when 



it was a cornpetition that decided whether or not they started on their te-. As a varsity athlete 

described, making it the OUA team for hidher sport meant that n o m g ,  including pain or injury 

would stand in his/her way. 

Athlete: 
Well, me, 1 got selected for the OUA team.. . . And this was the first year 1 got to go, 
so 1 was pretty excited. And the week before 1 was thinking 'Oh my god, 1 can't run, 1 
canyt run properly.' 1 was thinking that 1 can't run properly, so 1 went and [the therapist] 
said 'Okay, 1 want to see you Monday, and then Wednesday, and then the next Monday 
and Wednesday-' So 1 got the fist two in, and then 1 tried to book for the next week, and 
it was just like ridiculous. It was 'I'll see you at seven a-m.' Like 1 said, it was very 
difficult. But I was so pumped, 1 didn't want to teli my mach, 1 didn't want to tell 
anybody that 1 was hurting 'cause 1 wanted to go, right. 

Interviewer: 
So you ended up going? 

Athiete: 
. 1 ended up going and 1 did okay, but it hurt. 

Interviewer: 
Tt was painfùl? 

Athlete: 
Yeah, aflenvards 1 took a couple of weeks off 'cause that was the end of our season. 

While issues of accessibility of clinic and clinician services are discussed in Chapter 5, it is 

important to ernphasize the athlete's lack of hesitation to compete at the finals with an injury. 

Another participant echoed this lack of hesitation to play with pain when discussing the different 

tolerances of injury when an athlete is nearing the end of hidher varsity career. 

Interviewer: 
Does it make a difference if it's their final year? 

Athiete: 
Yeah, if it's their final year too, people tend to play through more things as well, cause 
it's like, 'Well, this is the last time I'm going to be playing this sport at this level.' 



DifFerent dynamics begin to take Héct at this point in time - dynamics that encourage continued 

participation regardless of the short-term consequences of increased pain and the potentiai long- 

term health implications. Another participant best expressed this rationalization by noting: 

Maybe I'm in a biased position 'cause I've taken four years of phys. ed., but you 
understand difFerent reasons for participating in sport, and it's not al1 about winning and 
getting points in a game, or suiting up or dressing. Sometimes you just have to draw the 
line, but 1 think for a lot of players, if it's the last straw, the last chance, it's a whole new 
motivation. There's a whole new reason to suck it up, 1 guess. And 1 think that's the 
sarne across al1 sports, 1 wodd say that that's not just a tearn sport thing or individual 
sport thing. Even more so in individual sports. If you think you can fight through your 
own persona1 problems and d l  bewme victonous, tike, you're still winning, even more 
so than you would norrnally- 

This excerpt reinforces much of the 'culture of risk' rhetoric expressed by al1 the athletes 

participating in this study - a rhetoric that is contradictory and ambiguous, yet which clings to 

ideologies of pushing limits, keeping going, and stïll winning in the face of challenge. The 

n o m  expressed in these ideologies corroborate Young and White's (2995, p. 53) argument that 

they represent the "cornerstone principles of the dominant rnasculinist mode1 of sport, and are 

adopted for a number of reasons," including the display of courage and character, retaining 

membership in the team and its identity, or "to help make sense of compromised health in a 

lifestyle that demands and reveres fitness." 

Question 2 - Negotiation of the 'Culture of Risk' 

Since we have documented that a 'culture of nsk' does exist in a number of ways arnong 

the athletes, how is it understood by, negotiated, and deait with by sport medicine clinicians? In 

examining the influence of the 'culture of risk' on how people interpret and understand pain and 

injury, it is important to point out that the risk rhetoric is not only employed by the patient- 

athletes, but also by the spon medicine clinicians. In some ways, the sport medicine clinicians' 

understanding of the 'culture of risk,' and their ways of negotiating with their patients within that 



d ~ e ,  expiïcitly and implicitly supports the athletes' acceptance of risk, pain and injury. This 

is not to suggea an unequivocal and definitive promotion of pain and injury tolerance on the part 

of the cfinicians - there is no empirical evidence Erom this study to support such a claim. Rather, 

the responses gamered fiom this study indicate that sport medicine clinicians are influenced by, 

and influence, a 'culture of risk,' and thus negotiate with athletes within that conte-. The 

practices of the sport medicine clinicians are constituted by, and constitutive of, a 'culture of 

risk' much the same way the practices of the athletes are constituted by g& constitutive of a 

'culture of risk ' 

It is important to emphasize here the subjective nature of the ways in which the clinicians 

negotiate with the athletes in this 'culture of risk.' While there are protocols and practice 

guidelines in place for clinicians to deal with particular injuries andor to help ascertain particular 

information relevant to diagnosis and treatment, much of the content of the interaction between 

clinicians and patient-athletes occurs on a continuum that ranges fiom easy to diagnose and treat 

with minimal clinician-patient negotiation as compared to d'icult to diagnose, treat, and 

encompassing a great deal of clhician-patient negotiation. However, most of the interaction 

ofien circulates in a middle space of arnbiguity, give-and-take, definition and interpretation. As 

one clinician acknowledged: 

Al1 this stuffis so grey, Parissa. And so 1, as a medical professional, 1 find myself relying 
on my belief system and my value system to determine what is a potential catastrophic 
situation versus what is a nuisance situation. Esornebody has an arthritic ankle, is that a 
catastrophe versus someone who is paraplegic? And if 1 use examples like that, I 
suppose, pretty much everyone would agree that spinal cord severance resulting in para- 
or quadraplegia is catastrophic. That's something that no one wants to take an 
appreciable nsk on, cause everyone would agree that that's a sbitty situation to be in. An 
arthritic ankle is a debatable thing. Like I said earlier, some people 'Yeah, so a sore 
ankle? So? What else?' Well, there are a lot of lines in between those extremes. What 
about someone who is likely to h r t  their back in such a way that is likely that they'll 
have chronic low back pain everyday for the rest of their life? But 1 £ind that 
professionally, people who corne to the c h i c  with chronic back pain, are much squeakier 
wheels then people with chronic bee  problems. 



Int e ~ e w e r :  
What do you mean by that? 

Clinician: 
Well, they're much unhappier. It affects their lives much more. They can't work, they 
can't sit, they can't play sports, they can't have s ex  Al1 kinds of things. If they have 
knee pain, they never corne and tell me that it hurts their sex life. 1 get a lot of that. 

The dinician's description of the lines between different types of injury and dserent  effects of 

injury on the wellbeing and overail health of individuals, are emphasized by the use of the word 

"grey." There are no clear cut answers to how clinicians understand, negotiate, and deal with the 

'culture of risk' with their patient-athletes, just continuous decision-making and weighing of the 

perceived risks and benefits of playing andor not playing with pain. While the concept of 

weighing risks and benefits is ùivestigated more fully in Chapter 5, here, 1 examine some of the 

ways in which clinicians explicitly and implicitly support the 'culture of risk, ' parîicularly d u ~ g  

important times during the season and/or important competitions, when dealing with athletes 

f?om different types of sports, or even with different levels of intercollegiate athletes (Le., starter 

vs. substitute, varsity athletes with representative potential). 

Before discussing those particula. sub-topics, it is important to recognize that, for a 

majority of the chicians, their understanding of the 'culture of r isk '  was influenced by their 

personal sport backgrounds - backgrounds that ofken included injury experiences and admissions 

of their own acceptance and tolerance of pain and injury. When speaking about hidher own 

involvement on a varsity, collision sport team as an undergraduate and his/her subsequent 

retirement fiom the team due to injury, this clinician's cornments support Hughes and Coakley's 

(199 1) description of overconformity to the sport ethic, and may be implicated in the clinician's 

current understanding of the 'culture of risk. ' 

1 can't speak for anybody else, but a good part of my identity for ten years was being a . 
- player, especially a varsity pplayer, cause that gives you such a sense of identity. 



If you're killing yoursee you're obviously doing it for a reason, you're doing it for the 
pride of the school, you're doing it for yourself it means a Iot to you, and you don't want 
to let your teammates d o m  or yourself d o m  And because it's such a big part of your 
identity, ifyou can't be playing , then you're not who you are. And you honestly 
Wear it almost as a badge of courage, that's why it was so emotionally painful. And 1 was 
going into the training room everyday and see the guys there, but it wasn't the same. 

ln fact, since the rnajority of the clinicians' personal sport backgrounds included injury 

experiences, and in most cases the acceptance and tolerance of a 'culture of risk,' it is not 

unreasonable to suggest that those experiences helped to shape their current attitudes toward 

negotiations with their patient-athletes. How those experiences influence the negotiation 

processes varies considerably, but ultimately includes a sense of empathy and connectedness 

with the patient-athlete - a feeling of 'I've been there, and 1 know what you're going through.' 

A key consideration to make here though is that the 'cultures of risk' the clinicians' experienced 

were in most cases, significantly different than what current student-athletes are experiencing. 

We need only to compare the zero-tolerance policies now in place in this institution for head 

injuries, with the protocols that were in place ten years ago which diagnosed a concussion only 

when an athiete was knocked unconscious @. Richards, personal communication, August 10, 

2000). In discussing his reasons for not becoming involved with medical coverage of a 

professional sport team, one clinician highlighted not only his current philosophy about the place 

of contactkollision sports in the overall health of athletes, but also the personal, social, political, 

and sporting transitions he made throughout his career. 

Clinician: 
[Covering a professional collision sport is] tremendously busy, because there's a lot of 
violence and a lot of injuries, and Sm not really h to  it. 1 played football for nine years, 
at high school and in university.. .and my participatory background was really limited to 
football and ice hockey. So, 1 was a rough and tumble boy, as a lot of my contemporarïes 
were, and 1 have a different perspective on collision sport. 

Interviewer: 
Such as what? 



Clinician: 
I've gradually become more of an advocate of spodphysical activity for health and less. 
1 still believe that sport is fùn, and that's what makes it the best physical activity for me. 
I don't like running to nowhere as much as 1 like playing a game. Whether it's the 
cornpetitive nature in me or whatever, 1 need something to focus on, a goal- I don't know 
what it says about my personality, but I like playing squash better than Iifiing weighta 
Or playing volleybdl better than running, the one exception being cycling. Having said 
that, I've grown to think that some aspects of some of the sports that we popularize or are 
popular are excessively violent. And they negate the obvious health benefits of the 
exercise, and to some extent, it becomes a trade-off between cardiovascular and 
psychological health CO-opted by the physical activity on one side versus the musculo- 
skeletal and neurological injuries suffered on the other side. And, you don? want those 
trade-offs. 

Interviewer: 
Now, were you always like this? 
Ciinician: 
No. 

Interviewer: 
When you were an athiete, what was the attitude then? 

Clinician: 
Ki11 the fùckers [laughingly]. 1 wasn't a high level football player, but 1 had a football 
p fayer ' s mentality. 

Interviewer : 
What do you think happened? 

Clinician: 
Well, a couple of things. Without knowing it at the time, I was concussed a number of 
times while playing football. No one ever used the word concussion and 1 never saw a 
doctor about it, 1 was a medical student, none of my classmates thought anything about it. 
That's how unknown it was, we weren't taught anything about mild concussions. 
Concussions started with loss of consciousness essentiaily, and 1 was never knocked out, 
so 1 was jtist having my bel1 rung. And at the time I weighed a hundred and seventy 
pounds, and 1 pIayed centre and middie linebacker. And we al1 changed in the lockers 
with the other team, and the last game of my last year, so it wasn't that 1 retired 
prematurely . . . . Some great big guy, well over six feet and 200 pounds, says to me 'So, 
does anyone on your team want to be a surgeon?' 1 was stiIl interesteci in neurosurgery, 
and said 'Yeah, I want to be a brain surgeon.' He said 'Good, I'm gonna break every 
fucking bone in your hands.' And I said, 'You have to catch me to be able to, you big fat 
bastard,' and I got out of there as fast as 1 could. And he said '1 got your number 451 ' 
When we got out there on to the field, and 1 got down over the bal1 to snap it on the first 
play, 1 look up and guess who was the nose tac- grinning at me 'Hi 45.' He beat the 
living tar out of me for 60 minutes, and 1 remernber thinking 'Why am 1 playing this 
stupid game?' But it was my last game anyway, so I really didn't think anything of it. I 



continueci to be a football fan and ice hockey fan, and continued to play pick-up and 
semi-organized adult ice hockey for about ten or meen  years. 

Interviewer: 
Do you think that mentaiity that you had as an athlete played into when you first started 
dealing with athletes? 

Clinician: 
Sure, yes, my attitude about injury and sport, about the culture of sport has definitely 
evolved over the years that I've been in sport medicine. 

Interviewer: 
What it is more a factor of! 

Clinician: 
Well, it's my own persona1 evolution as influenced not only by spontaneous maturation 
but by, 1 thinic, by having my eyes open, by seeing and hearing things that other people 
bring to my attention. By scholars taking about the culture of sport and things, or 
fkiendships I've gotten or people in the business who have a dBerent perspective than 
mine and share theirs with me, and I've been influenced by their perspective. It's been a 
learning and growth process, and 1 never stop changing, no one does. I, for one, have 
changed radically, my thinking, my politics are significantly different than [in the past]. 

Both clinicians speak of the impact of their sport participation on their identities as well as the 

tran~itions they made fkom that period of time in their lives to the present. These expenences 

invariably influence how clinicians interact with their patients, and should be kept in mind as the 

focus of the section turns to negotiating within the 'culture of risk' during important times 

throughout the season; to the treatment ofdifferent types of athletes; and to the different types of 

sport in which athletes are involved. 

Just as athletes approach the end of their season or the end of their varsity career with 

different motivations to play with pain, sport medicine clinicians also acknowledge the different 

stakes involved during moments of negotiation during these times. 

Interviewer: 
1s [the 'culture of risk'] amplified when it's closer to the end of season or end of career? 



Clinician: 
Yes, definitely we see that, the swan song syndrome. 'This is my fifih year, fourth year, 
whatever, this is my last playoffs, 1 don't care if1 get injured. f don't care if 1 can't play 
afler today, this is my last garne.' 

Interviewer: 
Do clinicians' radar go into overdrive or whatever when it gets closer to championships? 

Clinician: 
Yeah, 1 think we know that there's a dBerent level of intensity in the cornpetition and 
there's a different tolerance of pain or difEerent desire to or willingness to play hurt. 
Cause now 'It' s for keeps, ' 'This is what it's ai l  about' - al1 those cliches that get trotted 
out during play-offs. We impiicitly and explicitly support that. Explicitly in that we, 
where there is a conflict for s e ~ c e s ,  we explicitly give teams, that is within the varsity 
cue, remember 1 said that it's the same for ail teams, that's true, but the one distinction 
that we make is teams in CLAU play-offs come ahead of teams in OUA play-offs come 
ahead of teams in regular season come ahead of teams in exhibition come ahead of teams 
between seasons. So we prioritize, so ifthere's one appointment available and two 
athletes want it, and one of them is going to CIs tomomow and the other one is finished 
for the year, the one going to C h  is going to get it- So that's sort of an explicit support of 
the importance of championships. Implicitly, 1 thhk anyone in the sports business 
supports it. There is a certain importance of playoffs, you know. It's important to the 
athletes, it's important to the coaches. We are working for hem, we obviously enjoy it, 
we enjoy working for them or else we wouldn't be here, we've all grown up playing sport 
or being part of it, so there is a certain understanding of the cornpetitive sport mode1 and 
how there is implicit and explicit support of that. And 1 don't have a huge problern, as 
long people are still making an intelligent and informecl decision. 

While the clinician is not suggesting that the health of any athlete would be compromised 

because it is the playoffs or the last season of their career, implied within what is mentioned is an 

understanding that painhjury limits do shift towards a greater tolerance and acceptance of the 

'culture of risk.' Another clinician positions his/her understanding of the importance of playoffs 

and championships in other terms: 

Interviewer: 
You were taking before about play-offs and championships, does timing of season make 
a difEerence? 

Clinician: 
Sure, players are a lot more likely to get injured at the end ofthe season, where they'll 
say 'Oh, just one more game, and then 1'11 have the rest of the off season.' Whereas with 
the beginning of the year, they get hurt during training camp and 1 always say, 'You've 



got the rest of the season to go. This is your last year,' 1 always put it in temu of seasons 
too, 'Oh, you're ody  in first year, second year, you have 2-3 more seasons to go, don't 
mess up your shoulder or knee for the last two seasons. Even though you may lose this 
season, you've still got two more, as opposed to if you screw up your knee majorly, 
you're not gonna have Lit] anymore.' And 1 always put it into conte*. . . . And if it's bad 
enough, you just Say right off the bat-. . 'Write off your season'. . . . At the beginning of 
the season, what I say is 'We'll try to get you back for the end of the season or the 
playoffs, but you need to fit al1 of the.. -' [motioning different levels with hands in air]. 
Again, you explain to them, 'You have to fit this criteria before you go back' and they 
understand and it gives thern an incentive to work harder and do their exercises to try to 
get back by the end of the year. It all depends on how well you educate the student 
'cause if you don? explain why they can or can not do sornething, they're j u s  gonna use 
their own judgement, which may or may not be in their best interest. 

Here the clinician works within the 'culture of risk' by ernphasizing to the athletes, those whose 

injuries are not "bad enough," that if they are injured early in the season, the chician and 

patient-athlete can work together to get the athlete back in time for the end of the season or for 

the playoffs. S/he positions this as an "incentive" for the athlete and one, could argue, as an 

articulation of the value placed on performance above health when dealing with the playoWend 

of season contexts. On the other hand, this could also be seen as a way of motivating athletes to 

actïvely participate, commit, and persevere through rehabilitation and therapy, an interpretation 

exernplified by hisher comment that patient education is a key factor in this situation. Another 

clinician echoed sentiments about how lenient to be with injured athletes d u ~ g  playoffs and 

championship, and while dhe did not explicitly acknowledge patient education, she mentioned 

that 3 key factor must be that the patient-athiete does not worsen the existing injury, and that the 

athlete has the approval of a physician to participate: 

Interviewer: 
Do you think that timing of season makes a dflerence? 

Clinician: 
Sometimes if it's start of the season, a heavier training session, and maybe they're out of 
shape and not ready to participate at the level that they 're supposed to, then you find they 
may exaggerate their injuries, or their injuries seem to somehow take extra long to heai, 
'cause they don't want to get back into that grinding task that they were doing. But at the 
end of the season, and it's the final game, you h o w ,  they're going back into the game - 



' We're not sitting out for nothing. ' Provided they have medicd approval for that, b y 
myseif or the medicai director or doctors, that's fine. We had a situation this year with - where [an athlete] had a fracture.. .and it wam't displacecl, it was a closed fracture 
and stuff: and s/he had a special splint made that dhe could play with. But s/he didn't do 
anything the finai two weeks before the [finals], and.. .came back to [the finals] because 
it was the championships. And it was hisher last year, and s h e  had clearance, 
and.. .could participate even though ihe had a fiacture. It was in the heaiing stages, it 
wasn't completely healed, but it wasn't acutely fiachueci, a week old kinda thing as well. 
And s/he went out and played hidher heart out, even though dhe was in pain and had 
some limitations because of that, Whereas ifi t  had been the beginning of the season, 
'No, you just gonna sit out until it heals, then we will get you back in-' 

Interviewer: 
Did you have issues with [the athlete being allowed to cornpetel? 

Clinician: 
No, because she had range of motion.. .and.. . strengrh, she could do things, she was 
functional, and the x-rays were showing that s h e  was fa. enough in his healing that if 
s/he had adequate enough protection with the braces, dhe had a very rigid brace that was 
going to keep it in place, that she wasn't going to damage the healimg. If she didn't 
have the brace on, there was no way s/he codd play. But if s/he had the brace on, dhe 
could still participate and not fiirther hidher injury dong. 

Interviewer: 
So that was one of the circumstance where you would let the athfete corne back to play 
sooner than., . 

Chician: 
Yeah, you're not going to make the injury worse. You're going to have some discodort 
or pain, but you're going to manage that in various ways to minimize the pain and 
swelling. But provided they can still funaion at the ievel or in terms of the capacity that 
they're needed to firnction.. . . [The team wasn't] relying on him/her to score, but dhe 
was their best defensive person, and created a lot of steak and oppominities to generate 
the offensive. 

In this situation, a key critena to consider in letting the patient-athlete return to cornpetition for 

the finals was that the condition would not worsen, and that she  was cleared to play by the 

medical director. This is an example of the softening of retum-to-play criteria when in these 

unique circumstances, indicative of how clinicians can play complicit roles within the 'culture of 

risk.' What this excerpt also implies is differential treatrnent for important players on teams, 

particularly when those teams are competing during playoffs a d o r  championships. One must 
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question whether i$ this athlete had not been the '%est defensive person," he would still have 

been permitted to play in the finals. 

Tvpe of Athlete 

It is possible 20 argue that the differential treatment of patient-athletes based on their 

involvement with an intercollegiate team is also indicative of how clinicians operate within the 

'culture of risk' in ways that reinforce the acceptance and tolerance of pain and injury. This is 

not to suggest that initercoilegiate athletes receive preferential treatment, but rather that their 

status is acknowledged in such ways as qui~ker service, fiequency of treatment or even in more 

leniency with retum-to-play criteria. The 'culture of risk' is reinforced in that non-varsity 

patient-athletes or 05-season varsity patient-athletes, those athletes who are not in situations 

where winning cornpetitions are primary and immediate goals, are given different pnorities than 

varsity and/or in-season athletes. As one clinician acknowledged: 

Well, 1 always treat someone the best that 1 can, so it doesn't really change how I treat 
them But I'rn stili gonna ts, to get them better as quickly and as effectiveiy and safely 
as possible. And that's just standard for varsity athletes, Uoff students, or outside 
patients, they're al1 treated the same way. It's just more of the frequency we may have of 
hem coming in. An in-season varsity athlete, we rnay say 'Okay, corne in every day.' 
Whereas if you're not in season, it's not cruciai to get you healed as quickly as possible, 
well 'Maybe you only have to corne two or three times a week.' 

Therefore, one could argue that the priorities shift to favour those athietes d l  in positions to 

compete, to win, and to fùrther the narne and reputation of the university. Those athletes who do 

not fit these criteria are thus, arguably, Iefl to deal with the same Ievel of quality service, but less 

time or priority for treatment and therapy. It is interesting to position what the clinician says 

about the prioritization of services between varsity and non-varsity patient-athletes, with what 

one athlete recounts about hidher experiences after suffering a serious, acute trauma injury. 



In te~ewer :  
Do you think that with îhe treatment that you got with the clinicians in general, do you 
think it would be different if you weren't varsity? 

Athiete: 
Oh, yeah- 1 don't think that [the treatment] would have been as quick, 1 don't think the 
urgency wodd have been there. Because also I'm a possible nationai athlete, like 
everywhere Dr. - went it was like '1 have a fbture national athlete here,' and s/he 
constantly reinforced that. It was generally very positive for me the fact that s/he was 
regarding me like that as well, just 'cause 1 regard h i d e r  highly, the fact that s/he was 
looking at me like that said a lot. Definïtely, especially within that clïnic. 1 don? know if 
it's as bad anymore, or such a varied difTerence, it seems like it's changed a bit. 

I n t e ~ e w e r  : 
Between varsity athletes and non? 

Athlete: 
Y& 1 just haven't been in there in [a long white]. But definitely, when you were a 
varsity athlete, you went in there and say 'I'm fiom the - tearn' and they Say 'Okay,' 
whereas a person who was standing beside you who wasn't varsity, they'd wait for two 
weeks. 

The athlete acknowledged that the clinic seems to have transformed its attitudes towards varsity 

and non-varsity patient-athletes, and that even dhe does not know whether the clinic still 

expresses priority towards varsity patient-athietes in the same manner. StilI, such a comment 

does indicate that being a pdcular type of athlete, in tbis case a varsity athlete as compared to 

non-varsity, within the institution can gmer  certain advantages. This athlete also recognizes 

that Wher distinction as being a potential national athlete may have resulted in quicker service. 

While some distinctions are made between varsity and non-varsity student-athletes, the 

dflerential treatment of athletes based on their calibre, whether as potential representative 

athletes or team 'stars,' also seems to irnply that clinicians operate within the 'culture of risk' in 

ways that reinforce it. As one clinician acknowledged: 

1 certainiy treat differently by calibre. So that the elite athlete, who's going to notice a 
change in performance much more than a recreational athlete, I'm going to be much more 
aggressive in treating than 1 would a recreational athlete. So, if an Olympic level athiete 
came in here with tendinitis, then 1 would say 'Corne in here for therapy, twice a day five 
days a week, you should be here doing this.' Whereas a recreational athlete, 1'11 say 'Be 



here two or three times a week.' Ideally, you should be treating them the same, but you 
know the impact on their ability to perform isn't as great, so as the calibre goes up, [so 
does] the aggressiveness with which to manage it or pursue it, 

Interestingly, this ciinician does not extend that comparison to elite athletes versus intercollegiate 

athletes. For another clinician, the discussion of differential treatment of star athletes includes an 

understanding of the impact of coaches' influences on the athlete as well as the clinician: 

Interviewer: 
So, first the importance of the athlete to the team, a star versus a rookie. 

Clinician: 
Well, this is a difficult issue on which the coaches bring much pressure to bar.  Again, 
some of the same coaches who bring pressure to bear on some of the other issues. But 1 
think this happens with any coach, that iftheir star athlete is injured, it's obviously a 
greater concern for them fiom a team performance perspective. They may be equally 
concerned for h e m  fkom a personal health perspective for that individual, but fiom a 
tearn performance perspective, they're very concerned about their star athlete getting 
. injured. We start fiom a position.. .we discuss this, so it has been explicitIy discussed 
amongst Our staff, that we do not alter our recommendations based on that. Whether it's 
the starting star or the person with splinters in their butt who has never seen the field. 
Recommendations are made based on health. Having said that, they are 
recommendations, and in so far as the decision to retum to play is a balance between 
perceived risks and perceived benefits, perceived benefits may be dif3erent for the star 
athlete than the bench jockey. They may feel dBerently about it, you know, 'The one 
tirne coach asked me to play, 1 want to play.' Others rnay be like 'It's not worth it, 1 
haven't played al1 year, and I cadt play now, I'm not going too.' We give the same 
recommendation. However the coaches bring tremendous pressure to bear on their star 
athletes, most coaches. 

S h e  continued: 

But, there definitely is a perception, regardless of which doctor you interview, that star 
athletes are more likely to play hurt, more Wely to choose to play hurt than non-star 
athletes. I say that, but f feel there are exceptions. You know, some of the ones that are 
borderline are equaily vociferous about their right to play hurt because they fear the Lou 
Gehrig syndrome, where you take one game off, your substitute takes your spot and you 
never see the field again. So, they realiy want to play their position.. .if they're on the 
ninge, they don? want to lose it. And maybe there's a middle position where they're 
more cornfortable to take a day off! 

Here the clinician concedes that the ''balance between perceived risks and benefits" of playing or 

not playing with injury is diEerent depending on the level and importance of the athlete to the 
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team. But, s/he also recognizes that other athletes, "that are borderline" or "on the finge" in 

terms of starting, have other motives for playing with pain - to retain their spot on the team, or to 

show their coach and their teammates they should be a starter, or to not lose their sense of group 

identity and belonging. She offers a much complex reasoning as to why star athletes may play 

with pain, and in doing so, shows how clinicians understand those situations. 

Nature of Swrt 

As noted previoudy, the athlete participants in this study came fiom al1 three m e s  of 

sports - non-contact, contact and collisiori - and while intuitively one would suggest that 

individuds in contact and/or collision sports would adopt a cculture of risk' more readily, it was 

evident that al1 three types of athletes would play with pain and tolerate injury as part of their 

sporting experiences. The differences Iie in the types of injuries and types of reactions to those 

injuries as a natural extension of the types of sports being played. Athletes in contact and 

collision sports, such as basketball, wrestling, rugby, football or hockey, deal with a different set 

of injuries anci with different frequencies of injuries - more acute in nature - as compared to 

athletes in non-contact sports such as swimming, or track and field. Athletes in the latter sports 

may be more likely to have chronic overuse injuries, but may still feel the need to tolerate pain 

and accept playing with such injuries as part of their sportkeam identity. The ways in which 

clinicians understand and negotiate with athletes fiom different sports provided insights into how 

clinirians treat these athletes differently: 

Interviewer: 
Do you think that ifs the nature of the sport, like contact, collision or non-contact? Does 
that make a difference in what kind of athlete cornes and talks with you or how you deal 
with the athlete? 



Clinician: 
Some situations you have to consider certain athletes, or you have treat certain athletes in 
certain ways- Like rugby, they will generally tough it out a little bit more, 'cause they're 
used to physical contact, the pounding and stuff- With some other sports, where they 
aren't used to that, they're gonna be a little more apprehensive about returning to play or 
when they're injured, they'll over-exaggerate tbeir injury because they might not have 
been hurt before or experience those kinds of emotions. Generally, you'll find too, and 1 
don? how whether that directly relates to  how many times you've been injured in the 
past, so mgby players usually have had several injuries in the past and are more 
accommodating to things. While in other sports, maybe a volleyball or basketball type of 
setting, they haven't had those injuries before, they may overreact or sometimes just 

Here the clinician simply speaks to the different types of reactions that athletes fiom different 

sports have to their injuries, and interestingly, positions athletes from contact/collision sports as 

"[toughing] out their injuries more." Another chician speaks more explicitly about the ways of 

negotiating with athletes fiom different sports. 

Interviewer: 
Do you think in general though that there are different athletes coming in from diflerent 
sports? I mean for instance, rugby, 'cause it's a collision sport, a high-risk sport, athletes 
f b m  the mgby teams would be coming in.. . 

Clinician: 
No, each of the sports have their own inherent injury profile. So yes, you can look at the 
statistics of and compare one sport to another, and see the fiequency of injuries and the 
number of days off of play, and calculate who's coming in here more. Are the collision 
sports coming in here more than the trackies? 1 mean the trackies are the more high end, 
thoroughbreds who break down very easily, whereas the football players get bashed 
around and only corne in when their shoulder's out. It takes a different threshotd to show 
up, than Say some of the other athletes. 

In te~ewer :  
But in terms of that bargaining and negotiating.. .th& aspect of it. 

Clinician: 
Oh, 1 see. 

Interviewer: 
1 mean is it harder to get the football player with the shouider out to be honest with their 
injury than some other type of sport, Say a swimmer? 



Clinici an: 
From sport to  sport where one sport tends to be a minimizer and one sport tends to be a 
cornplainer? There's a perception that the track athletes tend to be whiners, and you 
could probably put the swimmers into the same group. That may in part be due to the 
fact that their injuries are less obvious, so you know, wken you see them, it's their 
tendinitis and M l i k e  that, and not necessarily as evident as football players with 
shoulders out.. .. And 1 don? know ifthis is a personal bias, but we certainly, 1 do I 
think, tend to place the contact athletes who are beaten up more of the time as more 
resilient than we do the endurance athletes, like the track athietes or swimming athletes. 1 
think the threshold of disability is higher in, say rugby and football, than in swimming or 
track Now, it may be that there is greater ernphasis in those sports of getting things seen 
swner before they corne an issue, so ifyour shoulder is b o t h e ~ g  you, get in and get it 
dealt with now, whereas with football, it's an expected thing that you're going to hurt 
when you play, so unless it' s a real problem, then you show up. So 1 think that there's a 
bit of environment in the sport that lends itself towards the.. . you know, the track athletes 
know when their Achilles start bothering them, it's gonna show up in their training 
sooner than waiting for it to become fil1 blown, whereas the football players, you know, 
don't have to sprint as far, so they might not be bothered by it. 

Interviewer: 
So does that make a difference in how you would treat that football player, knowing that 
they come fiom that environment that preaches that suck-it-up attitude? 

Clinician: 
I think so, probably yeah. 

h t  erviewer : 
How so? 

Clinician: 
You might tend to refer the track athlete or  the swimmer a little more quickly to therapy, 
let's say. 1 mean 1 try not to distinguish between the athletes. What I try to do is look at 
each athlete, individually, not necessarily because of the nature of the sport. If 1 see, I'm 
more likely to be persuaded if1 see the athiete minimizing their injury than the fact that 
it's a football player with an injury. So to me, how 1 treat them has more to do with how 
1 see them and my perception of how much they want done for it. So, how much of a 
limitation, how much of a bother, are they just here to check it out, or do they want 
something for it. So 1 don't think I do that - that 1 necessarily group by sport and treat 
differently by sport. 

The chician emphasizes that s/he is more persuaded to offer difEerent recornrnendations based 

on hidher perception of athletes "minimizing o r  complaining7' about their injuries. Sihe does 

admit that rninirnizing or cornplaining about injuries are idiosyncratic of certain sports, and that 

there are different characteristics andor reptations when comparing athletes from different 



types of sports - characteristics that fa11 aiong a continuum of "resilience," "getting bashed 

around," "whining," and ''threshold of disability." Another clinician aiso discussed the 

intersection between the nature of the sport and ways of negotîating aiong similar lines: 

Interviewer: 
Does the nature of the sport make a difference in how you deal with athietes? 

Clinician: 
Perhaps slightly. 1 consciously try to make that a no, and in fact, that's where some of 
the negative PR I've had amongst the athletes has arisen in that 1 donyt make concessions 
to the culture of a particular sport with my recommendations. So I would recommend the 
same treatment for a concussion in a football player and badminton player- The athietes' 
interactions with me is very dflerent based on the sport. So the reactions to my 
recommendations with respect to an injury have in the past tend to be different amongst 
athletes fiom different sports. 

l n t e ~ e w e r :  
Can you think of any examples? 

Clinician: 
Concussions, for sure. The football team, or hockey team, men's ice hockey have tended 
to, or have reacted negatively to what they view as overly cautious recornmendations. 

h t e ~ e w e r :  
What about other types of injury, such as musculo-skeletal injuries? 

Clinician: 
My recommendations are gender independent and sport independent. The interaction 
with the athIetes varies somewhat, depending on the individual, but 1 think that there are 
some generalizations that could be made about the culture of dserent  sports. There are 
some sports that the culture promotes a culture ofplaying hurt, playing with injuries, 
being tough, so the interaction amongst these is different. Now my position [is that] I am 
giving the athlete advice and it is their prerogative to follow it or not. So, the interaction 
stems fi-om that came of rnind. 

Interviewer: 
Do you expect different levels of CO-operation? For example, in a sport where there's a 
culture of pain and playing hurt, and if they avoid coming to you until the last minute as 
compared to sports where the athietes are most ready to jump on anything and corne to 
see you, how do you deal with that? 

Clinician: 
Well, taking a detailed history, one attempts to ferret out those sorts of detaiis. So, when 
they finally do corne to me, whether it's the day after they first felt pain or a month after, 
I obtain that information. 'When was the first time that you got this twinge?' And 1 



generaily expect arhletes to, and when 1 Say 'expect' it's based on experience not that 1 
think it should bey but that in fact, they are relatively stoic as compared to the general 
population.. . . With respect to playing with injus. there are different levels of injury- 
With overuse injuries, tendinitis and stufflike that, every sport is like that. 1 would 
expect, I've encountered 1 should say, the same injury fkom a badminton athlete and a 
football athlete in terms of playing a11 season on a knee rhat hurts every time they lunge. 
That's very individual, some people can tolerate pain and some people cannot. 1 suppose 
there are generalizations, [inaudible] and this is ail anecdotal.. .but certainly the 
impression is that there is a little bit more of a culture o f  pain in some of the collision 
sports, and most of the rest. Having said that, most of our swimmers swim al1 season 
long with shoulder pain. Name a sport - it doesn't have to be a collision sport.. .. We'll 
get [athletes] coming in before play-ofEs with [inj~uïes], saying 'The coach says 1 need to 
get anti-idamrnatories.' How does the coach know you need anti-inflammatories? If 
you have pain, why did you l ave  it so long before coming in? Now, with a week before 
[championships], there's no hope in Hades of resolving the mechanical issues in your 
shoulder, here's enough drugs to hide it for a week, so they can go and [compete] in pain 
without knowing it- That's widespread. 

Interviewer: 
What about athletes who come in continuously with in jees?  Naturally it's the 
. individual and the particular injury, but are there particuhr sports or particular athletes 
who always Say "Oh, 1 have a twinge here, 1 have a strain here.. .? 

Clinician: 
Yes, we, 1 think it's widely perceived fiom us, sport med staff, and we even discuss 
jokingly sometimes the different personalities. The classic trackie is a name for the track 
and field athietes, who rarely have demonstrable structural injuries, tom structures or 
broken things. For example, imaging tests and MRIs would usually be negative 'cause 
it's not a high velocity collision sport and they don't tend to break things. But they feel 
very in touch with their bodies, they feel eveqr tight fiber. So they'll come in and Say '1 
have a tight fiber in the laterai aspect of my calf muscle' as compared to the kinda 
complaint you get fiom an athlete in a number of other sports, most other spons. 

Interviewer: 
So, does the clinic deal then differently with the differem teams? 

Clinician: 
Well, each team has their own primary therapist assigned to them. Over the years, a sort 
of best-fit arrangement, which therapist and which therapist's skills and personality best 
suit which team.. . . So for example, for the team, one of our.. .therapists, is very 
suited to deaiing with those issues, and his ski11 set as a. -.therapist Lis geared towards] 
working with these athletes who are bothered by. - -feelings of asymmetry or muscle 
tension.. . . We have other therapists who come out of warking with [collision 
sports]. . . who although very professional and if someone came in with something, 
wouldn't roll their eyebdls in fiont of them. But they may be r o l h g  their eyeballs 
intendly [chuckles], thinking this isn't a real injury, no~hing's cut or broken, which isn't 
appropriate. Everybody's injury is their issue, and we alf do that, we al1 take everybody 



and al1 of their issues senously. Having said thai, there are these different cultures and 
the issues some teams bring into the clinic routinely and repeatedly are very different in 
nature, that doesn't mean they are lesser issues but are different. 

This clinician reiterated a number of the themes presented by the previous clinician in that dhe 

would not alter hidher recornmendations based on the nature of the sport, but recognized the 

tendency in attitudes of athletes in particular types of sports. S/he acknowledged that hisher 

interactions with athletes is "very different based on the sport," on the part of the athlete, and that 

in fact, this has become a point of contention between h i d e r  and some athletes. WhiIe dhe 

recognizes that some sports "Cpromote] a dture of playing hurt, playing with injuries, being 

'tough'," dhe does not dserentiate hidher recommendations to athletes, and risks criticism and 

a negative reputation amongst the student-athietes. S h e  also points out that certain sports are 

known for their paidinjury idiosyncrasies and refers, much Iike the previous clinician, to 

"trackies" as the classic track and field athlete who may not have any "demonstrable structural 

injuries," yet can feel "every tight [muscle] fiber." While dhe does admit that some other 

clinicians may "roll their eyes intemally," implying that some injuries are more real, worthy, or 

even important than others (see Walk, 1997, for a description of how athletic trainers look 

forward to acute trauma not only in terms of hands-on education, but for the excitement of 

treating "big," "significant," or "cool" injuries), s h e  does emphasize that "everybody's injury is 

their issue, and.. .we al1 take everybody and al1 of their issues seriously." The clinician also 

mentions tnistration with coaches who doctor their athletes, as well as with the "widespread" 

practice of painkillers used in lieu of the treatment of the structural injuries. While interpretable 

in a number of ways, it does reinforce the notion that playing "tough" is not limited to 

contactlcollision sports. 
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It is important to re-emphasize here that this study produced no evidence to suggest that 

sport medicine clinicians working with athletes in the Canadian intercollegiate athletic system 

deliberately reinforce and promote the 'culture of risk' a d o r  value the performance of the 

athlete above hidher health and wellbeing. Whiie N i o n  (1992) would argue that an alliance 

exists amongst administrators, coaches, and sport medicine professionals in perpetuating the 

acceptance of cultures of risk by athletes, Walk (1997, p. 53) points out that ". . . there has dearly 

been a premature leap fiom theoretically based critiques of bsportsnets,' devoid of empirical 

support, to recommendations for institutional and structural changes to medicd seMces within 

'sportsnets."' 1 endeavour to not make that premature leap here. What the evidence does point 

to is a need to more fLlly understand the ways in which the 'culture of risk' "fiames the medical 

practices" of the clinicians (Walk, 1997, p. 33). A need to understand that the ciinicians are 

working in an environment, a competitive sport system, in which, at times, health is under- 

valued in relation to performance - essentially tolerance of pain, injury and risk are valued above 

health. The sport medicine clinicians are infiuenced by this 'culture of risk' and influence this 

'culture of risk' in turn, thus emphasizing the dynamic nature of responses to pain and injury in 

varying contexts - fiom beginning of season to championships, fiom rookie season to end-of- 

career season, fkom the tearn starter to team substitute. 

The fact also that pain, perceived risk, and health are subjective concepts nirther 

complicates, or rather, makes more dynamic, the ways in which clinicians negotiate with patient- 

athletes. As the 'culture of risk' fiames the ways in which the clinicians negotiate with the 

patient-athletes, so too does the 'culture of risk' frame the ways in wtich the patient-athtetes 

negotiate with the clinicians. Given such conditions as the playoffs, the last game of their career, 

or the game in which whether they bewme a starter or not is determined, the athletes use a 
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similar discourse to that of the clinicians - the Iimits of acceptable pain and injury shift, and 

different motivations for playing with pain take effect. 

Question 3 - Conflicting Roles 

In the final section of this chapter, we question how sport medicine clinicians respond to 

the dual, and potentially codicting, roles of patient and competitive student-athlete? How did 

the cliaicians interpret the role of athletics in the lives of student-athletes based upon their 

experiences? Was this an issue in the Canadian intercoilegiate athletic systern as compared to 

other competitive sport systems? One clinician positioned this debate between the realities of 

concussions for professional athletes or scholarship-athletes in the NCAA sport systern as 

compared to CIAU student-athletes. 

Clinician: 
You know, for me, I've dealt with both professional athletes and student athletes. I fa  
professional athlete has a head injury, and they recover adequately and get another head 
injury, they may not be able to play, but they are still gonna be paid by their team because 
they have insurance to cover it- But as a student athlete.. .one of the negotiating things 
that 1 tell the- is why this is more of a concem than just your sport, and try to have them 
broaden their scope of what they're looking and not just at this weekend's event, but at 
the whole school year.. . . 1 try to get them to see the big picture. 

Interviewer: 
Does it work? 

Clinician: 
Yes, 'cause it make them 'Oh, 17m here at school 'cause I'm here to get *an education as 
well, and if there is a risk that 1 may lose my semester.' That's much more a concem to a 
lot [of athletes]. Some of them aren't, they don't care, they're here to play sports. But 
it's not in the States, it's a bit different here. They're paying their way, it's not like 
they're on scholarship and are gonna get a £iee ride no matter what they do because 
they're athletes. But, yeah, it makes them more aware.. . it takes the blinders off a bit, and 
makes them more aware that they have a life around. 



Making sure that student-detes know the correct balance betzween sport and academics also 

arose in conversation with another clinician about an athlete dealing with premature retirement 

fiom sport participation due to injury: 

Interviewer: 
And how is this athfete dealing with.. .? 

C linician: 
Well, she, in my opinion, has a very intelligent perspeave on the place of varsity sport in 
life. And it's a wonderfil, enriching experience that prmvides her an opportunity for 
regular, disciplined physical activity, camaraderie and social interaction with her 
teammates. But, the bottom line is that it's the icing on the cake, it's not the cake. She 
has other aspirations, life aspirations, doesn't see herself playing in [professional sport], 
she has no delusions about playing - for the national -t eam or the Olympics, so the nsk 
of playing for one more year varsity [motionhg w k h  hands, not worth it]. . . 

h t e ~ e w e r :  
Do you find that that's a typical student-athlete who cornes to see you? 

Clinician: 
Yes, most of our Canadian university sports. Arnongst mur Canadian university sports, if 
you look at which of them feeders, feeder system to higaer levels of sport participation, 
it's radically different for different sports. For instance, if you look at ice hockey.. . it's 
been fifieen years since one of our guys has even had a look at the m.. . . And if they 
were NHL bound, they wouldn't be playing CIAU hock~ey. Not so for the women.. . five 
or six varsity blues alumni are on the women' s Olympic hockey team. Basketball, there's 
one Uoff woman on the national team now, and we've had several in the past. Men's 
basketball, not a chance.. . . Football more than any other has the opportunity for 
professional sport, because the CFL still look to Canadian universities.. . . Some of those 
guys have sornewhat realistic aspirations to a small livirilg, but I try to point out to 
them.. . that the average CFL career is 3 years and the income is $60,000, so we're talking 
about $180,000 which over a lifetime of earnings is small potatoes- 

Interviewer: 
That's for students who have professional aspirations? 

Clinician: 
Most of them don't. 

Interviewer: 
Most of them don't, but do you find that the athletes that corne to see you and the other 
clinicians realize t hat they are sfualent-athletes? 



Clinician: 
Oh yeah- 

Interviewer: 
The majority of them? 

Clinician: 
Oh yes. 

Interviewer: 
And that malces a dserence in how they deal with their injuries? 

Clinician: 
Absolutely, 1 think so. Especially, with head injuries. 1 don? know if it changes the 
mentaliîy with respect to knee injuries and stuff like that- But, especially with brain 
injuries, many of thern realize that their brain is their not their squash serve. Like 1 
had one player who was seriously concussed this year who was a computer science 
major- Very bright girVguy who was not going to make hisher living playing and 
dhe knows it, and was very concerned about brain damage. And so, it was not at al1 
dficult to convince h i d e r  that dhe needed some time fiom hisher life's greatest 
.passion, other than cornputers. S/he7s a cornputer scientist who's a high-level - player, 
not the other way around. 
With knee injuries and stuff like that, despite the fact that our client group is of above 
average intelligence, sometimes you wouldn't think so with the knee injuries and stuE 
There, 1 get less on my high horse about it too, because hey, if they don? mind hobbling 
around later in life, and having sore knees when they're 50 years old, you know. 1 tell 
them that if they're serious that 'You'il be arthritic, you are arthritic now. The more you 
do this, the more arthritic you're going to get.' It isn't as catastrophic to me as someone 
who can't think or talk or walk at all as opposed to arthritic knees. 1 know lots of very 
happily arthritic people, and with brain damaged people, even if they're happier, they're 
suffering on a dinerent level. Those are the pictures 1 paint when 1.. .discuss [the] nsks 
and benefits with athletes.. .giving them advice saying 'It's your decision, but the fact of 
the matter is if you play.. .the risk of you doing M e r  damage is high. ' 

This acknowledges that, in the case of head/brain injuries, hidher experience with student- 

athletes has been positive in that hidher patients have recognised their duai roles as scholar and 

athlete, and have favoured the former. But, those potentid role confiicts are not as easily 

resolved in the case of musculo-skeletal injuries. Even though the clientele tend to be "of above 

average intelligence," greater nsks are taken with the body by the student-athlete, and less 

admonition is given by the sport medicine clinician. This implies daerent tolerances of risk, 

where headhrain injuries are not tolerated by anyone, and where 'other body' injuries, are 



perceived as areas that can be risked more, and are weighed dzerently by both clinicians and 

athletes in the equation of perceived nsks against perceived benefits of playing with pain. 

This issue is developed M e r  in Chapter 5, but 1 would Iike to conchde this section by 

commenting on how university-based sport medicine clinicians value their clientele as being 

more aware, more knowledgeable, and more open to discussion in most cases. This is important 

since it is perceived as an advantage by the clinicians to be working in an environment where 

education is held in such high regard. 

Interviewer: 
Does the educationai setting here change how you uiteract with your patients? 

Clinician: 
Yeah, a lot of times. Like with the player, 1 told him 'You're here getting a degree. 
You get a few more concussions, you won? be able to concentrate, you won't pass. And 
so, your goal of being in university is not playing , otherurise you wouldn't be playing 
university, you'd be playing in a better league.' So, 1 think a lot of the times, a lot of  the 
students have a fair idea of physiology and anatomy, so they understand what we're 
saying . 

Interviewer : 
And so is that an advantage? 

Clinician: 
Yeah, I think it's an advantage. 

This focus on education as an extension of setting re-emphasïzes the importance of context, and 

the ways in which context encircles the ways in which pain, injury and risk are negotiated 

between clinicians and student-athletes. 



CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS and DISCUSSION, II 

Interpreting Sport Medicine and A 'Culture of Risk' 

This chapter adds context to the data and interpretations offered in Chapter 4, and 

presents some models that help to organise the interpretation of how sport medicine dinicians 

negotiate with patient-athletes in this particular environment. These models are presented as 

schematic representations of one way of interpreting the negotiation process. While there are 

exceptions to any pattern that attempts to simpliQ and summarise, these are the processes that 

emerged f h m  the data. These models are explanatory devices, but th3s does not mean that they 

are to be interpreted as the explanations. Each mode1 presents a potential way of interpreting the 

negotiation processes that emerged fiom the research, but 1 must emphasize that they are not the 

only possibilities in the process of negotiation. These pattern attempt to capture an essence, not 

the essence, of the process of negotiation between sport medicine clinicians, patient-athletes, and 

the coaches. The overall goal of these rnodels is to show how negotidon is a process that is 

dynarnic, fluid - constituted by and constitutive of its context - in this case, intercollegiate 

athietic competition and the 'culture of nsk. ' 

The chapter is divided into two broad areas, with the second area subdivided into three 

sub-themes. Overall, the models move fiom a macro-level examination of the broader 

spodhealth context in which this particular sport medicine c h i c  is situateci, to a micro-level 

analy sis of the actual factors involved in one-on-one negotiations. As with material presented 

previously, there is a fair amount of overlap, indicative once again of the fluid nature of 

negotiation in a 'culture of risk'. Furthemore, while the first section consisted rnainly of the 

views of student-athletes and sport medicine chicians, this chapter draws upon and analyses the 

views of the coaches in this tipartite relationship. As is shown throughout this chapter, we 

c m o t  underestirnate the influence and role of the coach on patient-athletes and cluiicians. 
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S~heres of Influence 

This first model shows five levels of influence, ranging fiom macro- to micro-level 

factors, which surround the central space of interaction that shows the two-way refationships and 

interactions between patient-athletes, sport medicine clinicians and coaches (see Figure 1). It 

begins with an understanding of the larger, 'societal' understanding of the 'culture of risk,' 

which represents the broader construct of risk as seen in numerous areas of social life, and wbich 

we influence and are influenced by. This understanding of the 'culture of risk' includes such 

intangibles as media's rdproduction of risk as exciting and glamourous; wverage of professional 

and elite amateur sport; occupational cultures of risk (see Young, 1993); and socio-histondly 

situated notions of character developrnent as related to risk-taking ( s e  Goffinan, 1967). 

Each successive level of the model beçomes more focused, begiming with the Canadian 

healthcare system. While this thesis can not fiilly go into the structure of the Canadian 

healthcare system, it is important to understand that changes to this system, nationally andor 

provincially, have a tremendous impact on the nature of the interaction between the major actors. 

This becomes readily apparent in discussing the accessibility of the c h i c  and the clinicians to 

patient-athletes, since decreased transfer payments fiom the federal govemment to the provincial 

governments, and political choice made by provincial governments, have resulted in decreased 

monies to provincial hdthcare facilities and services, and have, arguably, contributed to the 

restmcturing of billing at this particular clinic @. Cobum, in-class discussion, Winter 2000). 

This restruchinng has seen the opening of clinic doors to the public in order to subsidize the 

s e ~ c e s  available for student-athletes and the university community, but has also altered the time 

and fiequency with which student-athletes have access to the clinic. 



Figure 1: S~heres of Influence "Societal" 'culture of risk:' 
Larger construct of 'culture 
risk' as influenced by media, 
professional sport, dite 
amateur sport, occupational 
'culture of risk,' noms of 
character development 

Canadian healthcare system 

----1 CIAU system and structure 

Faculty of Physical Education 
& Health: An academic and 
athletic centre 

Sport Medicine Chic :  A place 
as well as the authority on 
sport medicine at the 
university 

The statehstitution can control the 
context of the sport medicine 
interaction, but it cannot control the 
content of the interaction 



The next level acknowledges the position of this institution under the Canadian 

Intercollegiate Athietic Union (CIAU), and the impact of being in such a system on the 'culture 

of risk,' While anecdotal evidence and established literature have documented the ways in 

which other competitive sport systems, such as professional sport or NCAA, value attilete- 

scholars, one could argue that the CIAU system positions the sport participant as a student- 

athlete. Decreased focus on spodteam revenue-generation, and the fact that Canadian student- 

athletes have limited access to athletic scholarships are just two of many ways in which the 

CIAU daers  fiom these other competitive sport systems. For a number of participants, this was 

one key reason why, in their opinion, the student-athletes and coaches in this institution were less 

likely to tolerate pain and injury as normal and acceptable parts of their sporting expenences. 

One clinician touched upon these issues in discussing his/her expenences in a variety of settings. 

Clinician: 
1 had a competitor who was competing at the nationals, and this was more of an 
impression 1 got corn the physician who referred, that this was someone who was trying 
out for the national team and his nationals were coming up, and he had injured himself 
and he wanted to compete. And my perception was that he wanted to compete 'cause he 
wanted to get on the national team, but d e r  talkuig to him.. . it was clear that he wanted 
to be able to compete because he wanted to be able to compete, but in fact his ranking 
was so low that he wasn't going to be able to make the national team. And he was aware 
of that, so 1 told him it's better that he not compete, and he was quite accepting of this. 
But with respect to this, to your particular area of interest in tems of the relationship that 
I have with the coaches, firom can they retum, not retum, when should they retum, things 
like that, 1 sense the coaches' fnistration about the athlete not being able to play, but I 
don't really find here that 1 get any pressure at dl .  

Interviewer: 
Really ? 

Clinician: 
Very little. 

Interviewer: 
From the coaches? 



Chician: 
From the coaches. 1 don? really have pressure here [!om the coaches] to play [the 
injured athletes] . . .they want to know whether they're eligible to play, so they c m  make 
plans to replace them, but they don't give me a hard tirne.. . 

Interviewer: 
Do you think it's a setting related issue? 

Clinician: 
Oh, for sure. 

Interviewer: 
You worked at another clinic as well.. . 

Clinician: 
I've worked at a private clinic, and there, there are a Lat of OHL hockey players, Wce guys 
that are top prospects. And their coaches come in, and it's difFerent there, because 
the.. . you're not on the same team. You're the guy w h  might.. . who's gonna help, but 
who might stand in the way of Ietting them participate. And yes, the coach wants what's 
best for the player, but what's best for the player is that they be seen by the NHZ. scouts. 
And, a lot of them have trouble,. . more of them have trouble with the recomrnendations 
for Limitation than the nsk of playing.. .the risk of being able to play and being seen. And 
that's because, there some aspect of this that might become a financiai thing. You know, 
a player does well, gets drafted, the coach becomes an agent. You know, there might be 
other factors. But 1 see that way more in that s e thg  than here. In here, the pressure 
cornes f?om the athletes who don? want to have to sit- And the time that you get the 
most bargaining, or when 1 see a lot of bargaining, is with the head injuries.. . . None of 
[the coaches], I haven't had one of them last year come d o m  with one of their injured 
athletes. Never. You know there is a hierarchy, they're doing their thingq the trainer is 
doing their thing, and the athlete. Sure, in the big US schools, there's a big dBerence 
there. You know, the coach is there with the player wanting to know and hear.. . . It's 
more supportive here of your decision to hold an athlete f?om play or not, whereas I 
would imagine, in some big US schools, where there 5s more pressure on the coach to 
succeed. There's less intense light on the coaches here. 1 guarantee yo y on situations 
. . . I've worked with, when the pressure is on the coaches, when the spotlights greater on 
the coaches, they're more intensively managing every aspect of their stuff. 

The clinician recognizes that the nature of hidher interaction with coaches and student-athletes 

are difTerent than other interactions as a function of the setting. She  suggests his own theory as 

to why that is by acknowledging that less pressure on the coaches to succeed results in less 

pressure to play injured athletes. However, while the CIAU system may promote less tolerance 

of pain and injury, this particular clinician still feels that athietes subscnbe to risk-taking and 



injury-Iegitimating norms, and are one source of pressure on the chician since they "don't want 

to have to sit." The same dinician reiterated these points later in the interview: 

. . -1 think that if it was an environment where there was more spotlight, more pressure, 
more demands fiom all the dflerent components, then I might feel more inclined to say 
that 'Yeah, the coaches should back onj they're too pushy with the athletes, they don? 
give them enough tirne to recover' But 1 don? really see that happening so much here. 
With respect to my dealings with ametes, most of the athletes are pretty bright, pretty 
level-headed. They get fhstrated because they're injured, they can't participate and 1 
consider this sort of bargaining. 1 see, I know exactly why they're corning 1 laugh and 
Say 'Let's start the bargaining now.' 1'11 even say to them, 'Okay, you want to bargain 
right. OK, this is what we can bargain about.. . .' I'11 point out the fact that we're 
bargaining now. As for things to change.. .no, as far as this environment, the lines of 
communication with the athietes, with the trainers, with the coaches are pretty open and 1 
don't find 1 have a lot of persistent confiicts or procedurai.. .problems. 

At the next level, we need to recognize the impact and effect of the Faculty of Physical 

Education and Health (FPEH) in which the teams, the athietes, the coaches, the clinic and the 

clinicians are located. The significance of FPEH fies in the fact that it is not only an athletic 

centre, but an academic one as well. Woven into the material of FPEH in al1 of its different 

fùnctions and services is an educational mandate (see Appendix I). The sport medicine clinic is 

located within such a space, follows such a mission, and has its own services geared towards 

health education. Having said that, the structure of FPEH, the relations between the 

administrators at al1 levels, fosters an environment that supports the sport rnedicine clinicians in 

their recommendations, ideally in proteaing the health and wellbeing of the patient-athiete. In 

discussing hisher experiences with a collision sport club team, a clinician recounted an episode 

of an athlete who clearly went agaiost medical advice in contiming to play with a head injury. 

When comparing that situation to this institution, s/he immediately acknowledged that the 

administrative structure supports initiatives to safeguard the health of the athietes: 

Interviewer : 
Have you ever had such an expenence here? 



CIinician: 
No, 'cause at Uofï 1 have a little bit more power here over a recreational athlete that I'm 
just supervising. 

Interviewer: 
What do you mean by power? 

Clinician: 
lin terms of having the backing of the Faculty ofPhysical Health and Education [sic], and 
we have very strict guidelines. Especially for head injuries. If you have a head injury, 
we have very strict protocols and guidelines in place that you're out for at least 24 hours. 
You have the backing of the coacnes 'cause if the coaches go against you, they're liable 
to the Facuity as well, and corne under criticism fkom the department because everything 
is so related and together. So, ifwe say something, that goes to our medicai director, 
which goes through to the assistant dean and up to the dean and on fkom there. There's a 
chain of comrnand that backs you in your decision being the medical representative there, 
you are respected for your opinion. If that player can not play, that player does not play 
and the coach takes them ouf you take them out, the coach is gonna support you ... 

This is a source of endorsement of hisher efforts as "the medical representative," and s/he 

interprets this as respect for his/her medical judgements. Interestingly, this clinician also hints at 

issues of liability, in this case when s/he discusses that coaches who go against medical advice 

are "liable to the Faculty," and "corne under criticisrn." While liability wiIl  be more fully 

andysed in the last subtopic of this section, we do need to be aware of the tremendous 

significance of liability in this sport system. One could argue that the issue of liability and the 

threat of being liable often influences the final Say in negotiations between clinicians and 

coaches, with coaches feeling the greatest threat if they go against the recommendations of the 

medical authorities. The same clinician conceded that such administrative support - even if 

nothing more than a threat - empowers himher in his/her work. 

Interviewer: 
You were saying a couple times that it's the setting that makes the difference, and being 
an educational setting, a faculty that is devoted to heaith. Do you agree with that? 

Clinician: 
In terms of supporting our decision, yes. It's helpful to have that structure behind you. 
Generally, it doesn't affect how 1 decide things, but it just gives you a big brother type of 
thing behind. You know, 'You have to m e r  to this, not just me, but to them too.' 



From a different perspective, one could argue that the educational setting itself is the key 

behind understanding the negotiation processes between patEent-athfetes, clinicians, and coaches- 

The clinician here best summarizes this idea that the educational mandate of the clinic is the key 

to its success in terms of operations and patient treatment- 

Interviewer: 
. . .you7re in a faculty tbat is an educational faculty that is quite progressive- How does 
this administrative structure affect the clinic? 1s there an educational core to everything? 

Clinician: 
No, this c h i c  is difFerent fiom a clinic in a non-educatiod environment in a number of 
ways, and 1 repeatedly tell rny bosses that 's why we' re ail willing to work for less money 
than we'd make ifwe worked outside.. . - We, the stadf, choose to work in this slightly 
underpaid environment because of other l e s  material benefits that include.. . 
administration [support that sees] us providing quality therapy which means therapists 
seeing two people per hour. We have explained to hem, and they understand and 
appreciate, the difference between high quality therapy operations where therapists see a 
couple of people per hour and some of the windrnilis that are out there in the community 
where they see six per hour. They support us developing a business model that requires 
some subsidy by -dents, but supports quality therapy for students who would otherwise 
never be able to &ord it- And we do that by far the best than any other university in 
Canada. And 1 appreciate the support of the administration on that. On the field care 
side, we utilize students but we are the most educative of the schools in Canada.. . . We 
educate our students, we require them to take 'Sports First Responder, we have in- 
s e ~ c e  training on other issues not covered by 'Sports First Responder,' we have in- 
s e ~ c e  orientation £kom everything fiom intimate relationships with client-provider 
relationships and ethics, and we cover al1 kinds of stutf that other places don? touch, 
other educational institutions don't touch. Not only are we an educational institution, we 
actually live by that. We teach our sîudents, we supervise them, we evaluate them. You 
know, that's very much part of our culture and Our model and our business plan, so that's 
different fiom an another environment or  even in another school.. . . 

S/he continued: 

I've worked in a number of clinics and 1 enjoy this form, in part, this sounds elitist and it 
is elitist, the clientele here are on average of above average intelligence and want to talk, 
they want to learn, they want to how,  and they utilize the information that we provide to 
their benefit, they respond. I've worked in environrne-nts where, and it's disheartening, 
where people are coming in, consumers of health a r e  services and emergency 
departments and so on, and they really don't care, yoir know. Well, you shouldn't do 
this, okay, but they corne back the next week with the same issue. You have pneumonia, 
stop smoking. Or you're leg is broken, stop running. So 1 enjoy being here, it's a good 
environment, it's very educational. 



Another clinician stated that patient education is key to the treatment and rehabilitation of 

patient-athletes, and reemphasized the role of education within the space of interaction. 

In t e~ewer :  
Do you think that patient education has to do with a setting? 

Clinician: 
The fact that we have more time to spend with patients is one of the reasons why this 
c h i c  is so good. The fact that we have the time to explain to people, rnind you 1 can't 
speak for other people.. . . Personally, fiom my own experiences, when 1 didn't get 
educated about certain things, 1 wouldn't do them, and 1 wouldn't get better. If someone 
explained them to me, I understood why 1 was doing it, would do it and get better. 

Interviewer: 
Does it make a difference too knowing that they're not just athietes, that they're çtudent- 
athletes? 

Clinician: 
Sure, that's why 1 like working here, because you know they're competent, they're smart, 

-and they're gonna appreciate your knowledge as opposed to others who just want to get 
better.. . And people like that, even ifthey're smart, if they just want to get better, they 
don't care what you have to say, they're not gonna get better 'cause they don't know why 
they're doing what they're doing. They don't understand why they're doing the 
exercises, and just assume what we cal1 the 'sick role model' and just sit back and let us 
do everything, massage them, give them medication, everything. Which is not gonna get 
them better. The only way you strengthen or stabilize a joint or  muscle is by exercises 
and we can't do that for you, that's why I have to coach them. And even now 1 find my 
practice going away fiom ultrasound and IFC, you know the hands-on kinda stuffl and 
doing more education 'cause that's what's gonna make a difference. Honestly, 1'11 give 
you an example, an injured athlete, bey may have a muscle imbalance and be doing 
something in a wrong way that would be causing pain. 1 could do all the hands-on SM, 
they may feel better in a few weeks probably nom rest, and they go back and do the exact 
same thing, it 's gonna flare up again. Whereas if you teach them why it's like that, teach 
them to strengthen certain muscles, how to change the way they do things, that is what's 
gonna make them feel better. As opposed to putthg a band-aid over it, wait for it to heal 
and have the same thing occur al1 over again because you're not taking the source of the 
problem, you're just covenng up. 

Interviewer: 
What do you mean by the sick role model? 

Clinician: 
There's a thing that you're taught in medical called the sick role model. Traditional 
medicine basically has adapted that. Basically you're sick, you let us take control of 
everything, tell you what to do, take what medication, you don't do anything, we tell 
'Well, sit back and relax.' Well, for us in [therapy], we identie that and we work against 



that, 'You take control of your situation, you do these exercises, you learn about what's 
wrong with you and you leam what you need to do to get better.' 1 always Say this to 
every patient, 'What you do is more important that what 1 do two or three times per week 
at the most for a half an hour, because you're gonna be with yourself24 hours a day, 
seven days a week. What you do has a way more profound impact on your healtb' 

In a discussion that is rneant to educate the interviewer, this clinician realized that hisher own 

practice is shifting to favour patient education "cause that's what's going to make a dxerence." 

The Iast layer of this mode1 shows the sport medicine c h i c  itself - not only a location, 

but also the authority on sport medicine at tbis institution. This is important to rewgnke on a 

number of different levels. Firstly, that this place has not only a locative quality, but is also the 

space on campus that has professional dominance in the field of sport medicine, and which can 

be seen as the authority on the health and the healthcare of the athletic body. Secondly, there are 

no other spaces or locations on this particular campus that offer such specialized care, Thus, one 

could argue that there are no other spaces or locations or groupings of individuals that can 

dispute the actions, the decisions, or the power of this clinic. Clearly as seen by the other levels, 

the clinic does not operate independently of the Faculty or the larger institution of the University 

of Toronto. It is accountable and 'liable' to these structures, yet, since it is 'only one of its kind' 

on campus, the ch ic  may potentially be able to a o r d  opportunities not to be found in 

institutions where there is more than one sport medicine centre. 

This discussion ultimately brings us the core of this research, and the space of interaction 

between patient-athletes, clinicians and coaches. What is key here is the recognition - in 

keeping with some of the major critiques in the sociology of medicine on healthcare systems - 

that the state a d o r  institution can control the context of the sport medicine interaction, but it 

can not control the content of that interaction (see Navarro, 1986; Williams & Calnan, 1996). 

The statehnstitution can control the hours of operation of the clinic, the type of billing, or the 

number of patient-athletes seen per hour per clinician, but it cannot control the ways in which 
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individuals communicate with one another, the ways in which pain and injury are negotiated, and 

the ways in which people perceive, interpret, defhe and act upon that information. However, 

while state cannot directly control content of negotiation, regdation and policy have changed the 

climate in which the content occurs, and have defined limits on what that content c m  be. This is 

integral in understanding what follows, since it epitomizes the fact that each negotiation between 

clinician, patient-athlete, and coach is unique to tirne, date, character, and circumstance, as weil 

as pre-existing and pre-defined limits. To emphasize again, dl negotiations occur almg a 

continuum that is dynarnic, fluid and fiamed by an equally dynamic, fluid understanding of nsk. 

Cvclical Nature of Sport Medicine within a 'Culture of Risk' 

Figure 2 models the cyclical nature of sport medicine within a 'culture of risk', and 

suggests a series of stages that include: rnaking contact with chicians; negotiating with them; 

leaving that relationship; and retuniing to competition and to the nsk of potential andlor actual 

injury. This mode1 can be entered at any point, but we shoufd quaiify this by suggesting that 

student-athletes enter this systern once they enter the institution as students. The remainder of 

this chapter focuses upon examining the first three stages in this cycle (see Walk, 1997 for an in- 

depth discussion of the r e m  to competition and potentidactual injuiy stages), but it is 

important to point out that these three stages are not be taken as the first stages in the cycle. By 

that 1 mean that there are different possibilities for entering and exiting this cycle, and thus it is 

extremely difficult to cIaim that one stage is the beginning point and another is not. However, 

these stages undemeath the broader context of a 'culture of risk,' re-emphasizing the need to 

understand the negotiations as determined in large part by the context within which they occur. 



Figure 2: Cvclical Nature of S ~ o r t  Medicine within 'Culture of Risk' 

Culture of risk: Overconformity to the sport ethic 
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Exiting ClinicianJPatient-athlete Interaction 



While in Chapter 4,1 focused on the ways in which the athletes understood and adopted a 

'culture of risk' that tolerated and accepted pain, injury, and nsk-taking, this subsection 

considers some of the ways in which the other actors, particularly coaches, understand and are 

complicit in the re/production of injury-legitirnating n o m s  - that is, the reproduction of the 

'culture of risk.' This is important since coaches can be seen as intermediaries in the relationship 

not only between student-athletes and sport medicine clinicians, but also in the relationship 

between student-athietes and health a n d h  medicine in general. Studies in this area 

acknowledge that coaches have a tremendous impact on their athletes' views on a wide range of 

subjects, including risk-taking, injury tolerance, and the value of good health (see Nixon, 1994)- 

The data fiom this study support the fact that the infïuence of the coaches' views, irnplicit and 

explicit, on the student-athlete cannot be underestimated. In one particularly interesting 

exchange between a number of coaches in a focus group session, a tension is expressed amongst 

the coaches about the value of having therapy available t o  their athletes, as well as a sense that 

the presence of clinicians motivates athletes to opt out of training or stop pushing themselves 

physically . 

Coach 1 : 
1 don't have any problems with therapists, 1 have only problems with student therapists, 
[who do not have] knowledge of  the sport. There's a lot of problem[s] with that. It's not 
a question of training, not when they have no knowkedge of the sport, it's very hard for 
them [to understand]. . . how.. .the injury is here? They don't understand it. And other 
than that, 1 don't know if I'm going off topic, but in the.. .years that I've been a 
coach.. . when there's a therapist in the rwm, 1 think I've had more injury occurring. 1 
don't understand it. When therapy's there, I think what, athietes tend to . . . you know as 
soon as something feels [motions with hands when something is on], they stop and they 
tend to go to the therapist. When they're not there, 1 find they that they work through it. 
And when they're really, really injured, they go out and go actively see a therapist. 1 like 
that better, and 1 don't want them to be present constantly in the room because 1 find that 
athletes don't push their limit, they just stop and go to therapist. 



Coach 2: 
Have you see the therapist walk. This is if there's a therapist present. [Gets up and 
proceeds to wak a few step dragging lefi leg behind him. Other participants laugh and 
nod their heads] 

Coach 3 : 
Have you been to some of our practices? [Ashg Coach 2, jokingly in agreement] 1 agree 
with what you Say. ~ o o k i n g  at Coach 1, nodding head] 

Coach 1 : 
I don't know. 1 think that they are very important in our sport, every sport 1 think. And 
they're vital, but by over-presence, 1 think we Iose our training. 

Interviewer: 
So you find that as well? 

Coach 3 : 
See, the student therapist came.. . once a week. Our top athletes did not go to the student 
therapist. If something's wrong with them, they would go right to the chic and try to get 
in there. Even if it had to be me who had to go. . . and say . . . sometimes 1 had 
-co&ontations at the fiont desk saying that 'NO, that's not good enough. You said two 
weeks, they need to see somebody now,' And usually if1 followed up on iî, 1 could get 
them in there. 1 don? iike doing that, you know, pulling some of my powers, but if they 
have to get in there. Now, on the Tuesday night, when this person was there, 1 totally 
agree, 'cause some people, and usudly it's the less talented [players] that ail of the 
sudden 'Oh my gosh, my shoulder is sore. Oh, my ankle is sore. I've been having a 
problem with my feet.' Whatever, they would get out of the workout and go to see the 
student therapist. 

In this passage, the coaches communicate their intolerance of athletes who do not endure pain 

and injury to their liking. The coach's portraya1 of "the therapist w&' to the laughter of the 

other people in the room, or the concession that athletes "don't push their limits" when the 

clinician is in the room, imply that the coaches see the clinicians as promoting their athletes to 

not play with pain at îimes when the athletes should be doing so. Even though the coaches agree 

that the clinicians are vital to sport, this is ovemdden by the sense that the coaches feel the 

clinicians are working against them in their efforts to push their athletes' limits. Implicit within 

this exchange is the acceptance of a 'cu1ture of risk' as normal aspects of sport, as weU as a lack 

of tmm on the part of the coaches towards their athletes. This is cornmunicated through the 



beliefthat the athletes look towards the clinicians as an excuse to not train or participate in the 

practice. Clearly the coaches question the motives of the athletes, and in this one exchange, not 

one coach acknowIedged that the injuries or the pain may be legitimate, or that the athlete is 

doing the right thing by seeing a clinician. The only exception is when the coach points out that 

when the injuries are signifiant, ''when they're realiy, really injured," those are the tirnes when 

the athletes shouid actively pursue medicai treatment. One question is how serious the injury 

must bey for an athlete to be perceived as Cbreallyy really injured" by the coach? 

In another exchange with the coaches, they discuss what they perceive their athletes' 

philosophies of injus, to be. In doing so, they communicate in some ways their own 

philosophies of pain and injury, and the ways in which they promote pain and injury tolerance. 1 

draw particular attention to the coach who attempts to bring attention to the supposedly 

"positive" aspects of injury tolerance. 

Interviewer : 
Going back to the type of athlete, what do you think your athletes' philosophies are in 
regard to . . . we've already said that there's two different, dmost extremes, of athletes 
[motioning with arrns two separate points]. . . 

Coach 1: 
Well, more than two different types of athletes. 

Coach 2: 
There are.. -1 mean one end of the continuum to the other you do get the extremes on. 
You really have to find out and get to know the athlete as to where they fit in, and are 
they a chronic complainer, and 'I've got a hangnail and 1 can't do my workout,' but they 
go ahead and do it. And you get the type of person who his or her shins may be killing 
them, and they' re pumped up with two or three Advil, and they'll go through their 
training session, and obviously, everything between there. 

Coach 3 : 
We have that exact same thing [inaudible] and you got to deal with it. And ï, 'Oh, it 
builds character,' you know, 1 bring [out the] positive. You knowi 1 don't want an athlete 
with a sore finger [to not] want to Cplay], you know, 'Get the tape on, get in there.' But, 1 
don't want to be Vince Lombardi, 'No pain, no gain, ' 1 don't want to have that mentality 
either. If they ' re hurt, if they ' re reall y senous, 1 think that they know that if they ' re hurt, 
go get ice or  go get therapy. 



The conflict here lies in that while s/he States thaî he doesn't want to foster a "no pain, no gain" 

mentality in hisher athletes, sfhc still subscnbes to such notions that tolerance of pain and injury 

build character. Interestingly, during another focus group with athletes, two athletes comment on 

this very notion as espoused by their own coaches. 

Athlete 1: 
There have been days when I've [gone to compete] going like this [nolding her hands to 
her back], and the coach is like 'What's wrong with me,' and I'm walking around like 
I'rn a pregnant Iady. 'What's wrong with you?' 'Oh, rny back.' 'Okay, get back Cinto 
the game].' 

Athlete 2: 
Yeah, it builds character. I've heard that way too many times. 

Athlete 1 : 
I told him, '1 have character oozing out of every pore, 1 don? need anymore character, 
thank you.' [taughs] 

Returning to the coaches, as they continue their diaiogue on their athletes' philosophies of pain 

and injury, the interaction turns to acknowledging and understanding the role of the coach's 

philosophy of pain and injury, and how that is communicated with the athietes. 

Coach 1: 
Well, it's interesting, there are a lot programs where the coach's philosophy is that if 
you don't pradce, you don't start. And so the coach h s  that philosophy, so how does 
that impact the therapist? 'Cause usually the therapist's philosophy is if it hurts, don't go 
to practice, and you might eventually get to play. But the coach is saying, 'Don't go to 
practice, you don't play.' And that's a pretty common philosophy. I'rn not so black and 
white in my philosophy. There's too many rasons why an athlete may not be able to get 
to practice on Wednesday, but he'll still be able to play on Saturday. 

In t e~ewer :  
And do you tell your athletes this philosophy? 

Coach 1: 
If that was part of my philosophy. 1 try to treat them individually now, but 1 mean, there 
certainly are some athietes who . . . consider it taking a holiday. 

Interviewer: 
Anyone else? Do you sit down with your athletes and Say 'This is my.. . .' 



Coach 2: 
To the team, we would say that 'The c h i c  is down the hall if you're injured or ifyou're 
sick.' That varsity athletes are suppose to have pnority, but it doesn't work like that 
[lowered voice and rolled eyes], to go down there, especially first year athletes, that they 
can go there if they are sick and that the sports doctors know which dmgs that can take, 
which they can't take. Ifthey don't go there, go to another clinic, but take the drug bible 
with you to rnake sure they know what they can give you. In terms of training with pain, 
1 find Our international athietes tend to be the ones that want to ignore, they don't want to 
sit out for an injury. And they tend to be the ones with the higher pain tolerance, and that 
will [compete] through pain. And 1 rnean there's five weeks to go before Olympic trials, 
and I don't care how sore their shoulders are, in the next five weeks, they're not gonna 
stop. And some of them won't even tell us, you have to watch for warning signs in them. 

There is the tension again between needing to watch their athletes closely and "watch for 

waming signs" that athletes will push themselves too Eu, and ndggesting that some athletes 

consider rehabilitation as "taking a holiday" (see Roderick & Waddington, 2000 for similar 

examples of coaches and management interpreting the athletes' rehabilitation time as hoiiday). 

What the coaches here do not acknowledge, in either excerpt, is their own ways of 

interacting with athietes once they are injured. They speak of how they view the role of the 

clinician, cornplain of what they believe are inadequacies on the part of the ch ic  services, and 

even discuss the philosophies of their athletes, but they do not discuss the rote they play, or the 

way they interact with an injured athlete. Interestingly, a clinician oEered one opinion on how 

the coaches read around injured student-athletes. 

Clinician: 
1 mean there's this whole environment or whole other side of things where when an 
athlete gets injured and whether they feel part of the team and whether the coach still 
talks to them cause they know.. . . 'Cause.. . when an athlete gets injured, there's a whole 
process that happens where they don't feel part of the team and the coach doesn't bother 
with them unless they're at the practice or there is no sort of communication that they 
would n o r d l y  have 'cause they're telling them to do this or that, and the coach has 
nothing to say to the arhlete other than 'How's it going or how's your injury feeling?' 
Some are better than others of making the athlete still feel part of the team, and others are 
'You're injured, when you're better corne back and we'll tak again. We'Ll have our 
normal coach-athiete relationship.' 

Interviewer: 
Do any athletes ever come to you and tak about that? 



Chician: 
No, it 's just . . . just assumeci, it ' s normai. What coaches should be taught is what the 
reaction an athlete has when they're injured and what are they thinking, and how shouid a 
coach's treatment of an injured athlete support their recovery. So one of the things would 
be to make them feel like they're sril1 part of the team- 1 think some coaches are more 
personable than others, and they want to know about the rest of your Wei not just what 
you can perform for me on the court or on the ice today-. . . The coach can teach the 
athiete to perform, but ifthe athlete can't perform, then there's nothhg the coach can 
teach. But if they have a better relationship for wbtever reason, they can tallc about 
other things. They can still have a relationship where the athlete doesn't feel as alienated 
fiom the team.. .. Whether the athlete will be more motivated to corne back or part of 
that environment of being on a team is fear of the coach, that's a pretty strong motivator. 
So if you're too chummy with the coach, and if you can get away with another few days 
of being injured, wheîher that's helpfbi or not. ..I don? how,  that's a whole other. - - 

In te~ewer :  
But again, it's interesthg because 1 certainly never mentioned it to anyone while injured 
- ever, and yet it is this sort of a common element- 

Clinician: 
It's just sort of, well that's what happens when you get injured. 1 don't think you 
necessarily take it as a snub, 1 don't think you necessarily think the coach doesn't wish 
you well or hope you get better or doesn't like you anymore because you got injured. 
That might be a few coaches who give that impression. Most people just assume that 
everyone just goes on with their normal life, and thaî you go on with your normal life. - . . 
But, 1 don't know if it psychologically hanns you unless your coach thinks you're 
dogging it. And you know then, you really start to feel alienated because then the coach 
doesn't believe you're injured to the extent that you are. 

The clinician points out that there are "normal" feelings of isolation and alienation that are felt 

by anyone who is unable to participate in the same sort of activities as the rest of their 

colleagues, fnends, or teammates, and also points out that some coaches case to communicate 

or interact with their athletes once they are injured. This is not to suggest that d l  coaches are 

like this, but rather that there are some coaches who communicate better with their injured 

athletes. However, it is not until the very end that the clinician questions the potential harm of a 

coach not communicating to hisher athletes, and positions it within the rhetoric of lack of trust 

as implicitly communicated by the coaches. The clinician understands the impact of the coach 



communicating a lack of trust to the atiilete, and recognkes that potentiai psychological pressure 

may be more harmfiil in the long run than physiological injury. 

Much the same way that different moments during the season, such as playoffs or 

charnpionships, changed the limits of acceptable pain and injury for the student-athletes, coaches 

and clinicians also understand the 'culture of risk' differentiy. As one coach pointed out, 

because there is limited clhical s e ~ c e  for their team and a great deal of demand, the coaches 

and clinicians have worked out a system that prioritizes who gets therapy and who does not, 

ultimately favowing those wfio are conpeting in the finals. While this rnay be one way of 

tacklïng the imbalance between supply and demand, the coach goes on to note: 

Coach: 
One thing, because we only get [mention of a number of therapists] once a year or twice a 

- year, before we go, we usually, iike a couple days before, they want us to give them a 
priority list of who's going to be treated first because.. .I  mean we take [a certain number 
of ] men [and] women to conference and nationals, and there has to be priority. And our 
athletes know this, they're very well aware that the priority is people who are [in the] 
finals, consolation finals, and the people who don't make finals [motioning at the bottom 
of the ladder]. 

Interviewer: 
And how do they know this? 

Coach: 
We publicize that nght fiom the beginning of the year, and when we pick the OUA team, 
we' 11 say 'OK, we've got two therapists.. . ' and they ' re al1 'Oh, yeah, yeah! ' and 'The 
priority is going to be, oh injured, actually injured are the very first priority issue, and 
then finaiists, semi-finalists and non-frnalists-' That they want to know, who's injured 
that they haven't seen. Sometimes some of them will see , but sometimes they see 
other therapists in the ch ic .  And [the clinicians] want to know who' s injwed' who's not 
injured, is there anybody who absolutely has to [compete], and especiaily if you're in a 
points race, there are times that well, we do have confrontations. Well, not 
co&ontations but they'll say, 'Well, maybe they really shouldn't [compete], well, do you 
really need them to [compete]?' And in some years, it's iike 'No, it's alrïght, let's pull 
them ouf and other years it's like, 'We redy  need them to [compete]. What's going to 
happen to this girl who has a 100 degree fever if she [cornpetes]? Oh, she'll be fine. You 
know, she might be down for another two days, but she'll be fine.' OK, she's gonna 
[compete]. . . 



In mentioning the confrontations that somethes occur, such as whether the athlete with the 100 

degree fever should compete, we see another example where coaches push their athletes, and the 

limits of the 'culture ofrisk,' in favour of participating and competing in the finals. This is not 

to suggest that the athlete in this situation may have even wanted to not compete himmerself; but 

it does implicate the role of the coach in endorsing him/her at a time when her performance was 

valued above hisher health. This passage implicates al1 three major actors in promoting and 

reinforcing a 'culture of risk' particularly at a time when the importance of 'playing in the game' 

increases. In another example, a similar concession is made for an athlete who was given a 

recomrnendation to not play, and was then pennitted to participate because s/he was part of the 

OUA team- 

Coach: 
There was only one problem this year, and that was just before OUAs f o r .  And the 
Thursday before we were leaving to go.. .Our therapist carne up and told me that [one of 
the players] may not be able to  play in the OUA charnpionships, and we don't have 
another [person to play that position]. 1 didn't even know that s/he was being treated for 
anything. She'd been practicing the whole time.. . 

Interviewer: 
The student therapist? 

Coach: 
No, our actual therapist came upstairs to tell me this, and said that [the physician] had 
said that dhe shouldn't play. So 1 guess the therapist had said to [the physiciaa that 
'Well, they're going to OUAs and they don't have another [person to play that position], 
and why is it al1 of the sudden that dhe can't play?' Ske'd been in apparently for two 
weeks seeing the therapist, and we had a lot of problems this year with not having a lot of 
coverage. At most of our practices, we had nobody, at al1 ... So, our [piayer] was going, 
but s/he was going to treatment, dhe was uncordortable with h i f i e r  back, but it wasn't 
major, it was sort of preventative and maintenance on hidher back. I guess then [the 
physician] saw hidher, and said dhe could possibly have a disc problem, and shouldn't 
be playing. So then the therapist said to me 'Weli 1 told [the physician] that we were 
going, you were going to OU'S, so did he reaily think that dhe should not be absolutely 
playing, 'cause if so then we would have to do something very quickly to get someone 
else, or is it that s/he probably should be lightening hisher load but s/he could play this 
weekend?' And then dhe said 'Well, I guess, dhe could play this weekend, but then d e r  
that s/he shouldn't be playing. ' 



Interviewer: 
Did you get this message nom [the physician], or via the therapist? 

Coach: 
No, via the therapist. And I'm here, so 1 could've gone down to the c h i c  and had this 
discussion. Got it via the therapist. So then we went out, had to go out and buy him/her 
a brace for hidher back. Got the name of the place, did d l  of  that on the way to [the 
championships]. Not the therapist, not the c h i c ,  but the team. The team bought the 
brace, 1 bought the brace, and the therapist went with himher to pick it up to make sure 
that it was right for him/her. 

Interviewer: 
Now was there any communication between you and, other than the therapist, the c h i c ?  

Coach: 
Nothing, just totaily out o f  leR field. Didn't even know there was a problem. 

Again, the limits of 'acceptable' and 'tolerable' injury change when the context shifts to 

championships and playoffs. Arnidst what the coach communicates about the news coming "out 

of left field," and being a complete sutprise, is that the clinician changed hisher 

recornmendation, according to the coach, once dhe found out that the team had no replacement 

for the player, and that they were on their way to OUAs. This is not to say that this clinician, or 

any other clinician, automatically changes hisher recornmendations during important times 

dunng the season or important competitions, but it does indicate that such times influence 

individuals to think differently about pain and injury tolerance. In this situation, the clinician 

altered hidher recommendations in a way that supported the goal of the team to compete at the 

championships with this particu1a.r player on the roster, but in another situation, we see where the 

clinician's recommendations go against the desires ofthe coaches and athletes during an 

important season. 

While covering a collision sport game, with a team that was en route to the national 

championships, a clinician recounted a situation that resulted in him/her gamering a negative 

reputation amongst the athletes, and a great deal of criticism fkom the coaches. As compared to 



the other two examples, the context is similar in that these negotiations are occurring during 

charnpionship/playoEs excitement, but the end result was quite different. 

Clinician: 
. . . p]ne  of the athletes had a mild concussion, and 1 got into a fairly heated 
argument-. .about whether this [player] should play or not. And 1 didn't think s/he 
should, and everyone else, including the player, thought s/he should play, so 1 lost the 
argument. And dhe got hurt aga4 and 1 really started screaming. And so dhe did wind 
up sitting out a few games, and that's when 1 acquired the nichame Dr. Death fiom 
the.. . team. And got called that for the next couple of years, until al1 those people who 
were on that team graduated or whatever. But, I tri& to stick to my guns, and at that 
point.. -1 was still being far more cautious than the then published guidelines at that 
time.. . . And that indudes that anyone whose been connissed, in any degree of severity, 
should not play for at least 24 hours. It is still the nom in this practice to still allow 
people who have been concussed to play on the same day. Not on my tearns. 

Interviewer: 
Was that athlete on the.. . team a key player? 

Clinician: 
Yes, starting offensive star. 

Interviewer: 
Do you think there would have been such a stink if s/he wasn't? 

Clinician: 
Course not. No, it was that 1 was trying to gut the offense by making this Eplayer] 
sit.. -and this was a team that was undefeated. A championship calibre team, and they 
were on a roll and 1 was rocking the boat. 

1 include this passage simply to emphasize and highlight the varied ways in which the 

negotiations between coaches, clinicians and athletes can travel. One questions what the exact 

factors or circumstances were that were key in changing how one negotiation ended with a 

player being allowed to participate for one more big game, and for another negotiation to end 

with resentment and feelings of hostility towards the clinician? 

In moving on towards the stages involved in understanding the negotiation process, it is 

important to conclude this discussion by reemphasizing the ways in which coaches can be seen 

as infiuencing or not infiuencing their athletes towards the tolerance of a 'culture of risk.' In 



answering a question about whether athletes feel a sense of entitlement to the c h i c  and the c h i c  

services, a clinician points out the connection between the coaches' and the athletes' attitudes. 

Yes, athletes develop a sense of entitlement, in my opinion, as a fiinction of their coach. 
So, the [athletes] on the - team have a reputation amongst our staff as prima-dom, 
extremely entitled to high level service, violation of appointments, show up when they 
want to, don't show up when they don't want to, that kind of M. And we get a lot 
more respect fiom athletes in sports where their coaches communkate effectively what 
we tell them.. . . But yeah, we sense a difference in the attitudes of the athlete that is 
highly aligned with the attitudes of the coach. 

This clinician points out clearly that, in hidher opinion, a relationship exists between the 

attitudes towards sport medicine and the sport medicine clinidclinicians as expressed by the 

coaches, and as perceived by the athletes. As we move into the other stages, we need to 

remember that while we focus upon the negotiation relationship between clinicians and patient- 

athletes, we cannot ignore the influence of the coach on both these individuals. 

Makinrr Contact 

Before examining the space of interaction, what I tenn the 'sites of negotiation,' we must 

investigate the ways in which patient-athletes, clinicians, and coaches contact one another. 

Figure 3 outfines one way that contact is made, but it is important to stress that there are a 

multitude of ways of approaching and interacting with the clinic/clinicians that are not 

encompassed by this one representation. 

This mode1 suggests that there are a series of stages and decisions that injured athletes go 

through before making contact with a physician andtor a therapist (or another clinician if need 

be). The boxes and lines that are dotted represent intangibles that may or may not influence the 

making contact process depending on the athlete, the team, the sport, or the coach. They indude 

the criteria for obtaining treatment, issues of accessibility and the influence of others on that, as 



Figure 3: Makine Contact with PhvsicianIThera~ist 
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well as the potential bypass of the system due to severity of injury or a key relationship. AU 

athletes weigh the criteria for obtaining treatment, as defined by themselves most often, but once 

have opted for advice and treatment face issues of accessibility in getting to the physicians, as 

well as when they need to access the therapists. It is important to point out that in the c h i c  

under study, technically, any individual seeking therapy must receive a referral fiom a physician, 

therefore their fïrst point of contact, or rather fist site of negotiation, with the clinic is ofben with 

the physician. 

Before any discussion of the actual ways in which individuals, particularly patient- 

athletes, contact the clinic, it is important to understand the way in which clinicians, especially 

the therapists, are assigned to intercoliegiate teams. What follows is the history of how 

therapists are assigned, or are not assigned, to the varsity teams as related by the medical 

director. 1 should acknowledge that this was the only version of the story that 1 received, and 

that it is based on one person's point of view. Given this limitation, it is valuable in our 

discussion of how the 'system' works, and may even point to ways in which it does not work. 

Medical Director: 
When 1 first became director, [we] laboured over a semi-quantitative system where 1 
would assign points to a therapist working with a team based on their ski11 sets. . . . m e  
did a sort of match and algorithm, we looked at the needs of teams with respect to.. .est 
response. For example, you're not going to take a massage therapist who is not trained 
with first response and put them with the rugby team, because you need someone who 
can take a broken neck and can safely put the person on a spine board. Since then, we've 
trained al1 of our therapists in sport first response, so even our massage therapists, who 
get no training in that in school are reasonably Me. Nonetheless, the massage therapists 
work with teams that are less coliision or contact in nature, but are more likely to 
experïence overuse issues, so track and swimming basically based on ski11 set are 
assigned to massage therapists, and based on their demand.. . . So through this point 
matching system where we match peoples' skill sets, experience, if they're expenenced 
with sports, and their desires.. . we did a best-fit rnatching based on who the coaches and 
therapists would iike to work with, and based on skill set which was the primary criteria. 

Interviewer: 
When you say we, who's we? 



Medical Director: 
The whole clinic staffdid this as an open participatory exercise with numbers on the 
blackboard, and. . . 

Interviewer: 
And how were the coaches contacted? 

Medical Director: 
By us. And there were a smaller number of teams that got coverage by that time, so it 
was an exercise with something like 12 teams at the time. . . . [S]o we went through that 
time-consuming and complex exercise once, and since then, i f s  been a year-by-year 
evoluiion fiom that as staff  have gone and so on and so forth, and people have expressed 
a desire for a Heren t  sport or have not had a good year with a particular tearn for 
whatever reason, we've changed things around. It is now the head therapist's job to do 
that matching, and in fact, I haven't been involved for the past few years.. . And the 
matches are still determined on logistical issues, weil ski11 set is the most important, but 
logistical issues such as schedule because we have multiple teams assigned to each 
therapist now, we can't have them in conflict with each other.,. . And, personal fit, 
personality fit, culture of sport fit, sport experience fit, are still in the equation, but 
they're secondary to ski11 set match and scheduling match.. . . 

Interviewer: 
Now al1 the teams do get full-time therapists? 

Medical Director: 
Correct. 

In discussing the therapists, the Medical Director outlines the three categories of  therapists, 

including massage therapists, physiotherapists and athletic therapists, as well as the different 

types of student therapists working with the intercollegiate teams. He continued: 

Medical Director: 
We assign every team, 44 1 think, every one of them has a designated therapist. For over 
half of them that means that there is a therapist who is responsible for reviewing the 
annual health questionnaires we give to the athletes before their year commences, 
flagging any respective dmculties and getthg that person corne into the clinic to talk 
about those potential problems with a physician. Also if the coach has any questions . 
about an athlete on their team, they are supposed to contact their designated liaison, so it 
is more a liaison roie and a s u p e ~ s o r y  role, not a dïect hands-on field care mie. For the 
other half of the teams approximately, approximately 20 of the teams, receive on field 
care of one sort or another. 

In turning to the evolution of the therapist assignment system, he stated: 



We have gone through quite a history in terms of the politics of how that's evolved and 
which sports are covered and which are not. And it's been a gradua1 mixture of history, 
risk management and gender equity initiatives, and board equity initiatives, if you can 
cal1 it that, meaning just eqWty amongst teams at Uofï. There are different factors that 
corne into play, that and the evil budget concerns, a reality that prevents us fiorn doing 
what we would Like very ofien. 
So historically, when 1 anived ont0 the scene, four teams received field care.. .end of 
story. None of the other tearns got any field care, and maybe if we were hosting 
championships, the athletic therapists on staffwhich we only had one and a half 
therapists on sta no physicians, no physiotherapists and no massage therapists, so we 
could only cover so much. How and why those four teams were chosen? At that time, 
and it still is ieague rules in the OU& that football and men's ice hockey require thaî 
level of coverage, they must have an athletic therapist or a physician or a sport 
physiotherapist level3 present by [the] d e s .  So, the school had to do that, but that is not 
the d e  with basketball, and still is not, so the fact that basketball was covered. -. was that 
the athletic director of the time was the basketball coach.. .. One certainly had a hard 
tirne justifjring that [system of coverage] based on risk, given that we had a rugby team 
that received no coverage, and operated an intramural tackle football program that had no 
coverage, but had coverage for every game and practice of the basketball teams. 
My arrival coincided with the arrival of a new director, he's the guy who hired me. He 
wanted to shake that up, and he looked a -  it and said 'This is based on history and 
politics, not on rational behaviour.' So, his push was towards a two tiered system to 
intercollegiate sport where there would be relatively weli-fiinded teams, and essentially 
non-fùnded teams that received central support only in the form of some administrative 
support, but they woutd have to raise their own fùnds for their program. We called them 
intercollegiate teams and club teams, whatever, and in some sense, we still have a 
descendent of that mode1 with our T and U division sports, but that's not how Our field 
care is assigned to them, so we have to go through the history.. . . 
Following that, the next change.. .we3re talking up [into] the early nineties, there was a 
strong and overdue and welcomed move towards gender equityy and this is something 
that 1 am proud to be in the forefiont of in this department, in that 1 fought hard to have a 
gender balanced budget for intercollegiate sport when 1 was a manager.. . did not succeed, 
but certainly fought the fight. And 1 was the fïrst s e ~ c e  manager in this department to 
table a gender balanced budget, the clinic's budget was gender balanced since '93 and on. 
That resulted in a lot of fights because 1 got bad-mouthed by sorne coaches for doing that. 
1 took the money for field care and divided it into two envelopes. Since the sports within 
those envelopes are different and have different requirements, we aiiocated field care 
among them differently, which resulted in non-uniform treatment of similar appearing 
tearns of different sexes. . . . [Tl he total envelope including salary for field care 
was.. .$70,000 per each sex. Within the men's envelope of $70,000, half of that is 
consumed by men's football, leaving the rest to be divided arnongst the rest of the teams. 
Well, there is no comparable lion's share sport in the field care envelope for women, so 
we had $70,000 to be distributed amongst the rest of the teams with one additional 
team.. . . This resulted in a situation where outside football and men's ice hockey, the 
coverage for men's sports was reduced to home game attendance by a therapist and no 
coverage of exhibition toumaments, exhibition games, etc. etc., or even just a student 
with the men' s teams compared to their fernale counterparts.. . . And the men's teams 



were jealous understandably. And when they repeatedly came and complained-. -1 just 
held my ground and said 'I refùse to take money fkom the women's envelope to the 
men's unIess 1 am absolutely told 1 must do that by rny boss. ' And my bosses didn't tell 
me to do that. The climate at the time was a push for gender equity,. . and this continued 
for several years. 
Through this penod.. . there was a continued attack on that not only by the coaches, but by 
the therapy stafE . . . CAJU the stedisagreed with me and felt care should be assigned by 
risk basis and need basis, not a gender equity basis. 1 took the position that 1 would 
happily see our budget unbalanced if, and only i$ more money was spent on women 
elsewhere within the intercollegiate program. So that if field care was looked at part of 
the overall intercollegiate program, and it is deemed that men's sport require more field 
care than women's sports, that would be olcay as long as the women had the additional 
money to spend on their progams in sorne other way. But that was not the case.. . . We 
just see an overdl intercoilegiate budget, we don? see how much is being spent on 
diEerent sports, so 1 don't honestly know what current state on gender balance in the 
intercollegiate budget is.. . . So over my objections, the dean, well at that time he was the 
acting director, and the associate director of programs ordered me, essentidly 'cause 1 
had to hold my nose to do it, to implement a rïsk-based model at least more risk-based 
model fiom what we had. 
We still had a two tiered system, and the associate director askeci that we table a model 
that involved similar coverage for ali the sports in the findeci division. So taking the 
dollars available and figuring out how we codd spread them, we said okay, we will 
provide staff care for home games and student care for road games. And that's not a bad 
model, given that at home, students would get s u p e ~ s i o n  of the staff and would have the 
chance to get to do some things on their own, and the assumption is that when the teams 
are on the road, the hosting team has someone more qualified available if the student 
finds themselves in a problem.. . . So we did that across the board, but that didn't work 
with football. Football is just too plagued with risk and injuries, and we had terrible 
situations develop . . . temf@ng 1 should say, nothing terrible happened, no catastrophes, 
but we just came too close.. . . AU the sports in the finded coverage receive the same 
coverage, that is home game and student coverage on the road, except for football which 
gets professional coverage of everything. And I objected to this imbalancing of the 
money being spent on women and men, so we created extra programs for the women's 
teams. We assigned a therapist to 30 hours of injury preventive conditioning and 
strengthening to each women's team that they were assigned. And we had a budget of a 
certain amount of therapists' staff time to teach women in seminars about their health and 
injury prevention, women's health implications. If you took the money spent on actual 
field Gare and added this additional rnoney that was being spent on women's programs in 
health education and conditioning, they balanced. And 1 was okay with that, because 1 
said it doesn't have to be bdanced within field care, unless there's some counter- 
balancing money being spent on them elsewhere within the intercollegiate envelope. 
And that's what happened, and it's still actuaily within the sport medicine envelope 
because we kept the money for those initiatives in the sport med budget. 
Two further changes have ensued. One, and we're happy about this, we got a green light 
to expand fiinded field care beyond the T division envelope. This is a few years ago, and 
extend it to al1 tearns based on nsk. So we provide coverage for al1 the finded teams, 
several of which are low nsk, like track and swimming, and some of the unfundeci, or 



relatively less fùnded teams .... Some of the higher risk sports.. . that 1 rnentioned receive 
the sarne Ievel of field care as the fùnded teams.. - . So I'm happy with that, with 
developing a model of coverage that is logical and defensible on the basis of risk, at least 
some of it is, some of it is not.. . . Some of the additionai coverage provided to football is 
risk-based, but it is now gender imbalanced. The faculty took away the money for 
women's health education, they still spend it, so it's balanced outside of our envelope 1 
hope, but 1 no longer see that money so I'm not personally assued that it's gender 
balanced. But the field care envelope itself now is unbalanced, so that sits a little 
uneasily with me, and I hope that in fact the counter baiancing of other intercollegiate 
programs still exists for women. 

Thus, the Medical Director offers one version of how- the system of therapy assignment 

originated and developed, and situates this process wit hin some of the other institutional political 

changes. What is also reveded in this narrative is the social and political awareness ofthe 

Medical Director towards other issues such as gender equity. 1 point this out since being his 

vision and/or approach to issues such as gender equity, and even issues on pain and injury, 

influences the rest of the c h i c  environment. This is another example of the ways in which 

context plays a key role in the negotiation process, since we can argue not only that the c h i c  is 

located, physically and ideologically, in a Canadian educational centre with its own progressive 

views on genderlethno-culturaVsexual diversity equity, but is also directed by an individual who 

shares and actively participates in those same initiatives. We cannot argue against the fact that 

the views of the director of any group do set a tone or facilitate the atmosphere for the rest of the 

group. This point is best exemplified when we turn our discussion to the negotiation, or rather 

the non-negotiation, of head injuries and concussions. 

In continuing with the model of making contact with clinicians, we sta.rt by examining 

the criteria that student-athletes define for themselves that motivate them to seek and pursue 

medical advice and treatment. While there exists a multitude of reasons as to why athletes 

choose to seek advice and treatment for some injuries and not for others, one particular exchange 

among student-athletes in a focus group highlights some of the more relevant ones. 



Athlete 2 : 
It's pretty much, ifit's not something that anybody f?om the team has experience with, 
it's just make an appt., just go to the clinic. But it'll probably happen four or five h e s  
before they do it. 

Interviewer : 
But only for certain types of injuries? 

Athlete 1: 
Like 1 said, it doesn't happen that often, but when it does happen, and nobody's there, 
you go get ice. Like for the most part, - had a problem with hisher shoulder, and 1 had 
the same problem, so like okay, s/he7s gone to see the physiotherapist and dhe knows 
roughly what can help, so okay you can talk to himher about it or tallc to the coach, 
'cause they've both played nationals and Sm sure they've gone through a lot of various 
injuries or at least seen it. If they don't know, i fs  not a big deal, at leaa get it looked at. 

Interviewer: 
So what kind of injury wouid get this tplayer] in? 

Athlete 1: 
Like our goalie, slhe mas] problems with joints, especially with the knees.. . so somethïng 
like that. And pretty much what we do is ice something like that down, but 1 think 
hishers got to the point where it was afYecting his/her play, we'll suggest that s/he make 
an appointment. 

Interviewer: 
What about any other sport, what type of injury would you go to see the doctor about, or 
what degree? 

Athlete 2: 
Sornething that you've never seen before maybe. Every sport has fellow teamrnates, 
there's aiways older people, like I'm 21 and people on our team are 29, and they've been 
[competing] for years. And they know, and the coaches, 1 think at different ievels, are 
Olympians or natiods. You can always ask somebody, but if you're like, 'I've got a 
weird thing,' or if it reaily bothers you and.. . 

Athlete 1 : 
Once it starts Secting play, then for sure. That's a clear-cut line, but before that it's up 
to you, how much pain you can handle. 

This passage points out some of the reasons why student-athletes make the decision to seek 

treatment including the experiences of teammates and coaches with that injury, the number of 

times the injury must happen before it requires treatment, whether the injury is 'keird" or "really 

bothers you," and whether or not "it starts affecting play." These particular athletes al1 play on 



teams that do not receive primary field coverage, simply an assigned füll-the therapist in the 

clinic. We must question whether these would be the same responses for athletes on teams that 

have a therapist, student or otherwise, available to them on a more consistent basis. Ethere is a 

clinician present during a practice or game, would the athletes stilI rely on self-doctoring and 

team-doctoring? This is one question that we need to keep in the back of our minds as we move 

throughout this process - how different is it for athletes fiom non-primary field coverage teams 

to access the c h i c  and the dinicians than athletes Erom teams that receive primary field 

coverage? 

The next stage in the mode1 is the issue of accessibility to the clhic in tems of 

availability and immediacy of appoint ment s, as well as consistency in therapy wverage. This 

was important for both athletes and coaches throughout the contact process, and highlights some 

of the differences between teams that do and do not receive primary field coverage- While 

athletes from non-covered teams were quick to point out that they could not access the clinic, 

and the clinic's services, few athietes fiom covered teams spoke about difficulties they have 

encountered. For example, in one exchange between athletes in a focus group session, atidetes, 

both fiom non-primary coverage teams, comment upon the diffrculty of making appointments 

with physicians and therapists. 

Interviewer: 
So, did anyone have any notable experiences with pain, injury or with the clinic this 
year? 

Athlete 1 : 
Y& well I hurt my hips.. .and 1 was getting some pain, but 1 went to the clinic for a 
couple of visits and I don't go there anyrnore. 

Interviewer: 
m y  ? 



Athlete 1 : 
1 hated it. It was very diflïcult to book an appointment, and this might be off topic, but 
you'd book an appointment and you'd get it two weeks ahead. The therapist was great-. . . 
But otherwise, the first appointment was fine, it was that week, the next appointment, 'Oh 
yeafS -'s not free for two weeks except for seven o'clock in the moming,' and I'm a 
commuter.. - so for me to get here at seven is really dficult. 

Interviewer: 
So what happened when you said, I'm just not going in.. . 

Athlete 1: 
Oh, 1 went to a place back home, where 1 could get there early in the moming, so 1 could 
just get on the bus and corne down here. 

Interviewer: 
But did the c h i c  people Say anything to you? 

Athlete 1 : 
No, they kinda said 'We're busy, we're in transition,' and you know how they're 
expanded and still trying to, they're in the process of hiring more trainers and stuff like 
that. But, 1 don't want to say that it was aU bad. Like when you cal1 me and told me the 
subject, 1 thought 'Oh, this is great,' this is exactly how 1 was feeling thee  months ago 
when 1 was hurt and 1 couldn't run. 1 almost missed [the championships]. 

Athlete 2: 
Like in terms of the quality of care, the reputation is good, and they say you should go. 
But 1 mean, there were a couple times this year where 1 thought about going, 'cause 1 was 
hwt, but 1 didn't just because of what you're saying. From what 1 heard, it's actually 
hard just to make an appt. And 1 was way too busy with other M.. . 

Interviewer: 
So what did you do? 

Athlete 2: 
Well, I basically didn't do anything [laughter from around the table]. 1 let it go, and took 
a week o e  that kinda thing. But they were small things, littb muscle tears [inaudible]. 

Interviewer: 
And was it in terms of just gettîng a doctor's appointment that was too long, or a doctor 
and therapist . . . 

Athlete 2: 
In ternis of just getting an appointment to just go and see people, see anybody. 



We must acknowledge that the choice that Athlete 1 took may be an option for only a limited 

number of patient-athletes, who have access t o  resources that facilitate their going to another 

c h i c  - money, transportation, and Eree tirne. Siniilariy we rnust acknowledge that while Athlete 

2 may not have compromised hidher health b y  not pwsuing clinical advice and treatrnent, 

depending on the severity of the injury, hidher ambivalence towards the clinic based on its 

reputation of inaccessibility can be shared by other athietes - particularly those who do not have 

primary field coverage. In another focus group session, other athletes discussed the accessibility 

and availability of field care by therapists. In this exchange, Athlete 1 (high-risk contact sport) 

pariicipates on a team that receives field care only during playoffs while Athletes 2 (high-risk 

collision sport) and 3 (low-risk non-contact sport) receive primary coverage throughout their 

Interviewer: 
Well, does everyone here have someone with their teams? 

Athlete 1: 
We only had someone corne to OU'S and CI'S for our sport. 

In te~ewer :  
And that's it? [Athlete 1 nods] 

Athlete 2: 
And that's a hl1 contact sport. That's sketchy. 

Athlete 3 : 
We had someone al1 the time. 

Interviewer: 
For practices and meets? 

Athlete 3 : 
Well, at some practices we had a studerrt, and then for aii of our cornpetitions, we had one 
or two-,. 

Athlete 2: 
Are you a CIASJ sport? Fooking at Athlete 3, Athlete 3 nods] That makes the 
dserence, al1 the difference in the worid down here. 



The point made by Athlete 2, that the status of the sport makes "al1 the difference in the world" 

in tems of field Carey was a sentiment shared and expressed implicitly and explicitly by a 

number of athletes throughout the project. Athlete 2 expresses shock that a fdf contact, high- 

risk sport a d  receive such limited coverage as compared to Athlete 3's situation as part of a 

low-risk, non-contact team that is recognized as a CIAU sport. 

In looking at other factors involved in accessibility, a number of athletes pointed out the 

importance of seeing a clinician as quickly as possible once injured, in order to be able to 

adequately express their pain- 

1 don't know, 1 found that they would do a few exercises here and there, but they would 
never really fix it. And 1 never got ... 1 mean relief, I'd walked in there and al1 1 would 
want was a reaily deep massage cause my muscles hurt so much, and they're [motioning 
with hislher finger, gently poking into the air with a fdsetto voice] 'Okay, does that hurt? 
Okay, well, you saw a doctor, now you have to wait two days to see a physiotherapist.' 
By the tirne 1 wait two days to see them, the immediate spasm would have subsided and it 
woutdn't be as prevalent. They'd be trying to do the motions with me, the range of 
motion exercises, and I'd be like 'Yeah, well, it kinda feels bad but 1 really don? know,' 
but 1 mean, you don? know. So 1 was really feeling hstrated because 1 wauted 
someone to see it the day that it happened so 1 could really tell them what was wrong. 

While hidher expectations for same-day senrice may be umealistic, dhe does bring up the 

argument that the longer patient-athletes wait to see a physician and/or therapist for advice and 

treatment, the less likely they will be able to express their pain (depending upon the injury) 

effectively (cf, Scarry ' s (1 985) discussion of the temporal and elusive nature of pain). 

It is important to reiterate here that many of the athletes acknowledged that the greatest 

effort invofved throughout the entire negotiation process was in making contact with the 

clinicians. In answerïng a question on whether the athietes have ever hidden or downpiayed their 

injuries from the clinicians, two athletes, both athletes fiom non-primary coverage teams, point 

out the stupidity of doing such a thing once they have gotten into the chic .  



Athlete 1: 
To me it seems a bit backwards to hide it fkom the therapist. If I'm gonna get the effort 
up, the courage whatever, to go and see him, I'm goma tell him 'It damn hurts here-' I 
think so. 

Athlete 2: 
The effort is trying to get in there. 

Athlete 1 : 
As soon as you're in there, you're gonna say 'Oh, that3s killing me here.' 

The key difference between the two different types of teams, those with p r i m q  coverage and 

those without, is that accessibility for non-primary teams is quite different than primary teams, 

since the latter have increased exposure to a clinician, student or otherwise, therefore they have 

increased exposure to cligc services, and thus and may be more Iikely to access and make 

contact with the c h i c  more often. Again, we must question whether the presence of a clinician 

has, or does not have, an infiuence on patient-athletes3 fiequency of use of the clinic. 

The coaches expressed similar concerns about the accessibility of the clinic and the 

subsequent impact on their athletes. Interestingly the moa vocal coaches were those of primary 

coverage teams, and their concems focused prïmarily on the consistency of field care therapy 

and then secondady, on access to c h i c  services. In the following exchange between three 

coaches, al1 of whom are coaching high-rïsk, contactkollision sports, emphasis is place on the 

dEculty of working with inconsistent field care therapists. 

Coach 1: 
My problem this year.. . was more of the case of having shident therapists who 1 had on a 
r o t a ~ g  basis, where 1 wouid have one therapist on Monday morning, then another 
therapist on Tuesday and Wednesday, and a third therapist on Thursday, and then you get 
to Friday when you have the game. So something might happen on one ofthose days, 
and there wasn't communication.. .so it was very difficult to communicate what was 
really happening a lot. And I've made it a practice in the pas, because 1 ran into this in 
my first year of coaching, I wasn't fbding out early enough that so and so wasn't playing 
- Friday night we'd play a game, and Saturday, I'd show up at the arena expecting 
someone to be in the lineout and finding that they3re injured and can't play. So I've 
made it a point of staying on top of the therapist al1 the time, and having them mad at me 
'cause I'd always be calling going 'What's wrong with this.. . .' But for my own sake, 1 



was the one who wouid stay on top of it.. .I wouid always make it a point of calling 
myseif. This year was more dîfficult with so much of a rotation, but 1 stili tned, myself, 
to cali. I don? know if 1 should have to do that, and they should be communicating with 
me al1 the time.. .but it was a pretty difficult time this year with therapy, so.. . 

Coach 2: 
There's a lack of continuity when that happens, so.. . 1 mean that's the same thing that 
happened with us this year with different people ali the time. And nobody knows really 
what's going on.. . . And 1 just don't think it's the coaches' responsibility, 1 think it's the 
medical stafiPs responsibility- And 1 know when it's worked reaiiy well, and it's when 
we had a therapist who was with us al1 the t h e ,  and they were assigned our sport. And 
they were assigned to practices and games, it didn't matter home or away, they were with 
us al1 the time. And then, you didn't have the problem of lack of communication, didn't 
have lack ofcontinuity, you knew that you couid build up a rapport with that persoq and 
you know the level of trust was built up throughout the whole team with the medical 
staff. Right now, when there's a rotating door, the kids don? get use to the therapy staflç 
the coach doesn't get use to it and you're not sure who to ask, on any given day, can she 
play, what about next week, the whole practice? 

I n t e ~ e w e r  : 
Does that change how you deal with injuries, or how even the athlete deals with injuries? 

Coach 3 : 
Well, [Coach I's] already said s/he7s changed hidher situation because of the way it was, 
and 1 felt like at the end of the season, exactly like s h e  said, that I would have to stay on 
top of the therapist. 

Coach 2: 
First thing is, and I'm not complaining about the actud people, 'cause we've had some 
very good people working with our team. It's the situation that they're put into, or 1 
don't know why the situation the way it is.. . . But to have someone there on Monday, 
and someone else on Tuesday and Wednesday, and someone else on Thursday, that just 
doesn't work. Of course, we're a l l  used to it, so we deal with it and.. .the longer you 
coach, 1 guess you shut out a lot of things that don't have to do with the cornpetition.. . . 
But, 1 guess you learn to  deal in that situation, when that's the situation when you don't 
have a person al1 the time. But you have to have somebody.. . for cootuiuity. And 1 think 
the athletes are the same in that they know that this person could be with them everyday, 
or a new person tomorrow, and they have adjusted to that. Now, whether that's the best 
thing for them? 

Interviewer: 
What do you mean adjusted to that? 

Coach 1: 
They just know that maybe they like the way the person on Tuesday and Wednesday 
treated them, and they're not so keen on the way the person on Thursday treated the- so 



they don? get treated on Thursday. I'rn s u e  they made adjustments, I haven't spoken to 
them specifically, but. . . 

Coach 2: 
1 think your question is interesthg on how that affects the situation with injuries. The 
thing that 1 would wonder, and I'm not too sure and you guys can jump in, but 1 wonder 
if there's a lot of things that slip through the cracks? 

Interviewer: 
Like what? 

Coach 2: 
Well, 1 wonder if. - . you know, like that thing with our Cplayer], 1 really felt badly about 
that. Because 1 had no idea about that, that that was happening, and I had quite a stem 
discussion with himlher about the fact that 1 didn't h o w  that, and that I have to know 
that, and she said, 'Well, 1 thought the therapist had talked to you.' Well, if there's a 
rotating group of therapists, then we can't make that assumption. And 1 felt bad 'cause I 
was working himher hard in practicey 'cause we were gettuig close to OU'S, you know, 
we were in final preparations, and everyone's workuig very hard, and here's she is close 
to being not able to play because of an [-injury]- And, but 1 wonder ifthings slip through 
because of that? Until it gets to the point where they can't play. 

Interviewer: 
So, an athlete would not talk about an injury, or get treated.. . 

Coach 1: 
Oh, they might taik about it, but they wouId tell this person assuming that this person 
would know, assumuig that person will teil that person without telling you, 
and.. . ['esturing on the table with his hand levels/steps/stage] 

Coach 2: 
And it doesn't get there. 

Coach 1: 
1 mean if it's really' really serious, of course itYU get out, but if it's minor, then it may not. 
And then, as you said, it gets to the point where now it's not minor anymore, they can't 
play. Like you didn't know about it when it was minor because.. . 

Coach 3 : 
Because it was minor. And then it grew, and suddenly it wasn't minor anymore. 

For the coaches, the inwnsistent nature of clinicians resuks in a profound loss in communication 

abo~t  the health of the athletes and a sense that "things slip through the cracks." While this 

conversation equally implicates the coaches' different and persona1 styles of interaction with' 



their athletes on the topic of heaith - only Coach 2 points out that they discussed health and 

healthcare with thek injured athlete - it also points to how the coaches perceive the importance 

of the clinicians in the t e d s p o r t  as well as their reliance on the clinician to act a liaison or 

communication link between coach and athlete. As another coach discusses, this communication 

comection is valuable in light of the nature of their sport. 

Coach: 
In our sport.. .the therapist, the kll-time ones when we had them more often, also alert us 
to different problems that especially young women athletes are having. And we nin into 
quite a few eating disorder problems in our sport.. .and there are also student-athletes that 
corne in with a lot of other types of problerns that if the therapist and the coaches talk, 
they can put two and two together on what's actually happening with the athlete. 
Whether his or her marks are going down very quickly, haven't been showing up to 
workouts, and you reaily can almost prevent a major problem f h m  happening. 

Interviewer: 
So that's why you rely on the therapist to be there.. . 

Coach: 
Well, for a lot of things. Not just for the a m a l  physical injuries that they receive, the 
emotional/psycho logical situations that they might be going through at this time. 

Interviewer: 
And so when the therapist is not there.. . 

Coach: 
You don? have that l i i .  

The previous conversation between the three coaches also points out the perception 

amongst some of the coaches that, without consistent clinician presence, their athletes tend to let 

"minor" things progress into "major" things. Another coach of a high-rislg contact sport that 

does receive primary coverage, reiterates some of those ideas in their discussion of what their 

athletes do when consistent coverage is not to be found. 

Interviewer: 
Do you think that your athletes deal difTerently with their injury seeing that they don? 
have consistency in terms of the therapy? 



Coach: 
Probably, 1 mean 1 don? know. 1 mean 1 thhk my athletes become more independent 
[laughs] . 

Interviewer: 
Do you think they would just avoid seeing anyone cause it was too much of a hassle? 

Coach: 
No, by the end, we had people seeing Our- - students [therapists], when they were there. 
But the problem is when they are not there, and then what do they do? 'Cause there is a 
need to have a regular routine, especially with people who need to be stretched properly 
before the practice and need to cool down properly aiter practice. 1 think that we're in 
the situation where my athletes are not getting the proper treatment, and are not doing 
anything about it. 

Inte~ewer: 
Until it deteriorates? 

Coach: 
Yeah, well until they can't play, and then you have the problem of trying to deal with it, 

- when it's too late. 

Again this positions the student-athiete as quite passive and as heavily and uncntically 

entrenched within a 'culture of ri&' but it points to the perception that coaches have of their 

athletes in these types of situations. That they are more iikely to let injurîes "detenorate" 

without telling anyone, rather than talk to the coach or actively seek advice and treatment at the 

clinic. 

Accessing the c h i c  was also a concem for a number of coaches, interestingly much like 

their athletes, in terms of availability and immediacy of appointments. As one coach points out: 

1 guess for us, the only concern we have is accessibility. We touched on it at the very 
begiming. Regarding the quality of care tbat the athletes get are, 1 truly believe, second 
to none. But it's gening them there. It's just getting them there. Even in Our, right 
before the finals, it's very difficult to get the athletes in there. 

This frustration is echoed by other coaches in another focus group, one of who points out that for 

teams with shorter seasons, the inaccessibility of the c h i c  is of great concem. 

Interviewer: 
And there is no way of getting to the doctors? 



Coach 2: 
Well, they can make an appoEntment to corne and see a doctor- Actually, generally, you 
can see the doctor quicker, but you can't get therapy quicker, so, they don't get any 
therapy. So, they've seen the doctor, and they've made an appointment to see so and so 
in this one slot, but it's a week later, so.. . 

Coach 2: 
And they don't get the fact kt, you know what, we can't wait three weeks for treatment- 
Like our season is over November 1: and you can't have an athlete waiting and sitting 
for the fmt treatment for two weeks. 

Coach 3 : 
Well, you can't, 1 don't even want to wait three weeks to k d  out what it is [inaudible]. 
The doctor will know entirely what it is, but you can't see the physio for another two 
weeks. 

Coach 1 : 
And that happened a lot this year. Yeah, like they would see a doctor, and then wait, 
especially in October, two weeks for a therapist- 

Interviewer: 
And so during this time, they would continue playing ifthey could? 

Coach 1: 
Yeah, if they could. 

When asked whether coaches vocalize their concerns about c h i c  and clinician 

accessibility, the coaches acknowledge that they can and do communicate their concerns with the 

clinicians ranging nom the Medical Director to the head therapist to their assigned therapist. 

What became evident though was a sense of fhstration with the answers that the clinic gave to 

them, particularly that of budget constraints. 

Interviewer: 
1s there any room for you to take your cornplaints and Say 'Look, I need.. . ' 

Coach 1: 
I think that you can go and tak ,  1 have talked to them about that . . . . And to their defence, 
they're also working within a budget that doesn't allow them to have the things that we 
once had. And 1 think that's the most difficult thing' to have something and then have it 
taken away. We used to have a full Mie therapist, at every practice and every game, and 
we're used to that. And then all of the sudden, they took that away, is a budgeting thing. 



So to then go and say to people in the clinic, 'Why can't you this anymore'' their answer 
is 'Cause we don't have the rnoney to do that,' So, is it their fault, 1 don't know? 

Coach 2: 
1 think that 's a problem.. - 1 find that whenever you do bring it up, that's always the 
answer- And 1 find that that tends to be the answer a lot of the time to everything- So, 
'No we can't do that cause it's not in the budget. Well, if we had a bigger budget, we'd 
be able to do more.' And I'm not sure completely.. .sometimes that's something to hide 
behind, that 'We don? have the budget.' And 1 think it's a bit of a mystery as to what is 
suppose to be provided. T t  depends on the team as to what is provided. Like swimming 
gets certain things, you know, field hockey gets certain uiings, lacrosse gets certain 
things, there is some inconsistency.. . . So, 1 find it very mysterious as to what everybody 
is supposed to get.. . there' s a lot of confùsion- 

The issue of accessibility is mediated by a number of factors, some of which have been 

discussed, and which include the influence of coaches and/or team therapists - in other words, 

the persona1 connections that athletes and coaches make with the c h i c  and the clinicians (see 

Figure 3). These personal connections represent ways in which athletes can potentially 'bypass' 

the decision-making process in order to niake contact with physicians and/or therapists. 

Athlete 1: 
But one huge benefit that the - tearn experiences having people who ded directly with 
track, so although it's not a set out thing. So if you have an injury, on paper it says you 
have to wait like everybody else, but because you have people who are keyed into Our 
team, you can just talk to them personally if they have a space open. 

Someone murmurs: 
A connection. 

Athlete 1: 
Yeah, a comection. And that's just because there's a close relationship with one of the 
people who work there. 

Interviewer: 
And does the whole team know that? 

Athlete 1: 
No, not the whole team. Um, 1 think it's dependent on if the physios see if this person is 
a cornpliant patient, like this person is committed to getting better then they'll say, 'Yeah, 
1 have a spot for you.' But if they see someone who just shows up and then a month later 
complains of having the same injury, they probably would be like.. . . Also, I think it's 
also based on how good the person is to the team- Nso how long they've competed, 
different things like that. 1 can't see this happening if the person' s just showed up. 



Interviewer: 
Does anyone else find that on their teams, that there's a number of factors that go into.. . 

Athiete 2: 
No, it'd be across the board for us- Well we don't have a comection in there, so it's al1 
the same, 

Interviewer: 
So do you guys deal differently with your injuries then? Do you just let it go? 

Athlete 2: 
Well, most of the people will go to the physio but they'll have to wait. And it'll make 
them [stay out of cornpetition] for longer than they wou1dYve had to have been, or they'll 
be doing physio but dso [cornpeting]., So same thing as you were saying in [mentions 
another sport], a lot of good a physio treatment does, if you go and [keep using your 
injured limb] another thousand times. 

Athlete 1: 
I'm not saying the - team gets a fiee pas, like you definitely have to wait. Like three 
days, 1 though that was quite short. But when you actually get in there, 'cause our physio 
is at meets, you get treated at meets or you're invited if you're not competing that week, 
you can corne and get treated while other people are cornpeting. There are small ways of 
getting better treated. 1 may be biased, 'cause it's worked really well for me but 1 know 
some people who just went elsewhere. 

The coaches also spoke of having personal connections with the clinic, or using their authority or 

influence as coach to gain access to the c h i c  for their athletes. In this exchange, Coaches 1 and 

2 both coach teams that receive pnmav field care coverage and have offices in the Athletic 

Centre, while Coach 3 only receives coverage during tournaments or playoffs and is a part-time 

coach. 

Interviewer: 
Just to go back to something, rnentioned that [this coach] had to go down and stand 
there . . . 

Coach 1: 
Oh 1 do, and I'm lucky too because [I'm in the building], but if somebody cornes back 
and says 'Oh, 1 can't see the doctor until Monday, and this is Weànesday, and they have a 
[specific type of injury],' wefl, sorry, [those injuries] have to be dealt with [in this sport] 
right away. So 1'11 go and go 'Look we need this person, they got to go in, first 
cancellation you cal1 me,' and 'Well I could squeeze them in nght now, in the next fifteen 
minutes,' 'Thank you. ' And 1 go down there at least once a week. 



Interviewer: 
Same with you? 

Coach 2: 
1 talk to -. We've worked that out, and this way it keeps us botb, not on our toes, but 
we're quite aware of who needs help imrnediately. And when the athlete does go down, 
and can't see the doctor nght away, then we talk and the athlete gets in there quite 
quickly- 

Coach 3 : 
Weil, the ideal situation of the system should be that any athlete that waiks in there, they 
should treat without question. 1 mean get the file.. .and as an athlete, why would 1 walk 
into therapy if17m not injured. When 1 see the athlete has to book an appointment, [fill 
out the papenvork], we're so womed about the administrative, they forgot the sport. 
Instead of 'You're hurt, OK, where's your file, start treatment, what's wrong with you, 
let me make you feel better.' And 1 know it won't ever happen, 'cause we fill out al1 
these foms for other people just to get treated. And 1 wish that that kinda system, 
athletes wallc in and get the kid's file. -. 

Interviewer: 
Have you ever tried to step in? 

Coach 3 : 
1 don't because 1' m part-time, I don't want . . . you know, if I'm really stuck I cd1 -. 
We went to school together, but 1 try not to use that. When an athlete gets hurt, just go 
see a doctor or therapist. And 1 believe in that, it's vital to sport. 

Clearly, each of these three coaches have found ways in which to connea to the clinic, whether it 

is by demanding s e ~ c e  at the counter, by relying upon the assigned team therapist, or by calling 

upon personai contacts during times when they are really "stuck." Not al1 coaches may use these 

strategies, and as implied by the last coach, this may be a result of difierences including whether 

they are full-time or part-time, new to University of Toronto as a coach, or whether they work in 

or near the Athletic Centre. For chicians though, the fact that some coaches do resort to any 

type of strategy to get their athletes into the clinic is problematic. 

Interviewer: 
Do you find that some coaches are owed something by the clinic? 

Clinician: 
Oh yes. Oh yes, and historically they are the ones that were the only tearns receiving 
field care. 



Interviewer: 
So, those coaches who walk their athletes in, do they do it solely through you or through 
a particular therapist? Do you h d  that a problem? 

Clinician: 
It has been at times. It has been and with respect to those coaches, 1 ask them not to, and 
tell them 'You don3 need to bnng them in yourself, they c m  corne in on their own.' 
They're adults and [inaudible]. p e r e  are those who] have the expectation that their 
athletes will be seen same day, same day nothing, same hour, as s w n  as they walk in- 1 
don't know what planet they're on  sometimes. We're nrnning a c lh ic  that is open to the 
public and it works by appointment, welcome to the real world. Where do you fuid 
physicians and therapists who don't have appointments, except in a sheltered world that 
is the exclusive territory of a team. 

What is important about this is what uifluence these behaviours have on patient-athletes, and 

their sense of connection to the clinic. One answer as mentioned before by a clinician is that 

"athletes develop a sense of entitlement, in my opinion, as a finction of their coach," but we 

need to  examine this in fiutfier detail. 

Do athletes, and invarïably coaches, feel a sense of entitlement, and do their attitudes 

towards the clinic as 'theif space and 'their' senrice have an impact on theïr sense of the clinic's 

accessibility? While this may have been expressed implicitly through other discussions on the 

accessibility of the clinic, student-athletes and coaches did comment on this explicitly on a few 

occasions, often using the justification that intercoilegiate athletes should receive priontized 

service since the athletes are 'sacrificing' their tirne and energy to represent the university. As 

one coach stated: 

1 just would like to be in the position where Our student-athletes can go d o m  and see a 
therapist when needed, and get looked after almost immediately. And at one point, we 
were like that, and 1 don't know what the physical situation is, the financial situation is, 
but these kids give up quite a bit of their time, energy, effort to represent the university at 
the highest possible level - at the CIAU Level. And they should get at leaa treatment for 
injuries that is appropriate for them. 



This notion of representation justehg priority senrice is echoed by a student-athlete in a focus 

Interviewer: 
And varsity should get priority? 

Athlete: 
Y& 1 tbink they should- 1 think depending on the season, depending on how cornpliant 
the athiete is, depending on a lot of these. .. Because the student is doing a s e M q  Like an 
acadernic student willy doing a research that will help the university to get known as an 
awesome school, the university will bend over backwards for that student, 

Interviewer: 
And the athlete is doing the same? 

Athlete: 
Yeah, there's a bit of representation there. So the priority should be there too. But 
realistically [the c h i c  wants] to decrease the amount of athletes who need the senrice, 
so . . . educationd brograms would work] . Because once you're there, the problem's 
already there. Like we speak highly of them when we say 'Yeah, I could get back into 
practice right away if 1 could see them faster,' but you know that's not the case. Just 
'cause you see someone, doesn't mean you'll be back at practice right away. So that may 
be deceiving. 

What is interesting to point out is that this athlete, an individual on a non-contact sporf CIAU 

team, was the only athlete to point out that patient-athletes, and potentially coaches as well, may 

be "deceiving" themselves by putting such emphasis on the rehabilitative and restorative 

potential of the clinic. In another focus group, sirnilar concems were expressed in relation to the 

mandate of the Faculty. 

Interviewer: 
So do you think that varsity athletes should get pnority? 

Athlete 1: 
1 mean especially since it's already hard to get in. 

Athlete 2: 
It's our clinic. 

Athlete 1: 
Because it's already hard to get in there, it's crucial that athletes can help get the help 
they need. 



Athlete 3: 
It's pact of the mandate of the Faculty that student-athletes have the opporiunity to have 
d e  cornpetition, and you know, inake sure that they have the care available. But if 
they're leaning more towards, trying to make money fiom other sources, 'cause they're 
making money off us through our fees and stuc but it just doesn't seem to make sense. 
You're jeopardizing the health of your student-athletes to get more OHIP dollars, it 
doesn't make sense to me. 

Interviewer: 
But someone could also say that a student-athiete could also rnean someone in 
intramurals or a rec program. Does varsity make a dserence? 

Athlete 3 : 
1 think Uofï students should get first pnonty' whether it's varsity or someone taking a 
TaeBo class upstairs. 1 mean, intramurals, there's high calibre intrarnwal play. There's 
equal opportunity for an injury to happen there as well. Those students should get first 
pnority, dong with varsity, before the public, I think- 1 think the theory is we have a high 
quality sports medicine c h i c  that is highly marketable in that sense. So why not open it 
up to the public? 

Athiete 2: 
Along with what he said, I agree about intramurals and everybody should get.. . But 
varsity 1 think is still.. . 1 think varsity should be at the top, 'cause, not to blow our own 
horns, but they're the people that the alumni focus on and invest their money into.. . . 1 
think that it's a big deal, varsity sports. Schwls are recognized for that sort of stuE 

Athlete 3 : 
And varsity athletes make the biggest t h e  dedication and money dedication. And we've 
probably d l  expenenced, you've got to buy cleats, and you've got to buy your own 
suits and everything, and you have to probably buy al1 your equipment, I mean, varsity 
athletes pay a lot of rnoney. And plus, they're doing a big job to represent the university 
and to conduct themselves in the proper manner, etc., etc. 1 think that you have your 
point [looking at Athlete 21, and varsity athletes should probably be #1, especially for a 
sports medicine facility. 

Athlete 2: 
But you're right, everybody deserves to get in, even the people up in the fitness classes. 1 
think that any student in university has pnority over the public. 

For other athletes, particularly those who came fiom teams that did not receive pnmary 

field care coverage, there was a radically different perception about their sense of entitlement to 

the clinic and to c h i c  senrices. For a number of athletes, their sense of entitlement sternmed 



fiom the nature of their injury - they felt entitled to be in the c h i c  if their i n j q  was 'worthy' 

enougk As one athlete fiom a non-contact sport commented: 

I've gone to Uoff sports medicine for [my injury], and they did a Iittle bit of exercise for 
it. But 1 always felt like a wanker being in there, 'cause it's alH. these people with broken 
arms and dislocated shoulders and 1 looked okay, except my neck was in so much pain.. . - 
I'd feel bad 'cause 1 wodd walk in and be like 'Okay, 1 can see that your ankle hurts and 
your shoulder hurts, but I look okay.' 1 can't really tell hem, IT can explain that it feels 
tight or it feels wrong, but I can't r d y  tell them exactly what sharp botioning to her 
neck] pain is like.. . 

She comments about an atmosphere or tone in the clinic that privileges only certain types of 

athletes wiîh certain types of injuries. We must question how prevalemt this feeling is arnongst 

patient-athietes and what motivates such an atmosphere to develop and persist in the clinic, and 

be sensitive to these influences in regards to the accessibility of the clinic. One clinician 

acknowledges this in a part of his/her interview, and even points out sume of the clinic's 

initiatives in altering this perception. 

Interviewer: 
Do you find that that imbalance in terms of field care is reflected in how patients come to 
the chic  to deal with their athletes? For example, if they don't have a professional at 
their practices like footbzll does, do they . . . 

Clinician: 
Well, football is the only sport that's like that. And then thereys a whole bunch of them 
îhat have the same coverage - fùll time therapist at home games, and students at away 
games and practices. And there are teams that have no field car* presence. And we do 
see differences, but the extent to whicb that based on injury occurrence? 1 mean, after all, 
the sports that have no coverage are deemed low risk. And we no longer provide no 
coverage to any of the sports deemed to be at significant nsk, like rugby or lacrosse, that 
have relatively Iittle fùnding, but they are deemed to be at risk SQ they have a therapist. 
We see fewer of the athletes from teams that have no coverage at dl, badminton, curling, 
golf, but that may be a fùnction of them having relatively few injuries. 1 don't know that 
though. 1 think that amongst them is a level of shyness of coming into the c l i c  and 
seeing athletes fiom one of the other teams lying on a table like they own the place, and 
feeling that they don't . . . . 
We actually implemented a new policy to by and reduce that to some extent. Something 
that was deemed both a positive and a negative thing was the use of what we cal1 the high 
mat. We have, what is essentially a stretching bed that's about ten feet squared covered 
in a blue naugahyde over some foam, and it served as a focal point for team gatherings 
and so you'd get some tearns that after praaice would come down en masse and grab ice 



packs and jam into the whirlpools and it was like they were having a team party. Which 
actually is a wonderfùl thing, and the clinic staffreally like it. It makes us feel like we're 
part of the intercollegiate program and teams, and we get to know the athietes and it's 
fun. On the other side, it perhaps sets a cultural tone in the clinic [that] intimidates the 
other clients, 
And as we've moved necessarily, out of necessity, because of financial constraints away 
from being a clinic that services primarily interwllegiate athletes to a c h i c  that seMces 
a broader population, we've had to tone down the intercoilegiate presence so as not to 
intimidate the other clients. So, we've moved the high mat away fiom the whîrlpooIs, 
and discouraged the teams congregaîing in that fashion. They still do to some extent, on 
some of the other tables, 1 mean we don't deny them corning in to get ice packs and to ice 
down and stuff: but we try to keep the jocularity etc. down to a level where they are not 
dorninating the clinic. And the new larger c h i c  design facilitates that, because if they 
gather around the whirlpool, most of the other clients can be at the opposite end of the 
clinic. 
So it's much better than it was, there was a period of tirne when we were shoehomed into 
the smaller room, that one intercollegiate team could dorninate the ch i c  and scare 
everybody else off. THatYs d l  and dways has been, I think, to some extent, an issue for 
some of the teams that do not have field care such that the badminton athlete or the 
curling athlete, to use those two examples, cornes in and thinks, 'Well is this really my 
chic? Can I wme in here?' Well, of course it is, in fact you don't have to be a varsity 
athlete. We do our best to make that obvious, there are signs hanging saying it, it's 
pubLished in the Athletic Centre guide, in the athiete's handbook, and so on and so forth. 
So we put the message out there, but nonetheless, 1 think there persists the rnyth that the 
chic  is for certain varsity sports. 

S/he continued: 

Amongst the fiinded and field care provided teams, 1 think how the athletes approach the 
clinic is primarily a fùnction of their therapist. It really is, more than the culture of their 
sport. Ifthey have an energetic and proactive, and al1 our therapists should be like t h ,  
but some of them are more then others. If they got a therapist who is on them, saying 
'You better come in, don't let things linger, 1 want to know about it right away, please 
come in, please come in,' then they corne in. Ifthey have a therapist who attends their 
games, and keeps their mouths shut, and then goes home, they're not actively lobbying 
the athletes to come in, so I think there are Merences based on that. In the situation Iike 
football where they have a therapist who's with the team day in and day out, they can't 
help but interact with the therapist. 

A number of the themes afFecting accessibility are commentai upon, including the views that 

some athletes have towards the c h i c  and its services as infiuenced by such factors as the 

presence of an active and involved field care therapist, andor a "level of shynessyy arnongst some 

teams. However, also acknowledged is the fact that there are no clear reasons as to why student- 
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athletes fkom different teams access or do nat access the clinic and its services. Regardless of 

motivation though, once contact is made, the patient-athlete and clinician enter into the space of 

interaction, as described in the following sub-section. 

Sites of Negotiation 

Once the athletes make contact with the clinic and the clinicians, they enter into the 

actuai space of interaction by engagùig in negotiations with physicians and/or therapists. While 

Figures 4 and 5 present possible ways of mapping out the interaction, each and every negotiation 

between patient-athletes and clinicians is varied and unique. Realistically, one image alone 

cannot encompass al1 the effects of such variables as time, place, class, gender, nature of injury, 

erno'iim, influence of others, race, didability, or biography on the process of negotiation between 

two individuals. Therefore, these models present oniy one way of interpreting the negotiation 

process as seen fiom the research. While the relationship between the "culture of precaution" 

and the 'culture of risk" will be discussed below, the rest of Figure 4 shows the two-relationship, 

between clinicians and athletes based on the exchange of information, and as influenced by the 

coach. While the coach and the physician have a two-way relationship themselves, the coach 

exerts greater influence on the athlete that is not reciprocated. Similarly, when the injury is 

'exceptional', the physician-patient relationship is also one-way. 

Before examining the sites of negotiation in greater de& it is important to remember 

that these negotiations between clinicians, patient-athletes and coaches occur within a 'culture of 

risk' as indicated by the outer box underneath which the negotiation occurs. Yet, this 'culture of 

risk' is not absolute. There is a counter-culture that is engaged in a dialectical relationship with 

the 'culture of nsk,'  a "culture of precaution" accordhg to one clinician, which resists the 

influences that promote and tolerate injury as part of sport. As seen in the mode1 with the dotted 







arrow fiom the "culture of precauti011,'' the 'culture of risk' is in a dominant position (indicated 

by a solid Iine) wnceptually as seen in the proliferation of injury-legitimating n o m ,  but it is 

tempered by a concem for the health and safety of student-athietes in sport as expressed by al1 

the major actors. Both Nixon (1992) and Walk (1997) also acknowledge in their respective 

works the paradoxical nature of comments made by coaches, clinicians, and athletes that support 

risk-taking and injury, and which also comunicate concem and caution for the heaith and 

welfare of student- thl let es. In this study, most clinicians were quick to point out that, on the 

whole, the athletes and coaches at this institution tended to err on the side of caution when it 

came to pain and injury, and that they did not heavily subscribe to stereotypical behaviours of 

denying, hiding or downplaying injury. 

Interviewer: 
Do you find that a lot, that people hide things fiom the chicians? 

Clinician: 
Ethey do, they've done a really good job. 1 havenyt seen rnany cases where.. .and 
honestly I wouId like to Say I've seen more and expected to see more, but 1 guess things 
are changing. People are smarter about things, and people are realizing that they've got 
careers &er their university sports years. And they'd like to be able to do rec sports 
after. 

This is echoed in some ways by an athlete who expressed tremendous concern for head injuries. 

1 don't care if you lose a quarter of your points, this is dealing with somebody's brain. It 
has a permanent influence on what happens later on. 1 mean, if it was a strained muscle 
that maybe you didn't use so much. Like an injury's an injury, but a brain injury is huge. 
You don't mess around with îhat. You see a lot of that with hockey and rugby and &- 

This supports the concept of a c'culture of precaution" that resists, to a degree, the dominant 

'culture of risk'. An exampie of this is in the previous quote, where the athlete positions "a 

strained muscle," as compared to a concussion, as an injury that can be "mess[ed] around with." 

One could argue that this "culture of precaution" is an extension of the Faculty's emphasis on 

healthy and positive sport participation. While the debate between musculo-skeletal and 



neurological injury will be discussed later in this chapter, we do need to recognke and keep in 

the back of our minds, the dynamic tension between a 'culture of risk' and a "culture of 

In negotiating with physicians (see Figure 4), the key dynamic involved is the 

communication, interpretation and exchange of information between physician and patient- 

athlete, based on weighing the perceived risks versus perceived benefits of playing with injury. 

While this concept is also relevant and integral to the negotiation process between therapists and 

patient-athletes (see Figure 5)' it is best exemplineci within the site of negotiation with the 

physician. When asking physicians to discuss how they go about negotiating with patient- 

athletes, their answers always touch upon this weighing process as a part of the bargaining and 

negotiating they engage in- 

Clinician: 
First a process of diagnosis, and then as soon as 1 have a conditional diagnosis, unless it's 
very sketchy or uncertain, like a 50-50 cross-out where 1 need to do some tests to narrow 
it down, and I'11 say 'Look, I don't want to give you a lot of advice until I get a clearer 
picture, so go get this test.' And 1 don't Iike to get sidetracked into the 'what i f  
discussions when it's totally hypothetical. Ifits al1 leaning in one direction, there's 70 or 
80% probability that they have a tom ligament or  a bruised joint d a c e  or whatever, and 
there are some other possibilities, I'll start discussing the major possibilities, 1'11 say to 
them 'There are several possibilities, but the most likely thing is this, and this is what it 
means.' And then they start asking questions, and we'll talk. Almost dways the first 
piece of advice out of my mouth, in dealing with most types of injuries, is you have to 
m o d i i  your activity at least temporarily. They get into 'Why? Why should 1 avoid 
mnning or jumping or piaying squash or football?' From that point' I've got my answer. 
1 make my recornmendations based on, fiom my perspective, perceived risk versus 
perceived benefit. But.. -1 can't evaluate the perceived benefit. The perceived risk is 
something I can put numbers on and describe it, but 1 still can't evaluate the negative 
value of pain. For some people, pain is like water off a duck's back, and for them, if the 
only risk is they are going to have pain for the rest of their life, they honestly, some 
people say 'Well, if that's dl ,  hell, I'm getting out there.' But like pain, well, '1 don't 
care about pain.' Some people don? care about pain, and who am 1 to say that they're 
crazy. But 1 can tell them 'You will have pain in your knee for the rest of your life,' 
'Okay, thanks doc.' Hey, if that was me, that would mean more to me than it means to 
some other people apparently. And tolerating pain is dfimlt7 'cause it ' s a subjective 
perception. Nonetheless, 1 can use terms like that. 1 can talk about it. But attaching 
value to the perceived benefit of participating, 1 find is a bit more difficult by. There's 



your overall heaith benefit, in temu ofyour cardiovascular health, your spiritual and 
mental health, and d l  the wonderfùl thïngs that participating in sport does for you, so you 
need to weigh that against the probability and the value, negative value, of the perceived 
risks, versus the probability and perceived estirnated value of the benefits. 

Interviewer: 
And you're giving this when those athietes are beginning to resist what you're saying? 

Clinician: 
No, 1 give this just about ail the tirne with everybody. 

What is important in this passage is the physician's admission that dhe cannot put a value on the 

perceived benefits of playing, and of playing with injury. While physicians can offer statistics 

on the risk of M e r i n g  injury, they are always in conflict with the unquantifiable value of the 

perceived benefits. The same physician discussed this in greater depth later in the interview, 

when asked whether the timing of the season andor nature of the competition infiuenced the 

ways in which patient-athletes negotiate with himher: 

Clinician: 
I do honestly believe that the equation, the balancing of risks and benefits, changes 
because the perceived benefits are increased while the perceived risks remain essentially 
the same. So whereas the risk and benefit of playing basketball on a sprained ankle in 
exhibition season, well, this is a no brainer, although if the athiete were to get cut.. . . If 
they're playing the exhibition game to make the team then there is a very great perceived 
benefit of playîng and showing that they can play. 1 will explicitly discuss al1 this with 
athletes and so I'11 say to them, you know,'~ understand. .. say i f s  an exhibition, I'U Say 
'There's a slight risk that you could hurt yourseif more, and you know, if this was the 
NBA finals, and you were being paid a million dollars to play this game, 1 think the 
benefit would outweigh the rÏsk of tweaking your ankle, but you're not getting paid, it's 
an exhibition game.' And they'fl Say 'Yeah, but 1 might not make the team.' So okay, I 
understand that and 1'11 support them in their decision, and 'Let's get some extra tape on 
there and let's do our best to get you ready.' 
Now 1 wouldn't do that iftheir risk was catastrophic, so it's always this weighing of risks 
and benefits. Ifit's a significant risk, it's the* brain, their spinal cord, some tissue that 
doesn't repair, like with nervous injuries, the tissue doesn't repair itself. Ifyou sever 
your spine, you're in a wheelchair. At least in 2000 you are, maybe we'll have some 
great research that'll fix that but at the present time, you're toast. Whereas if you tear a 
knee ligament, you can have it reconstructed. If you bruise your calf, it will fix itself So 
1 discuss that and explicitly support athietes to play hurt if the perceived risks that 1 try to 
help them understand from my perspective as a physician, are ounveighed by the 
perceived benefits which inciude the exhilaration of competition, the camaraderie, being 
part of a team, making a team, you know, it's been the goal of their life to play varsity 



squash so they got to play. And you know, 1 understand that and 1 don't, you know, fight 
hard against them when they express their value judgernent that that is an important value 
to them- So that the perceived benefit of playing is huge. But yeah, 1 will fkequently 
discuss what they perceive as a benefit to playing an exhibition versus the benefit of 
practicing versus the benefit of playing a regular season or even an important regular 
season game, so we7U talk about that.. . so has the team made play-offs, yeah, does this 
game mean anyttiing in the standings, no, why would you risk yourself? And try and 
help them see that, 'cause 1 try to get into their heads and figure out what is the perceived 
benefit of playing with this injury? Why is it you're so desperate to play hurt? 1s the 
coach riding you or do you want to or is the team nding you? And 1 mean if they have 
some reason why they want to do it for them, then 1 can't argue with that, so 1 just do my 
job making sure they what the risks are. 

I n t e ~ e w e r  : 
So it's an informed decision? 

Ciinïcian: 
Yeah, it should always be an informed decision based on perceived risks and benefits, 
and it's their decision and not mine except in cases where the risk of injury is so great 
that 1 feel it puts the Faculty of programs in risk of significant liability, and it's just not 
conscionable to allow someone to participate. And in those cases, 1 will go to the coach 
and Say that this person can not participate. Advice of the medical director, and if the 
coach violates that, weil, that's on their desk and not mine. 

She reiterates that if the perceived benefit of participating with an injury is strong enough for the 

patient-athlete, and the injury will not potentially be catastrophic, than s/he cannot argue with 

what they believe is a positive and beneficial part of their lives- Also emphasized is the 

importance of educating athietes about the perceived risks, and ensuring that they are making an 

infonned decision to continue participating - a notion that touched upon in the next subsection. 

Another clinician talks about the weighing process that s/he goes through with his/her 

patients, as weli as with hirnherself as the physician. Not only does she comment on 

communicating perceived risks and benefits with the patient-athlete, but she  comments upon 

hisher understanding of the professional risks of negotiating with athietes who want to bargain. 

Interviewer : 
So, how does the bargainhg happen? 



Clinici an: 
Well, see that's interesthg because the bargaining begïns in my head before they say 
anything. Because, and this is the same with any physician-patient interaction, if you 
look at how physicians who see patients with colds, when you do studies where you look 
at what's the physician's expectations of what the patient is coming for, and you do a 
separate evaiuation of what' s the patient's expectations of what they 're going for, they 
often don't jive. The physician Phinks that they're here to get antibiotics for their cold, 
and the patient's expectation is, to a certain extent that, they also want to know what do 
they have and what they need to treat it. And so, you start bargaining in your head, how 
much am 1 gonna be Likely to give them, how forcefil am I going to be fending off their 
desire for getting these antibiotics, and.. -. So it's the same bargaïning, and so as soon as 
I hear the story and they tell '1 got this injury and 1 have a meet in three weeks,' I'm 
aiready wondering what strategy I'rn going to use to bargain with them, how forcefiil I'rn 
going to be in my opinion, and I'rn already calculating the risk in my head that i f1  let 
them hedge, what's the chance that they'll do some damage. And there's two sides to 
that, there's the one, the side that's the primary concern which is well how much damage 
are they going to do to themselves, and the second is, well if they do some damage to 
themselves, what's the chance that I'rn going to get repercussions for that? Meaning I'm 
going to get sued, or I'rn going to hear from the coach, or fiom the parents, or they' re not 
going to.. . . The usual line I give them is 'You may not like my decision now, but you're 
going to be a lot less unhappy with me if you get a good result than if 1 let you go play 
sooner, and you end up with a bad result, and you Say 'well, why didn't you say that this 
was a more significant risk,' 

Inte~ewer: 
What kind of athlete are those like? If you had to characterize the athlete who, 
essentially lies about in some situations, their condition? 

Clinician: 
To a certain extent, it's a knowldgeable athlete, 'cause they know the extent of the 
problem and they know the chance is good.. . Well, 1 guess there are two sides to it. One 
is they know the chance is good that they're going to be told they can't participate. So 
what they might do if they're being asked to come see us, is they'll downplay their 
symptorns. So, they won? give me the whole picture- So, when 1 ask them what they're 
able to do and how they can perfonn, they'li give me a much inflated picture of what they 
can do. Now usually, you can sort of see, weii not always, but you can sometimes see a 
physical exarn of their tiinctional ability, something doesn't jive. The ones that tend to be 
the most disappointed are the ones who get caught off guard by their injuries, so they 
think that their knee sprain is a mild one, but they have a tom ACL. Um, those ones are 
less hard to convince that they need to stay off, 'cause once they try and do something, if 
they don't beiieve you, they know they can2t 'cause their knee bucides and gives out or is 
too painful or swollen. And so, you may tell them they can't do it, and they believe they 
can, 'cause they're sort of in denial over their injury, and they go and use it and clearly 
they can't function. But, the ones that tend to be corning for bargaining, when it's the 
most highly cornpetitive, towards the end of the year or towards the end of 
schooVuniversity eligibility. Where there's the last few or last cornpetition, so they're 
willing to say . . . some of them are willing to say ' Well, it ' s rny last cornpetition, so I 



don't care what happens. After that, 1 can rehab for a year, who cares because this is the 
last one.' And u 4  there is a different ability of elite athletes to perfirm with the same 
injury than someone who is not elite- So you also have to take into account what's their 
ski11 level as compared to someone who is not very skilled. So what's their nsk and 
um.. . 

Interviewer: 
How do you know al1 of this? 

Clinician: 
How can you tell with one athlete? mterviewer nods] 

Clinician: 
Um, you don't necessarily.. .you mîght.. . you get a sense of their denial of their injury to 
a certain extent by the degree of their bargaining in disproportion to the degree of theû 
injury. Their belief that they can actualLy do what they want to do, when it's clear to 
anyone.. .you know, how are you going to hnction? You're taiking about competing in a 
week and you can't even walk without cnrtches. So, you know that they're very 
cornpetitive, they don? want to believe that this injury is of consequence. You can 
clearly see that they're not being realistic. 

WhiIe none of the athletes mentioned wnsidering liability in their negotiations, al1 the dinicians 

communicated this dual weighing process: weighing both the perceived nsks and benefits of the 

athlete playing with injury, and the perceived risks (i-e., legal liability, negative reputation with 

athletes) and benefits (i.e., positive reputation with athletes) in offenng recommendations. 

As noted in Figure 4, the line of communication significantly changes when the injury is 

exceptional, such as when the injury is neurologicd in nature' severe, or perceived to be 

potentially catastrophic. In fact, where the limits of playing or not playing with injury can be 

shifted and blurred if the injury is musculo-skeletal in nature, there is zero-tolerance for playing 

with headhrain injuries in this institution. The policies of the c h i c  under study about headmrain 

injury are not a recent phenornenon, but they have taken centre-stage as increased public 

attention is paid to the significance and consequence of head/brain injury in sport, and as the 

c h i c  is involved in an innovative concussion study with the student-athletes. When the injury is 

neurological in nature, the patient-athlete is not in a position to negotiate or bargain with the 



physician. In fa&, as one clirrician notes, patient-athletes are more likely to take Nks with 

musculo-skeletal injuries than neurological ones- 

Sometimes, 1 think ifit's something more musculo-skeletal related and 1 think they would 
take more of a risk. Just say someone had a, Iike it happens al1 the t h e ,  just last week, 
someone had a hamstring pull and 1 said 'You can run this weekend ifyou want,' she was 
a - athlete, or 'How important is this weekend to you, because you have a risk of 
popping it completely. ' She said '1 won't [cornpetel at ail this weekend, I'll take two or 
three weeks off of competition 'cause this is not so important.' So if it was play-offs, the 
end of the year, she'd probably take the risk and Say 'That's fie, if 1 biow it now, then 1 
have four months to recover and it doesn't matter 'cause this is my most important 
competition. ' 

There is nothing here which implies that the clinician takes more nsks in h i s k r  

recornmendations to the athletes compared to situations where there is a headhrain injury, but it 

does provide yet another example of how there is a dBerent mentality regarding musculo- 

skeletal injuries on the part of ttxe participants. The ciinician and the patient-athiete engage in an 

exchange of what is feasible, what is valuable, and what are possible complications with the 

hamstring pull - an exchange that would not occur in this same manner if the injury was a 

concussion. 

While the clinicians believe in, and practice a zero-tolerance policy regarding head 

injuries, not d l  patient-athletes support this policy. One clinician cited s/he most ofken engages 

in negotiating and bargaining with patient-athletes over the subject of head/brain injuries, and 

that most of the patient-athletes do not understand andor interpret their headhain injury as 

significant, because it is not a physical or visible type of an injury. 

Clinician: 
In here, the pressure cornes corn the athletes who don't want to have to sit. And the tirne 
that you get the most bargaining, or when I see a lot of bargaining, is with the head 
injuries. 



Clinician: 
Because, it's not a physical.. .you see, they know their body really well- They know what 
they can do and what they can't do- And some of them are in denial, and some of them 
are you know, pretty aware. They'll say '1 want to, but it's only three days to the meet, 
and 1 know 1 can't.' You know, I tell them if 1 think that something is relatively d e ,  but 
not ready, we bargain and 1 say, 'OK, before you can play, you have to practice.' You 
how,  1 give them set goals so it helps them to see realistically.. .so if1 think there is a 
big discrepancy between the injury and their perception of the injury and the redity of the 
fiinction, so one of the bargaining tools is 1 Say 'Weil, you might be able to play by this 
weekend.' 'Cause I've seen a lot of elite athletes where you see them and you think they 
can't be able to  perform, and they just can because their ski11 Ievel is that higk or their 
neurological pattern are so well laid down that they can. So, i f1 think that if the injury 
bas some risk but they still may be able to fùnction, 1 give them set goals they have to be 
able to maintain. So that way they can see that if they can't even meet those goals, that 
playing could be not helpful. 

Interviewer: 
Do you think that is a nature of sport type of issue? In tems of  head injury thing.. - 

Clinician: 
- Well, so with head injuries, the difference is, it's not a physicai thing. So they're not 
used to thinking of their head as a physical thing. It's only recently that it's becorne a big 
issue, 1 mean before, you got your bel1 mng' it was nothing, no big deal. Now, as we 
l e m  more about it, and we see the consequences of it more fiequently, then it becomes a 
bigger issue. But to the athlete, it's nof especially for milder head injuries, it's not the 
same kind of physical pain as having an injury and not being able to fiinction. They can 
still fiinction, they might not perform as well, or they might think they're performîng as 
well, but it's a different organ system that h d a  gets.. . it's hard to wrap yourself amund 
when you're an athlete. You just have a headache, your body works, just a headache, so 
what's the big deal. So, there is sometimes more bargaining there. Especially when you 
tell them, you might be feeling well but you need to wait three weeks. And then you 
have to try to explain to them why that is, and what the risks are. 

Clearly this is an issue that goes beyond this one project, in that it touches upon how head 

injuries are perceived in sport in general. There are shifiing interpretations and definitions of 

what a concussion is - as one clinician noted standard medical practice has only recently, within 

the last decade or so, changed its definition of concussion as that which only occurred when 

there was a loss of consciousness. This re-understanding of headhrain injuries has resulted in 

shifting protocols and levels of caution, but this has not been a welcome change on ail fronts in 

the competitive spon system. Even within this particular institution, although one particular 



protoçol has been established and published as the headhrain injury guideline, and a study has 

been impiemented to review the protocoi empirically, there is still a sense of ambiguity and 

hstration over what a concussion is and what is its course of treatment. This confbsion and 

fnistration is expresseci by a coach, to the head nodding of others, in the focus group session, in 

response to a question as to whether any coaches experienced notable injuries on their teams in 

the previous yeac 

Coach: 
One things that we've had, and 1 think the other sports have expenenced it have, an 
increase in wncussions or so-called concussions. I'm just wondering now ifwe are 
going to an extreme when it comes to concussions because, ah, every tirne someone gets 
hif it seems there's a concussion. And 1 don't dispute the doctors, believe me 
[inaudible], but sometirnes 1 wonder the length of time that people are now Sitting out 
[inaudible]. . . in this area, the concussion study that we've started. We lost a lot of 
players to concussions this year. 

I n t e ~ e w e r  : 
Now, who is making the cal1 though that so and so is.. .? 

Coach: 
Well, 1 think the therapists are on site, they have the say in whether they have a 
concussion or not, the doctor can see how serious it is. It's bit of a point of frustration 
with some of the coaches, you see so many concussions, and we may be just better 
educated or know that they are concussions, so I'm not sure, but that is an area of 
question [inaudible]. It just seemed that they alway s had a concussion. 

Interviewer: 
Did you have any specific times this year that that has happened. -. that you felt maybe 
there wasn't a concussion? 

Coach: 
Well, I'm not a doctor so 1 can't say that.. -1 coddn't say that it wasn't a concussion but it 
just seemed like there was a number of concussions over the last two years. I'm not sure 
if: 1 can't say, if I was always sure they were concussions [inaudible]. Sometimes a 
player can Say, 'Well 1 feel good,' but the player still has something wrong with them. 

This coach's question about whether "we," irnplying the Faculty, its intercollegiate program and 

the sport medicine clinic, are "going to an extreme when it cornes to concussions," is an example 



of not only the tension between musculo-skeletai and neurological injuries as perceived by 

athletes and coaches, but also of the tension between the 'culture of risk' and "precaution." 

While not incorporated into the models, clinician reputation as perceived by both patient- 

athletes and coaches does influence the negotiation process. This was particularly expressed by 

the coaches, in regard to the physicians, during a focus group session as a set of coaches started a 

dialogue about the nature of the profession. 

Coach 1: 
Like you would rarely get a doctor complaining about another doctor [Other coaches 
agree by saying no]. I mean that profession is very closed.. . 

Interviewer: 
And do you mean fiom the cIinic here, or generally . . . 

Coach 1: 
I mean generally. 1 think the rnedical profession is a very closed one, not very anxious to 
admit they made a mistake. 

Coach 2: 
And they make mistakes. 

Coach 1: 
Yeah, they are human. 

Coach 2: 
But, 1 always ask the question of who the athiete has seen. 

Coach 1: 
Oh yeah, 1 always ask the question when they go down, who did you see [ûther coaches 
also say Who'd you see?']. And if it's that one, then 1 Say, OK, we need to go down and 
get a second opinion. 

Interviewer: 
Does everyone do that? 

Coach 2 and Coach 3 : 
1 do that. 

Coach 4: 
I'11 do that fiom now on. 



None of the coaches offer rasons as to why they make it their policy to ask their athletes who 

they have seen, but it is an important to them - this is a message that is picked up and reproduced 

by Coach 4. An athlete, who plays on Coach 1's team, reiterates this in hidher commenta 

Interviewer : 
So, you've never gone back to the c h i c  for a new injury? [Athlete shaking her head no] 
'Cause 1 was going to go ask who wodd you go see if you had an injury? 

Athiete: 
Well, definitely the second doctor. And it's interesting 'cause any time anyone fkom our 
team gets looked at by the fist  doctor, our coach makes them go get a second opinion. 

Once reason why the coaches do have such a policy could be related to their perception 

of the ciinicians as being overly lenient or rigid in their recornrnendations. Few coaches 

discussed this explicitly, but did touch upon this irnplicitly when discussing controversial and 

unique injuries they have experienced with their teams. Often these experiences would become 

unique because one clinician would be lenient and allow an athlete to participate with an injury, 

only to then be disallowed by another clinician. Since those experiences are difficult to recowit 

in this project due to identification issues, it is interesting to see how the issue of corrflicting 

recornmendations is interpreted by the clinicians themselves. For a number of clinicians, the 

different recommendations are naturally a fùnction of experience: 

Interviewer: 
Do you think there's a range of clinicians who work there, lenient versus very ngid in 
their.. . 

Clhician: 
1 think it's more a case of expenence in this sort of sport setting. You'll get people that 
corne in that are good therapists, good clinicians, and they haven't dealt with athletes or 
cornpetitive athletics, or that kind of motivated type of individual. So they may be 
conservative, 'cause they're playing it safe, and the more experience you have with a 
variety of injuries, you redized that okay, at this stage of healing' this person could go 
back into play with a brace or tape or something to stabilize. They're not going to make 
it worse, they can still practice or participate with their team while continuing their 
therapy and rehab to get back up to 100%. 



This was echoed by another chician, who also suggested that clinical experience and a history 

with the coaches affects their reputation in terms of range of recommendations. Interestingly, 

this clinician also pointed out that dhe had never been approached by coaches about the 

perceiveed leniency or rigïdity of hidher recommendations- 

Clinician: 
You know what, to be honest, I've never had a coach come to me and say, you know 
after I've told them that they have such and such an injury and they canyt play. 1' ve had 
them corne, and 1 can see them frustratecl and venting, but they're not comùig to me and 
saying 'Are you sure, you know, or can't we hedge, or don? you think he'll be dright.' 
And I'm not sure.. -1 mean it's not because 1 have such a wondefil relationship with the 
coaches and I'm buddy-buddy, and we're taking d l  the time. Some of them don't even 
know who 1 am, and 1 don't know who they are. Maybe, it's because I've been here long 
enough that they know me, and they know that I'm not real rigid. You know when they 
see me.. . with the athletes.. . and you know, I'il let athletes go back where rnaybe the 
other people won't, but 1-11 keep them back if I think it's really more senous. So you 
know rnaybe it's a question that over tirne, they're cornfortable with the way 1 manage 
things, and don't they see that I'm being ridiculously rigid about letting people, you 
know, sit when they should really be playing because it's trivial. So they might get 
hstrated, but 1 can't ever remember a coach corning in here and sitting down, so and so 
has such and such a knee and can't they compete. Certainly, not fiom the point of view 
that we really need them for the team. No, 1 just don't get that. 1 don't really get that 
pressure here. 

Int ewiew er: 
Do you think that maybe, even intemally, but between the coaches and athletes, that there 
is a ranking of the clinicians here? 

Clinician: 
Oh, I'm sure there is. Yeah, although I've never necessarily known a coach to tell an 
athlete to go see doctor so and so 'cause he or she is less rigid than doctor so and so, 1 
have no idea if that goes on. It may go on amongst the athletes, but 1 haven't really heard 
wind of it. I think, personally, - is probably strïcter than 1 am, but 1 don't lcnow if the 
athietes necessady . . . 

Interviewer: 
Stricter in the sense of.. , 

Clinician: 
Stricter in the sense of when they can go back, and when they can't go back. In terms of 
applying guidelines and stuff that follow the letter of the law. Whereas, 1 mean, 1 know 
S m  a bit more flexible like with head injury routines, like if 1 see that they're finctional. 
I'm more of a 'Let see how they're bctioning' and 'Let's see how they manage' and 
step-by-step evaluation person than 1 am a this amount of time you're off. 



The last comment is remarkable in that the chician admits leniency, and offers, as an example, 

head injury protocols- This is indicative not only of the range of leniencyhigidity amongst the 

clinicians, but also that the established headbrain injury protocol, in effect a zero-tolerance 

policy, is also negotiable with some clinicians. This is obvious when we consider that aU 

negotiations are dynamic and subject to a variety of iafluence, regardless of the nature of the 

injury, but it certainly does fly in the face of the mandate of the clinic. 

Interviewer: 
Do you find that there's a range in the attitudes towards clinicians? . . .do you find that 
there is a perception nom athletes or coaches that there is a range of laxness or strictness? 

Medical Direct or: 
Well, 1 think so, and I'm just thinking because the apparent laxity or strictness of the 
different physicians' recommendations really was only ever an issue with respect to 

-concussions. I don't think that any of the physicians have had a reptation for being 
more or less lax than the others with respect to their recommendations on ankle sprains 
and stuff like that. It's been more of an issue with concussions, and ~we're aii singing 
fiom the same Song sheet now. 1 have published a protocol for dealing with wncussions, 
and have told the staffthat they are required to follow that protocol. So we have 
essentially removed the individual differences in how physicians even approach 
concussions, so . . . 

Even while an established protocol is being followed, there is very little chance of tmly 

removing "the individual differences" in how clinicians approach any injury. This reinforces the 

view that, while we c m  attempt to analyse and investigate the negotiation process and offer a 

version of it for discussion, we are always dealing with a subjective process between individuals. 

Turning to the negotiation process between patient-athletes and therapists (Figure 5), this 

mode1 takes into account the fact that the interaction between patient-athletes and therapists often 

occurs over a longer penod of time depending upon the nature of the injury and the type of 

rehabilitation, as indicated by the inner box. Similar to Figure 4, in Figure 5, the relationship 

between therapist and athlete revolves around the exchange of information, but also includes to a 

greater degree issues of patient education and the modification of treanient. Both individuais 



are influenced by coaches -the therapists being able to dialogue (a two-way relationship), while 

athletes cannot. Since there is greater contact between therapists and athletes, greater eequency 

of interaction, other factors come into effect. Such factors include the modification of treatment 

by athletes, as weil as the importance of clinician involvement and patient education. 

Where both physician and therapist sites of negotiation revolved around the weighing of 

perceived risks and benefits, the issue of treatment modification was most readily apparent in 

discussion with the therapists. 

Interviewer: 
Did you ever have athletes who tried to m o d e  the treatment that you prescnbed? 

Clinician: 
Y& we had another [athlete], who had a fracture in.. . their thumb, and had a specific 
brace designed to stabilize it at a certain angle for best healing. But with this fùnctional 
brace on, they could still.. .do things, but the brace was intact in a sport specific position 
so they can do what they need to do. And over the course of time that they were in the 
brace, it seemed to get shorter and shorter and shorter, cause they were cutting the brace 
back to allow more thurnb movement and just stabilize at the one specific joint. But it 
made the brace less effective, the splint less effective than it should have been. As a 
result, [they] ended up with delayed healing and extra pain because of the extra trauma 
going on. So, that does happen. 

Interviewer: 
Did you treat [that athlete]? 

Clinician: 
1 treated h i m e r  after. Before it wasn't my patient, but &ter the season, the 
physiotherapist was no longer with them, 1 took on the patient. It happened fairly close to 
right before OU'S started, so I'm sure [they] kept [their] brace relatively intact until 
[they] had t o  start playing with it, and then.. starteci to trim it dom. 

The modification of the brace occurred during a peak period of the cornpetitive season, but this 

example is valuable in how the patient-athlete modified the treatment. A patient-athlete offers 

another perspective on modiQing treatment. 

Interviewer: 
You had s o  much rehab, did you ever try to modie the treatment? 



Athlete: 
No, but 1 dennitefy questioned thlngs. 1 would never change it without asking h i d e r ,  I 
definitely talked to him/her about things like 'This is redly hurting' or '1 don3 think it 
should be hurting this much and 1 don? think I should be at this level yet.' Or '1 think 1 
should be doing more balance' and stuff like that, but 1 never changed it without asking? 

Interviewer: 
And how did s/he respond to that? 

Athlete: 
Sometimes s/he would be like 'Yeah, you got a good point.' Other times, s/heYd be Iike 
'Yes, it's going to hurt.' 

For this particular athlete, modification was secondary to questioning, and the ability tu question, 

different points throughout the treatment process, and exemplifies the dynarnic nature of 

negotiation between patient-athleteç and chicians, and the continual exchange of information 

between the two individuals. 

For this particular patient-athlete, recovering &om a significant injury, the ability to 

question the therapist was of tremendous value to the relationship. Later in the interview, the 

patient-athlete noted other ways in which the therapist helped him/her during rehabilitation. 

Interviewer: 
And how did the therapist help you along in your rehab, other than the exercises? 

Athlete: 
We get along really well, personality wise, so we were always joking around, so that was 
awesome 'cause it was always f in to go in there, to a certain point obviously. And also it 
was neat, 'cause she also brought in the other therapists, like just s/he always let the 
other therapists know what 1 was doing just 'cause 1 was in there everyday, they were 
asking. And s/he was really good just in the fact that dhe always checked up on how 1 
was doing emotionaily more than anything, 'cause dhe could see physically how 1 was 
doing. 

Interviewer: 
Do you think that that helped you more than the physical stuw 

Athlete: 
Totally. It kept me positive, and dhe was very good telling me 'You're falling behind 
right now. You should be at this level.' And so emotionally that really helped me, 'cause 
there were a couple of weeks that 1 didn't corne in for as long as 1 should [have]. And 



she  got mad at me and dhe really took it personaliy as weli, do you know what 1 mean- 
S/he took it on as a project for him/herseK 

Interviewer: 
It was like a big wmmitment to you? 

Athlete: 
Emotionally and physically s/he was committed. 

This sense of commitment is seen as integral and valuable to how the athlete recovers physically 

and emotionally fkom a significant injury. While the physician-athlete relationship may offer the 

same cornmitment, the greater duration of tirne spent between therapist and patient-athlete places 

greater emphasis on the concept of clinician involvement. 

Figure 5 focuses on patient education, also communicated by physicians, but emphasized 

by therapists. For the therapists, the perceived value of their efforts lie not only in rehabiiitating 

the athletes, but dso in educating them about their bodies, their injuries, and the treatments that 

they are undergoing. 

Clinician: 
My position is patient education, huge. 1 t ak  to a few of the teams at the beginnîng of 
the year, again that's my prerogative, I introduced myself so they know to corne see me, 
'Any problems, wme see me, no matter how small, and any questions about anything.' 
At the sarne tirne, 1 go through their medical questionnaire, 1 go through that with them. 
'Have you said yes to  any of these things,' any major things, like head injuries, or 
anything that would preclude them fkom participating. And I say, 'If you have this or  
this, before you even corne to see me, go see a doctor. 1 won't see you until you've see a 
doctor. You have to be cleared, I won't let you see you unless you've been cleared. And 
if you've been here before, you know it's standard, it's not a big deal.' And again, you 
have to explain to them why. 'If you've had a head injury this past summer season, and 
you're going to be playing in the fall season, get cleared because there's something called 
post-concussion syndrome where you can die suddenly.' And you really need to teach 
them why, 'Oh, it's not just a bellringer. Maybe 1 had more.. . I don? want to put myself 
at risk.' And they Say 'You know Eric Lindros may be leaving 'cause of head injury.. . ' 

Interviewer: 
But do you ever nsk creating a sense of fear or panic? 

Clinician: 
Yeah, unfortunately, that's another thing. I try not to go that way 'cause people aren't 
very receptive to it. If you use scare tactics, you're not respecting their appreciation of 



lmowledge. If you say 'Hey, these are your statistics,' that's the best thing. Arm yourself 
with statistics, and just say 'These are the statistics- Here is your chance of this, this and 
this. You rnay not get it, but just get checked out just to be d e .  It's not worth injuring 
yourself for the rest of y o u  life for just a game or a season.' Ultimately you have to 
show that you're giving them the necessary information to make a decision, but you give 
them the control to make the decision. If you just say 'You can't play or you're gonna 
die if you get this.' You're not respecting their knowtedge, and if you don't respect 
them, they won't respect you. 

Coaches also influence the sites of negotiations between patient-athletes and cliniciam 

(see Figures 4 and 5). The impact of these individuals on the negotiations is quite evident when 

asking clinicians and athletes how they perceive the coaches. As one clinician points out, much 

of hidher discussions with a coach about an athlete's injury is in effort to prove to the coach that 

the athlete is achially injured and is not "dogging it." 

Cfinician: 
Yes, sometimes I'll [talk to] the coaches. I'Il especially tell the coaches if 1 think the 
athlete won't tell them or they won't be honest. Or i f1  think the coach is hounding the 
athlete because they don't believe the seventy of the injury. See, I'm more likely to find 
a situation where the coach is bugging the athlete, that the coach thinks the athlete should 
be playing and thinks that they're dogging it. And I'm calling the coach to support the 
athlete. 1 see that way more commonly here than 1 see the coach caliing me to see if the 
athlete c m  play. If the coach knows that I've seen the athlete, and if 1 don't think they're 
ready, I don't get pressure. But if the athlete hasn't seen me or the coach doesn't know 
the athlete has seen me, then the player tells me or I get the sense, that the coach doesn't 
believe me, then I'll Say 'Do you want me to write a note so that you cm show them that 
you've seen me.' 'Cause once the coach knows fkom me, 1 h d  that the athlete doesn't 
complain from the pressure. 

Interviewer: 
Have the therapists ever said that the coaches have put the pressure on them? 

Clinician: 
Um [pause] 1 don? know. I'rn sure they get the pressure 'cause I'm sure the coach is 
asking them when, when, when.. . . That's usually in the situation where it's an equivocal 
kind of injury, where it's not something that is so physically evident. Where they're not 
walking around on crutches or they have a miid head injury that is not getting better, but 
they don? seem that bad. They're standing, walking around, joking with their 
teammates, and the coach'll say well 'He's doing so well,' you know, and he's still not 
al1 there. But he's chatting it up and looks like he's having a good time, and not running 
laps in the practice field, and the coach is going, what' s going on? And its in those less 
obvious situations, where I'm more likely to cal1 the coach 'cause 1 know the athlete wifl 
get some pressure or the injury is not so evident. 



For the Medicai Director' the coaches are liaisons between the c h i c  and the patient- 

athletes and are targeted as such by himself and the head therapist. While previousîy we have 

seen that coaches cornplain about the services and accessibility of the clinic, the Medicd 

Director offers another perspective on how involved some of coaches are in the medicd 

coverage of their teams, particularly during the annual coaches-sport medicine meeting. 

AI1 the teams are there, or they should be and myself and the head therapist- introduce 
ourselves, and give a blurb and there's a blur2, in the coaches' handbook, and we tell 
them, the clinic is open to everyone, not just varsity athletes but it's certaidy open to al1 
varsity athletes. And varsity athletes even have their own cueing Stream in the chic, so 
there are spots, in some sense, reserved to them. They are guaranteed 29% of the therapy 
appointments are block reserved for varsity athletes, not for a specific sport, but for 
varsity athietes. So we tell them that, having said that then [some of them] don't have a 
therapist with the tearn day in and day out who can say 'Hey, you look like you're 
rubbing your knee a lot, why don't you come in and see the doc?' So then it's up to the 
coach and the athlete, we tell them, now whether we should tattoo it on their foreheads? 1 

- don't know, but we tell them. It's hard to know because we're just now implementing an 
injury tracking mechanism, and it's going [to bel most difficult with those sports because 
we don't have dedicated health care personnel to  ensure that the necessary attendance 
rosters and so on are maintained that allow us to track injuries that we've identifid 
Where we have student therapists present, we'll be able to implement injury tracking 
because it's their responsibility to document both attendance at practice and injuries. So, 
we'I1 get a sense of occurrences. So, you know, the relatively smafl number of golfers 
that show up at our clinic, is that a fùnction of the fact that they have zero injuries or that 
they don't come in? 1 don? know. 

Interviewer: 
Do al1 the coaches come to that meeting? 

Medical Director: 
No. In fact, 1 think it ' s a better tuniout with part-timers than some of our fbll-timers. I 
rnean some of our staff coaches don't show up. 

Do you find there's a difference between part-tirne coaches and full-time coaches in how 
they interact with their teams, and how that trickles down into the clinic in terms of 
philosophies of injury? 

Medical Director: 
1 don't think 1 could make that distinction on a part-tirne/full-time basis, 1 think it's a 
personality thing. So you have part-time coaches who are injury conscious, and fùll-time 
coaches who are injury conscious, and part- and Ml-time coaches who want their athletes . 



to play hurt and ignore their problems. 1 don't know ifthat's a fùnction of part-timdfiill- 
tirne, 

Inte~ewer:  
Do you have coaches who resist you? 

Medical Director: 
Oh yes! 

Interviewer: 
1s it a sport thing? 

Medical Director: 
No, a coach personality thing. 'Cause we'll have coaches in the same sport, where the 
coach of [one J team is the one who is very aggressive about having people play hurt and 
the [other] isn't. 

Interviewer: 
And so what do you do when these patterns are distinguishable? 

Medical Director: 
Well, there are some coaches who require more direct intervention by me. The therapists 
ask me to intervene and help, to assist them with my authority, to go to these problematic 
coaches and Say 'So and so cannot play, it's against medical advice, they reaily shouldn't 
play and if you let them play, you are going against the advice of the medicd director, so 
if this person winds up getting injured and suing the faculty, it's on record, in writing by 
this e-mail which 1 am sending and keeping a copy oc that you have been advised not to 
let them play.' 

Inte~ewer:  
And that usually . . . ? 

Medical Director: 
Oh, that works. 

Interviewer: 
Has it ever gotten to point where you've had to go to a higher person, like the Dean? 

Medical Director: 
No, it has not. None of them have not followed my advice when 1 have asserted myself 

Inte~ewer:  
So what happens to the tearn under that coach? 

Medical Director: 
Well.. .weYve spoken to coaches, and said 'You beat them in practice, you beat them up 
in training camp, too many sprains, too many whatever.' And try to talk to them about 



trying to save thek teams.. . . They often throw their hands up and Say ' Why are there so 
many injured people?' 'Well gee, it might have something to do with your practice 
plans.' 'Weil, we used to do this in the good old days, no one got injwed with this 
practice plan.' ' Well, maybe they just didn't tell you.. . .' They want to blame it on 
today's athietes, not being hard enough workers, not being adequately conditioned, not 
following the regime or training or developing the necessary strength or so on. 1 don? 
know - 1 get into arguments ail the tirne, but the bottom line is when four or five of their 
athletes get [injured], they're [douig] too much. Back off. 

Interviewer: 
And what do the athletes do? 

Medical Director: 
No, they are sometimes are the ones who in a somewhat apprehensively, shy way 
cornplain to me, 'Coach is killing us. Would you please go to the coach and ask her or 
him to back off?' 1 think the ody  tirne I was ever asked by an athlete to ask the coach to 
back oEwas during one of our coach's rookie season, dhe was a novice coach and.. . s h e  
set [a] practice plan that reflected hidher ability, and none of [the athletes] could keep up 
with rit]. So they were al1 injured, and the captain asked me to speak to himher, and 1 
did, and dhe changed. And the team is now one of the least injured teams in terms of 
overuse injuries. So that was a happy story in that she  was able to respond to feedback 

Interviewer: 
Have you ever made that suggestion to [other teams?] w d i c a l  Director: Oh yes. J And 
nothing has corne of it? medical Director: No.] And have you ever considered doing 
something more concrete with them? 

Medical Director: 
Weil, 1 guess my plan with respect to that is to impiement quantitative injury tracking [to 
avoid only having] anecdotal, suggestive evidence. If we do see quantitative evidence 
that there are certain teams who are more often injured than teams that, based on 
published rates extemally should be equally at risk of injury, and we look at it and there's 
an anomaly in the data quantitatively, this particular program is getîing beaten up, then 
yes, I'll have evidence. 

It is not unredistic to suggest that there are a range of coaching styles and philosophies towards 

the tolerance of pain and injury ail working within the sarne institution and faculty. The problem 

is that the attitude which tolerates pain and injury is not a fiinction of a particular type of sport, or 

related to part-timdfbll-time status, but rather to the subjective and tncky concept of personality. 

The influence of the coaches on the athletes is more significant than their influence on the 

chicians, as explained in greater detail in the next subsection. For now, it is important to simply 



show two dîfferent perceptions of coaches' influences. For one athlete, the clinicians are a 

source of comfiort as compared to the coaches. 

I think in generai, m y  experience [with the clinic] &as been nothing but positive. If 
anything, I felt more cornfortable going to them than coaches sometimes with issues that 
1 had going on, 'cause they understood how athletes feel about not going to them in case 
of an injury. 

For another athlete, the situation is quite different in that the coach prûxotes z "culture of 

precaution" on the team. 

Athlete: 
Well, 1 know with some people, like with a nagging, Iittle type of injury, they'll try to 
ignore it and will probably try to hide it fiom themselves.. .but it is an expectation and 
people live up to it, and take responsibility to dealhg with their injuries. 

Interviewer: 
A team expectation? 

Athlete: 
Yeah, like a discussion at the begiming of the s m n  about it. But then again, it has 
never been to the extreme, where if you're injured you have to play. It's just like, you 
should do whatever you can to get better. The same for acadernics, and stuff- 

Interviewer: 
Does that make a difference in how you andior the team deal with the clinic? If your 
coach had a different attitude towards., . 

Athlete: 
Yeah, well 1 probably would let more things slide, sounds like 1 already do probably, but 
even more.. . like with srnaller injuries.. - [the coach] encourages you to see the doctors, 
and use the resources. Yeah, and Iike [the coach] i s  really good about communicating 
with people saying like 'Whatever it is, take Gare o f  yourself.' Everyone is expected to 
take care of thernselves, and do what they have to be conditioned to play. Which could 
include not playing. 

The coach's attitudes on this team position the bealth and wellbeing of the athlete at the 

forefiont, and this is communicated and understood by the athietes. It is safe to Say that this 

team philosophy, as established by the coach, triclcles d o m  to how the athietes negotiate with 

the clinicians. What is interesting, and leads into the last stage of the negotiation process - 

exiting the cliniciadpatient-athlete interaction - is the responsibility of the health and wellbeing 
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behg placed M y  in the hands of athlete. This positionhg of the responsibility and the 

decision-making about pfaying with an injury is a theme that reoccurs throughout the final stage- 

This subsection examined the actud space of interaction between patient-athletes, and 

sport medicine clinicians @hy sicians and therapists), t aking into consideration the influence of 

coaches throughout the negotiations- Figures 4 and 5 show one way of hterpreting the 

negotiation process, and both point to the dialectic between the 'culture of risk' and the "culture 

of precaution" that encornpasses the entire negotiation, as well the weighing process that 

clinicians and patient-athletes engage in over the perceived risks and benefits of playing with 

injury. Interestingly, the communication patterns between patient-athletes and clinicians are 

signi£icantly different in negotiating neuralogical or head injuries, as compared to msculo- 

skeletal injuries. Having discussed some of the factors involved in the actual negotiation 

process, the analysis of it must include an examination of the ways in which patient-athletes and 

clinicians l ave  the space of interaction, and exit the cliniciadpatient-athlete relationship. 

Exitine the Clinician/Patient-Athl ete Relationship 

Figure 6 draws attention to the ways in which patient-athletes exit their interaction with 

sport medicine clinicians. Exiting interaction is again divided between physicians and therapists 

because of their potentially diEerent relationships depending on the nature of the injury, and type 

of rehabilitation required. It is safe to say though that there is a fair degree of overlap between 

these two types of clinicians, and the different elements involved in exiting the cliniciam'patient- 

athiete relationship. For example, while the mode1 addresses liability in relation to physicians 

and coaches, it was a key issue for al1 clinicians involved in this study. - 
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The primary objective of clinicians is to inform the patient-athlete of the perceived risks 

and benefits of playing with the injury, and to place the decision-making responsibility in the 

bands of the athlete and/or the coach- Al1 the clinicians addressed this in one respect or anotther, 

but placing the onus of responsibility ont0 the shoulders of others was most clearly evident in 

discussions with the physicians. This was most evident when physicians spoke about negotiating 

with patient-athletes who were resisting their advice: 

Athletes tend to be, udike the generai public, and that's part of the nice thing of dealing 
with athletes' they are much more self-motivated. They are much more accepting ofthe 
risks involved in their sport, um, and they're much more aware of their bodies. 1 mean so 
far, 1 haven't had the problem where someone' s corne back and said, 'Well why didn't 
you tell me this could happen.' 'Cause usually what I'll end up telling them is, if I see as 
the negotiations are going on that they're just not happy with what I'm teliing them and 1 
thuik that they'll ignore what I'rn gonoa Say, then what 1 tell them is 'You're here to get 
my advice, you can ignore anything h t  1 say and go and do whatever you want, but my 
job is to inforrn you of the nsks and if you choose the therapy you want.' So what I do is 
I put the burden on them, so they realize they're niaking the decision for themselves and 
um, 'cause 1 can7t force a cast on them. Now, that works in the general public when you 
don't have a coach or a system. The ciifference here is that I'rn accountable to the athlete 
first, that's the way I look at it, they're my first priority. Um, but I'rn also accountable to 
the school, 'cause I'm here working to a certain extent to protect the school fiom having 
an athlete play in a situation that would put the school at risk. So, $1 think that they 
shouldn't be playing and 1 teil thern such, and 1 don? think that they're going ;û Aay  that 
to their coach, then because my responsibility also extends to the coach, 1 will them, 
'Well, 1 going to have to tell your coach that my recornmendation is that you shouldn't 
play.' The coach can then decide, but the coach isn't likely to go against what 1 have to 
Say, and sort of put themselves out to the wind. 

According to a physician, this process of infonning both coach and athlete is most clearly seen 

with patient-athletes who resist the recommendations of the clinician: 

But yeah, you get guys.. .or girls.. .who you h o w ,  you tell them what you think and it 
doesn't matter. Their goal is to play, and so you end up with the situation where you just 
tell them.. . Because you negotiate to a point, and if you realize that you won? be able to 
convince them that this is the way to go, then 1 decide my own point where 1 sort of think 
'I'rn not getting anywhere here, I've tried to explain what the risks are.. . .' Which is my 
job, explain what the nsks are, and they're not agreeing with it, so then at that point, 
that's when 1 resort to 'You're here for my opinion, you can make your own decision 
about whether you want to play or not,' but in this environment, my fallback is always 1 
just tell the coach. And so in the private world, all 1 can do is document that I've warned 
them of the risks and in this institution, there is some institutional backup for what I want 



to do. So if 1 say they shouldn't play and teil the coach that they're not going to play, and 
then the athlete, they leave, they're a bit powerless to do anything, Um, there are 
definitely athletes who don't beiieve, so you could tell them that they're at nsk, and they 
shouldn't play, and they can't play, and these are the reasons why, and you try to 
negotiate and convince them, and they don't want to hear it- 

Another therapist reiterates some of these sarne themes: 

So 1 always put the onus on the patient, which mainiy if it doesn't work out, 1 say "Hey, 
you didn't do your work It's not my fault. I told you what you needed to do' and you 
didn't do it". And 1 don't feel bad anymore either if they don't get better, 'cause I told 
them what they need to do to get better. Same with varsity athletes going back, 1 say 'If 
you go back you're gonna get hurt, or you have an increased chance of injury.' 1 don't 
feel bad anymore because I've already given them the risks, they made their decision, if 
it's a high enough risk, 1 advise against it '1 don't think you should play.' Havuig said 
that, the coach and the player have the ultimate say. 1 can advise the coach that he can't 
play, but 1 don't think 1 ever, this year at teast, gotten into a situation where I've said 'No, 
you can not play' and the coach has disagreed or the player disagreed. 'Cause generally, 
I would like to think that 1 did my job that they understand why they can't play, and then 
they agreed. That could be why 1 haven't encountered that situation here. 

Informiag the patient is a clinician's job - no physician or clinician in any medical discipline can 

order an individual to do anything unless they feel that the patient is at risk, places others at nsk, 

or is incompetent. What is interesting here is that in this context - intercollegiate sport and sport 

medicine - that power to 'order' a patient-athlete to participate or not participate rests in the 

hands of the coach. ALthough the clinician suggests that both '?he coach and the player have the 

ultimate say," that decision and the ability to make that decision does not rest equally in the 

hands of the athlete and the coach. Whereas a clinician cannot 'bench' a patient-athlete because 

of injury, a coach c m .  Thus, during moments of resistance, the clinician is motivated to inform 

not ody the patient-athlete of perceived risks and benefits but also the coach. Incidentally, al1 

student-athletes sign a waiver at the beginning of the season allowing the sport medicine 

clinicians to do this, and in returq al1 the clinicians must inform the patient-athletes that they 

intend to speak with the coaches. This last point was clearly seen in discussion with a physician 

about a unique incident that drew administrative and legal attention. 



. . . ['Clause m y  view of it, and it d l  is and we can talk about case law later, that 
physicians do not make decisions about return to play. We give advice. The advice is 
given to athletes and to coaches, and the athletes and coaches make the decision. The 
American courts would think that the athletes make the decision, but in fact, there are 
very few cases where the athiete challenges the coach's right to decide who plays. So in 
fact it's the coach who makes the decision, 'cause if the doc says to the coach, 'So and so 
shouldn't play,' even if so and so says '1 refùse to folbw the advice and I'm putting my 
uniform on,' if the coach says 'Park it on the bench,' the athlete parks it on the bench. 
So, it's kinda interesthg that physicians do not have the authority or the right to tell 
someone they may not play, but coaches do. However coaches do not have the 
knowledge they should have to make those decisions based on injury, so they rely on 
advice fiom the doctor- So, there's a triangle there between the athlete, the team official 
and the physician, and the physician gives the advice to both the team and the athiete, and 
the athlete makes their decision as to whether they are willing to participate and the coach 
makes the decision as to whether they will participate- That's my view of it. 

What this clinician acknowledges deals directly with the amount of r d  'power' held by 

clinicians in cornparison to that of coaches, and the perceived 'power' of the clinicians based on 

their expertise and knowledge- Hislher mention of case law touches squarely upon what has 

been implied in the previous examples and throughout the negotiation process - liability. 

Liability and the rkk of being liable are key issues for both clinicians and coaches. In 

many ways, we can interpret al1 the actions of both these individuals as efforts to not be at risk or 

liable. As one ciinician suggests: 

1 would say that Uoff doesn't [foster a 'culture of nsk'], if anything it's the players 
thernselves. Ifanything, Uoff is a lot more protective 'cause i f s  the biggest university in 
Canada, we're doing the concussion project, we're very protocolled, very strict 
guidelines. Ifanything, they are more strict on things and they don't push people to play, 
if anything they push people not to play. So they're overprotective in some sense, just 
because. - .there7s no better way of putting it.. .but they're covenng their ass. To be in 
such a big university, with so many administrative levels, you have to cover your ass and 
have protocols set out. Whether or not people follow them, 1 mean, we'll see, but in 
general, from what I see, people follow them to the Mt. Definitely the senior therapists 
who have been around for a while, and who have been, 1 wouldn't Say reprimanded, but 
who have been counseled on being strict and I've seen people be counseled on not being 
strict enough- 



For this clinician, the sense of being ''overprotective" and "covering their a s "  is a fùnction of 

the clinic's location within an educational institution, bringing us back to the importance of  

context - chiefly the administrative levels of the institution (cf. Figure 1). 

The sense of accountability to 'higher ups' is echoed in conversation with coaches, 

although for them the first administrative level is perceived to be the physicians. In fact, the 

amount of power held by the clinicians as perceived by the coaches has tremendous impact on 

the decisions they make about playing or not playing injured athletes. One could argue that, for 

some coaches, the decisions they make about injured athletes has more to do with their response 

to the fear of being held liable, then with safeguarding their athletes' health and wellbeing. An 

example of this involves a coach who explains why dhe does not want to receive field care only 

during playoffs/champions hips. 

1 don? have any problems with [any ofthe therapists] . . -1 think that they are well beyond 
me and qualified, but the delivery system has to change. Those people can not just come 
and show up at OU'S and CI'S. That's the problem. [The clinician] calls me a week 
before, and says 'Oh, I want to come to OU'S and CI'S.' 1 don? want you to come, it's 
not that 1 don't like you. You don't know the athletes, how can you come to treat these 
guys when they're hurt? 1 don? want her to come and Say 'Oh., he's hurt or she's not 
competing.' You know' what am 1 there for? You know she can cal1 above me, that 
person's not going to compete, and I'm not going to go against her because it's gonna be 
my head too if he gets hurt or she gets hurt. So, 1 don? want that person to come just to 
those two meets. If she wants to come, come all year, and see the athlete. ..each 
individual athiete pain tolerance, and how they each deal with their injury.. . 

Another mach reiterated this concern about liability when describing how s/he was approached 

by a clinician after one of hidher athletes was told s/he could not play because of a head injury: 

Coach: 
Ah, at the end7 when she was told she couldn't play. Well there was nothing they could 
do about it. It was the doctor's decision so they were like, they came up to me and said 
'Well, it's up to you.' And 1 said, 'Well, it's not up to me.' 

Interviewer: 
The doctor said this? 



Coach: 
No the therapist. She was a hl1 time therapist, and she came to me and said 'Weli, you 
can think about and we'll let you make the decision,' but 1 said T m  not making the 
decision, Iym not a doctor.' If a doctor said that they think she had a concussion, then 
she's not playing. 'Cause if she gets an elbow, if she gets another one [whïle competïrig], 
and she already had a first one, maybe, and there's a problem, I'll be the one liable. So, 1 
made sure she didn't play. 

While we cannot assume that the coach is not concerned for the health and safety of the athlete, 

there is no evidence to support that in this brief passage, the primary focus is on liability and 

accountability, and then health concerns. As a final example, we see coaches acknowledge that 

they, at times when they are not convinced that the clinicians' recomrnendations are valid or 

reliable, they still follow those recommendations because of liability. 

Coach 1: 
And you always side on the side of caution, 'cause we're there to make sure the kids are 

- healthy and safe. 

Coach 2: 
You can't ovenule a therapist [Another coach agrees 'No!'], even if it's the stupid 
therapist on the road you can't say ' Well, 1 ihink you're wrong.' You can't do that. 

Interviewer: 
Have you ever said, you know, this is no good. I'm not doing this.. . 

Coach 2: 
Thought it, never did it, but thought it. 

Coach 1 : 
Thought it. 

It is not unredistic for coaches, or even clinicians, t o  be concemed about liability, particularly in 

a North American culture that is, as Grayson (1999) calls it, "litigation hungry." But it does 

influence the ways in which decisions are made about the health, wellbeing and safety of the 

patient-athlete. While the patient-athlete is not completely powerless and does have choices 

available, the overall impact of that ability to choose is lessened in the face of the relationship 

between the coach and clinician regarding issues of liability. 



As noted in Figure 4, the a d  negotiation occurs dynamically and aimost equaiiy 

berneen clinicians and patient-athletes. Where previous theones of physician-patient 

interactions would place emphasis and power on the physician, this context elicits a different 

power relationship. While the clinician has the advantage of a large degree of perceived power - 

arguably a fiinction of the social, historical and poiitical power bestowed upon them as a result of 

the professionalkation of medicine - clinicians are not in a position to order a patient-athlete to 

accept their recommendations. The fact that physicians can only offer advice or 

recommendations is indicative of what red power they have in this context. The patient-athlete 

also wields a certain degree of power in that she can accept, m o d e ,  or refuse the advice of the 

clinician (see Figure 6). While previous examples have been given of the acceptance and 

modification of recommendations, we c m  look to the ways in which athletes perceive that they 

could disregard and deny the clinician's recommendations. In response to a question of what the 

athlete would do if the clinician told them they could not participate in the charnpionships, this 

student-athlete acknowledges that the only person to rnake such a decision is the coach. 

Athlete 1 : 
You don't have to listen to them. They're not your coach. That's how 1 feel about that. 
That's the first thing I'd Say to that, 'You're not my coach.' 

Athlete 2: 
They're always gonna be conservative anyway. 

For clinicians, the ways in which athletes respond to their recommendations is a fûnction 

of the importance they place on their sport involvement. We saw one example (see pg. 106) 

when a clinician, speaking with reference to an athlete facing early retirement, referred to sport 

involvement (in relation to the rest of their life) as "'the icing on the cake, it's not the cake." In 

contrast, another clinician gave an example of a case where the patient-athiete chose not to leave 

hidher sport despite receiving numerous concussions and being recommended to retire: 



Yeah, play through pain, nothing serious is gonna happen to me, if1 don't play what am 1 
gonna do. 1 actually got more of that sense that [the sport is] something that sustains 
h i d e r ,  and if s/he doesn't play, then what is f i e  gonna do? 

The centralized position of sport in the athlete's life has a radically different influence on the 

types of decisions some athletes make despite the recommendations of clinicians. 

Another athlete, refemng to the relationship between athlete, coach and clinician, touches 

on the amount of decision-making responsibility placed into the hands of the athlete, and the 

potential danger of such a practice: 

Athlete: 
Weil, 1 think there's always a bit of give and take, like a three-way relationship between 
the health care provider, the athlete and coach. And so, 1 mean I've never seen [the 
coach] objecting to the physio or [stepping] in, 'Cause 1 think there has to be an 
awareness as to like the physio looking at the coach and [saying], 'You know this athlete 
better than 1 do, and you lcnow how much this athlete pushes themselves outside of 
the.. .boundary.' And [both coaches and clinicians] need to be aware of what the athlete 
is actually saying versus how they're feeling too. There's a lot of subjectivity 1 think. 
But as long as there's open communication, like if the athlete is saying 1 can run or 
whatever it is, that desire can be overniled based on a severe injury. But for some of the 
less obvious ones, 1 think the coach has to be really attentive to that, between [inaudible]. 
1 think that it's really pushed at Uofl, that it's up to the maturity of the athlete. It's kinda 
assumed that the athlete knows enough about their sport and enough about their injury, to 
rnake the decision and the choice not to.. . . Where it gets scary is when they assume that, 
and that the athlete doesn't really see the need to take care of themselves. 

Interviewer: 
What makes you assume that? The clinic? 

Athlete: 
Or the coach, or the clinic. They just assume that if the injuty got really bad, the athlete 
would stop. 

& 

Interviewer: 
And where do you think this idea cornes fiom? 

Athlete: 
1 think it's tied into efficiency. A physiotherapist doesn't see somebody enough, so they 
kinda have to rely on the fact that this person is going to be responsible for their 
condition. They can't walk them by the hanci, and [inaudible]. 1 think there's an element 
of saying 'Okay, we have so much to treat people, how much can we really ingrain into 
this person to stop.' Or 'We told you once, and we can't watch you. . . we're not your 
baby sitter. ' 



And then on the other hand it's the coach's responsibility to teach and really make sure 
that athletes know that their work doesn't depend on ifthey do well or not, rather if 
they're able to wak well in twenty years. But 1 think that sometimes the athlete assumes 
'Oh, the mach really wants you in,' like what's up with that. But the coach needs to be, 1 
don't know, a balance of '1 want you to push yourself but it's not the end of your world.' 

When assumptions are made that the attilete is responsible, mature, and aware enough to make 

such decisions, s/he finds it "scary-" This is not to suggest that athletes should be treated Like 

children - they are adults and have a right to be treated as such. But we need to question 

whether placing the burden of responsibility on the shoulders of athletes is fàir considering that 

athletes may be immersed in a 'culture of risk', and make their choices under influences fi-om 

their coach, teammates, and even themselves. The question is reinforceci when we compare what 

a clinician says about convincing patient-athletes to follow hisher recommendations with a 

description of an actual incident with a concussed patient-athlete: 

Interviewer: 
So [the coaches have been] very supportive of your decision? Does that make a 
difference then in how you would diagnose or interact with the athlete knowing that 
there's this support fiom them? 

Clinician: 
Yeah, you can say what you want. 1 don't think it would make a difference anyway, 
because if the coach would disagree, the coach would disagree. It's up to the athlete to 
make up her rnind about what she wants to do. Because we can only give advice if 
they're competent, we can't say 'You can't play.' But if the coach says 'I'm not gonna 
put you on, then I'm not gonna put you on.' So, um, but if the coach says 'I'm gonna put 
you on,' and the athlete doesn't want to go on, then there's nothing you cm do either. So 
if you had a difficult coach, you'd have to emphasize to the athlete that they can't play. 

Interviewer: 
So you can only advise, or can't order, for Iack of a better word? 

Clinician: 
No you can't order. The only time that we can actually insist on any type of care is with 
psychiatnc or we feel the person is not competent to make decisions' which we can't Say, 
so we can oniy advise. 



The situation experienced by some athletes is evident in this account by an athiete of the 

experiences of his/her teammate when dhe was concussed during playoffs, and needed to 

continue competing in order to help the team maintain their playoff status: 

h t  erviewer : 
So, if it was the begiming of the season, and s/he had a concussion, she  wouldn't, A -? 

Athlete: 
She wouldn't have [competed]. S/he7s alright now, but s/he7s still getting treatmens. 

Interviewer: 
She's getting treatment now, for the head injury? 

Interviewer: 
Oh, 1 see. But when that happened, did the therapist step in and Say.. . 

Athiete: 
S/he told her, this is a possible concussion, but [pause] 

Interviewer: 
It was left up to hidher.. .? 

Athlete: 
It was Ieft up to himlher. 

Interviewer: 
And what did your coach say? 

Athlete: 
She redy  didn't give much of an option. 

The last sentence sums up the situation that some athletes are placed in. Even though 

theoretically cluiicians daim to place the onus of responsibility on the patient-athlete and t h e  

coach, and the coaches clairn that they follow the advice of the clinicians out of fear of b e h g  

held liable, the reality in some situations is radically different and potentially devastating for the 

patient-athlete. Having said that, while most of the situations and stones outlined in this study 

did not have such negative results, this is an area where there is a need for more research. 



Finally, how do patient-athletes leave the chiciadpatient-athlete relationship with 

therapists? Although this was expressed by a number of physicians as well most therapists 

characterized the ways in which they allowed patient-athletes to return to cornpetition as 'goal- 

setting and testing' (see Figure 6). As one therapist noted: 

I've had patients who are overly protective, and 1 say to them 'Just go and start playing. 
Don't w o w  about it. Don't come back until you hurt yourself again.' I've occasionally 
had people who are overprotedive which is good 'cause you know they're not gonna be 
foolish and hurt themselves, but at the same tirne, my job is to get them back as soon as 
possible. So there is a converse.. .I had a varsity player who hurt their ankle, was 
really &aid and wearing an aircast for like 3 or 4 weeks, and 1 was like 'There's no way 
you shouid be wearing that for that Iong, get it ofç get waiking.' She started to feel a lot 
better, 'cause she  was starting to move again, felt a lot better psychologically, s/he was 
'Oh yeah, 1 was hoping to get in this season,' s/he played half a year. It took himher a 
while to get back into it, but 1 laid out everything for himher, 'As long as you do this and 
this, you're fine.' And dhe went through a progression really quickly and 1 was like 
'Hey, there you go.' I've had situations where you can get off and get back into it as 

- soon as possible, and they'll be like 'Weil, can 1 try this?' and I'll be like 'Sure, try this. 
Ifit hurts then you can't, if it doesn't then you c m  keep going.' Progressing the levels 
again, and they see that. And that again is what fùnctional rehab is for, give the athlete 
confidence that they c m  hit each 1eveI until they reach their potential, as opposed to, you 
never throw someone back into activity 'cause that's when you hurt yourself. You're 
going to be encountering a lot of uncertain situations, and they just won't know until it 
actually blows out on them or gives out on them. And even if it doesn't, they won't have 
that certainty so they're not gonna be as effective. So again, patient education, showing 
them that they're not okay or that they are. 

For this cIinician goal-setting and testing are woven into patient education. For another, they are 

ways of helping athletes to reintroduce themselves back into their sport and team: 

Clinician: 
"[An athlete] was having shoulder problems, and part of our evaluation, part of what s/he 
wanted to do was play. S h e  wanted to get back into -- Initially, s/he had loss of 
strength and loss of range, so once s/he had her strength and once dhe had her range, 1 
said ' Well, okay, if you think you can [compete], you have to take me down. ' 1 basically 
say 'Don't hurt me,' but basically 'Put me [through the paces], and if you take me down 
and there's no pain, then you can try to r e m  to activity.' So we go through that spoa 
specific patternhg with h i d e r ,  and dhe got me tied up, and it didn't hurt. And s/he was 
able to do it at slower speeds and higher speeds, and so 1 was 'Okay, try practicing. See 
how it feels in practice situations fïrst before you go back into [cornpetition], and then 
you c m  go fiom there.' Another situation I had was a nigby player.. . who was 
recovenng nom knee surgery. And part of return to practicing critena was sport specific 
tasks. So [the athlete] had good range and good strength, so we went to the gymnastics 



rwm, where the mats are set up, and went through tackling. So [they] had to tackle me, 1 
had to  tackle [them], to see if not only physically, but psychologically, if [they] were 
ready to be hit, tackle and absorb forces and things like that. And we probably spent 20 
minutes in the room going through s ~ a g i n g  we were twisting each other up in 
scrummage type positions, tackhng stuc and then 1 made [the athlete] run the pit a 
couple of  times to tire [them] out, and we did it again. And [the athlete] was able to 
successfiilly do that without any pain, [they] felt confident, [they] felt strong, and then we 
said 'Okay.' 

Interviewer : 
Why do you Say psychologically? 

Clinician: 
Well, because there's an apprehension sometimes that physically you're ready to go, but 
mentally you're stiU visualking the mechanism of injury or you may not feel cornfortable 
pivoting or rotating or going through a sport movement pattern because you feel you're 
unable to because you may get injured again. So there's patternhg that has to  be 
developed so part of the rehab is getting them to ûy those specific actions that they have 
to do, so their proprioception is okay to do îhat. Psychologically, if I've been bounding' 
nrnning, jumping or doing things, I know 1 can do this. But if their mechanism or part of 
their apprehension is 'What if 1 get hit?' and they've been hit or had contact, and you put 
them into the garne, then their play suffers cause they're not going into contact or they're 
avoiding a specific aspect of the game that they should be doing, cause they're mentdly 
womed that they're gonna get hurt because they haven't tned it, then that's gonna affect 
their mental play as well as their physical play. B y gohg through some of that ahead of 
time, and then saying 'Well, now you can go and try practice where you'll get more of 
these experiences, I've just gone through your practice scenarios, then you can go back 
into the game- ' 

This particular clinician shows not only the importance of setting and testing sport-specific goals 

as part of their patient's rehabilitation, but also hisher level of involvement and cornmitment 

with the patient's return to cornpetition, a characteristic that is highly valued by the patient- 

athlete during a time whetî they feel quite winerable. 

This final mode1 examined the exiting of the cliniciadpatient-athlete relationship, and 

touched on such themes as the clinicians' duty to inform and place the decision-making 

responsibility in the hands of athletes and coaches, as well as the importance of liability, and the 

threat of being liable, to  both clinicians and coaches. For the patient-athlete, exiting the 

relationship includes the ability to accept, disregard or  modifjr the recommendation as offered by 
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the dinician, but these decisions are often made as they are entrenched in the 'culture of risk', 

and under pressure fiom coaches, teammates, and even themselves. Furthermore, as seen most 

clearly in discussion with therapists, exithg the relationship ais0 entails a tremendous degree of 

goal-setting and testing, characterized by communication and patient education that is highly 

valued by patient-athletes. 

In concluding this chapter, it cannot be emphasized enough that the previous discussion 

reflects one way of interpreting the negotiation process between sport medicine clinicians, 

patient-athletes and coaches- It offered two macro-level areas, the spheres of influence and the 

cyclical nature of sport medicine within the 'culture of risk,' with the latter subdivided into the 

micro-level stages of negotiation - making contact, sites of negotiation, and exiting the 

cliniciadpatient-athlete relationship. It c m  also not be emphasized enough that the negotiation 

process - regardless of which stage we wish to examine it - is highly infiuenced by the context 

within which it occurs, and by the subjectivity of the individuals involved. This adds complexity 

to the study of this topic and to this project and demands m e r  research, since while the context 

and its influence on individuals can be changed, the actual interaction between clinicians, 

patient-athletes and coaches - the content of the negotiation - remains beyond the control of any 

state, institution, organization, policy or individual. In tuming to Our conclusions and 

recommendations, we must then be sensitive to the fact that we c m  only modify, and hope to 

improve, the context within which these negotiation occur. 



CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter brkfly summarizes some of the major findings and arguments, and offers 

recommendations for maintaining and improving the process of negotiations among sport 

medicine clinicians, student-athletes and coaches in Canadian intercollegiate sport. We begin by 

retuming to Pipe's (1998, p. 40) statement that "[a]s sports medicine [clinicians], we have unique 

ethical responsibilities concerning the athletes in our Gare.. . . It is easy at times, when caught up 

in the pressure of cornpetition, to lose sight of the fidl range of responsibilities.. . . Our primary 

responsibility is to protect athletes' health and well-being as defined most broadly." One must 

ask how well these "unique ethical responsibilities" are represented in this institution? 

On one hand, the evidence fiom tliis project indicated that a 'culture o f  ri&' does exist 

amongst the student-athletes, supporthg research that documents the use of particular 

"neutralization" strategies that "[suppress the] effect" (Young & White, 1995, p. 53) of pain and 

injury, and which rationalize the 'culture of risk.' This rhetonc was employed not only by 

patient-athletes, but also by sport medicine clinicians, indicating that the clinicians are influenceci 

by, and influence a 'culture o f  risk,' and thus negotiate with athletes within that context. 

Furthermore, there are no clear-cut answers as to how clinicians understand, negotiate, 

and deal with the 'culture of risk' with their patient-athletes, just continuous weighing of the 

perceived risks and benefits of playing andor not playing with pain or  the risk of further injury. 

This study does point out some of the ways in which clinicians explicitly and implicitly 

supported the 'culture of risk,' particularly during important times of the season and/or important 

com?etitions, when dealing with athletes from different types of sports, or even with different 

levels of talent among intercollegiate adiletes. It is important to emphasise that the clinicians are 

working within a cornpetitive spon environment in which, at times, hedth is under-valued in 
195 
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relation to performance. The clinicians are influenceci by the 'culture of risk' and influence this 

in return, thus emphasinng the dynamic nature of responses to painhjury in varying contefis- 

The fact that pain, perceived risk, and health are subjective concepts fùrther complicates, or 

rather, makes more dynamic, the ways in which clinicians negotiate with patient-athletes. 

However, Pipe's unique ethical responsibilities are also evident in a number of ways- 

Clincians expressed a concem regarding the accessibility of the clinic, acknowledging that 

changes are made in order to make the clinic atmosphere more inviting and equitable to student- 

athletes ftom al1 types of sports. Similarly, a number of clinicians remarked about a "culture of 

precautionyy that resisted the influences of a 'culture of risk;' and expressed a great deai of 

concem for the ongoing health of student-athletes. This was clearly seen in the non-negotiation 

of head injuries, as well as in the involvement, care and goal-setthg involved, on the pari of 

clinicians, in bringing patient-athletes back to competitive levels. The evidence indicated the 

nurturance of patient-athletes when wlnerable, and an emphasis on patient education. These are 

but a few examples of the ways in whîch these clinicians have undertaken their ethical 

responsibilities, and must be recognised as the strong expression of a culture of care. 

In examining how clinicians deal with the dual, and potentially conflicting, roles of 

patient and competitive intercollegiate student-athlete, clinicians emphasized the differences 

between CIAU and NCAA athletes, and stressed that the former system places greater focus on 

athletics supplementinq acadernics. The clinicians felt that this positioning of sport as secondary 

to education greatly effected the ways in which student-athletes viewed their injuries, lessenïng 

the pressure for athletes to play with pain. The focus on education re-emphasized the importance 

of context, and the ways in which wntext influences the ways in which pain, injury, and risk are 

negotiated between clinicians and student-athletes. 
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In Chapter 5, the negotiation process was examined and interpreted through the use of six 

visual and theoretical models to plot the course of the negotiations. Furthemore, the role and 

influence of the coach in the negotiation of treatment was examined in greater detail. 

The f h t  model examined the different factors that influence the interaction between the 

clinicians, athIetes, and coaches, beginning with the larger, ' societal' understanding of the 

'culture of risk,' and narrowing to the core of the project, the space of interaion between 

patient-athletes, clinicians and coaches. The second model examined the cyclical nature of sport 

medicine within the 'culture of ris&' and considered some of the ways in which other 

participants, particularly coaches, understand and are complicit in the re/production of injury- 

legitimating norrns. This is important since coaches are seen mediating not only the relationship 

between student-athletes and sport medicine clinicians, but also the relationship between student- 

athletes and healthfmedicine in general. 

The cyclical nature of sport medicine within the 'culture of risk' suggests a series of 

stages that the actors followed, including: making contact with the clinic andor clinicians; the 

actual sites where negotiation occurred; and exiting the cliniciadpatient-athlete relationship. A 

number of conclusions can be drawn fkom these themes. 

The issue of accessibility weighed heavily on the minds of both student-athletes and 

coaches, with some athletes acknowledging that the greatest effort in negotiating with the 

clinicians was in accessing them. Accessibility was mediated by a number of factors such as the 

presence or absence of a team therapist for field care, personal connections to the clinic andor 

clinicians, and a sense of entitlement to the c h i c  as expressed by some athletes and coaches. 

While student-athletes. coaches and sport medicine clinicians negotiated within a 'culture 

of risk,' it operated in a dialectic with a "culture ofprecaution" - a culture that prioritised health 

and wellbeing. Participants were quick to point out that on the whole, athietes and coaches at 
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this institution tendeci to err on the side of caution when it came to pain and injury, and did not 

necessarily s~bscnbe to stereotypical behaviours of denying hiding, or downplaying injury. 

Once contact was made between the patient-athlete and clinician, the communication, 

interpretation and exchange of information between clinician and patient-athlete revdved around 

the weighing of perceived risks versus perceived benefits of playing wiÉh injury. For dinicians, 

this included the weighing of professional risks during negotiation. This weighing process was 

most visible with musculo-skeletal injuries, whereas neurological and head injuries were usually 

dealt with through a zero-tolerancdzero-negotiation policy. 

A primary objective of clinicians was to inform the patient-athlete of the perceived risks 

and benefits of playing with injury, and to place the decision-making responsibility in the hands 

of the athlete andlor the coach. While no clinician could 'order' a patient to follow a 

recommendation, in the intercollegiate sport context the power to 'order' a patient-athlete to 

participate or not participate rests in the hands of the coach. Liability was  a significant issue for 

both clinicians and coaches, and the threat of being liable was the most cited reason as to why 

coaches would not countermand the clinician's recommendations. But even though, 

theoretically, clinicians daim to place the onus of responsibility on the patient-athlete and the 

coach, and coaches daim that they follow the advice of the clinicians ou t  of fear of being held 

liable, the reality in some situations is radically different and potentially devastating for the 

patient-athlete. While patient-athletes are expected to follow clinician recommendations in their 

decision-making, they make those decisions within a culture that tolerates pain and injury, and at 

times under pressure f?om their coaches, t e m a t e s ,  and even themselves. 

While this study represents the fist Canadian analysis of the process of negotiation 

between sport medicine clinicians, patient-athletes and coaches, and M e r  in-depth analysis is 
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required, some recommendations are possible in order to maintain and improve the sport 

medicine-intercollegiate sport systern at this institution. 

Limitations and Recommendations 

Since this project is one of the first attempts to locate and examine the negotiation 

process between patient-athletes and clinicians, it would be "premature" (Walk, 1997) to 

recomrnend policy-related transformation. One of the limitations of this study was the lirnited 

nature of policy analysis, thus fùture studies must access and investigate the ways in which 

policy works in creating the sport medicindsport medicine clinic context, and the effect of policy 

on the structure within which negotiation occurs. However, we must understand that while 

policy can structure the context of negotiation, it can o n l ~  influence the content of negotiation. 

Having said that, we cannot underestimate the role of regdation and policy is changing the 

attitudes and actions of individuals towards injury, an example being the increasing awareness of 

the consequences of concussions, and the subsequent creation of guidelines and policy in regards 

to the non-negotiation of head injuries. 

The recommendations that can be made as a result of the findings of this project inchde: 

Greater support for long-tem quantitative and qualitative injury tracking t hroughout the 

intercoilegiate program, as well as the Faculty of Physical Educaîion and Health, to document 

rates and incidences of injury per sport and per team. As one of the clinicians noted (see pg. 

177), an injury tracking mechanism would help the clinic in tracking the rates of injuries in the 

intercollegiate program, as well as the ways in which dBerent teams access the clinic and its 

senrices. Data could also be used to identifi sports and teams whose injury rates are excessive. 
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O The development and implementation of a trainhg course(s) in nsk awareness for 

coaches. This course would be designed to help coaches recognize overconfonnity to the sport 

ethic arnongst theù athletes, their own role in pfomoting andlor tolerating risk, pain and injury, 

as well as ways in which to positively deal with and comrnunicate with injured athletes. 

. The continued development and acknowledgement of the rights of student-athletes 

regarding their personal health and safkty, to be outiined in the Varsity Handbook This 

document would explicitiy outline to student-athletes their health rights as an intercollegiate 

athlete, in relation to the coach and the clinician, as well as offer suggestions and highlight 

resources to heip them in their decision-making. A pain, injury, and risk awareness seminar 

could also be created, in conjunction with the Varsity Handbook, to emphasise to student- 

athletes the choices, options, and resources available to them when they are injured and when 

they are most vulnerable to a culture that normalises pain and injury. 

Furthemore, the hiring of a neutral medical (ombuds)person to act on behalf of al1 

athietes, coaches, and sport medicine cIinicians. This person would work with the David L. 

MacIntosh Sport Medicine CIinic, the Faculty of Physical Education and Health, as well as the 

intercollegiate program, in researching and developing appropnate injury-related policies, and 

addressing sport medicine/intercollegiate sport concerns. 

These are some intiatives that can be taken to maintain andor improve the negotiation 

process, as well as facilitate M e r  research in this area. The c h i c  and the clinicians have a 

pivotal effect on the way intercollegiate sport is conducted in this institution. The sport medicine 

ch i c  is not just a service, but d e r ,  is valued as a space where physical vulnerability can be 

exposed, and where healing does occur. Ulitmately, even though the negotiations that occur 

between clinicians, patient-athletes, and coaches are fluid, dynamic and show some evidence of 

the 'culture of risk,' the core process remains centred on the desire to heal. 
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Faculty of Physiud Education and Health 
University of Toronto 

Mlssion Statement 

To develop, advance and desseminate knowledge about physical activity and health, 
through education, research, leadership and the provision of opportunity- 

Our Values 

What matters are our students and members, for without them we have no purpose. 
What matters is that we act with integrity in everything that we do, eaming the respect of our 
community. 
What matters are opportunity, personal growth, and satisfaction in an environment that thrives on 
diversity. 
What matters are co-operation, consideration and respect among ourselves, for without these 
values there is no team. 
What rnatters are ideas and ideais - and the recognition that we ail have our own to contribute. 
What matters is being the best. And then irnproving. 

Guiding Principles 

As representatives of the Faculty and the University of Toronto, it is essential that ail stafFact 
with integrity and respect for others. The foilowing are a few of the more important guiding 
pnnciples.. . : 

O Create a welcoming environment: One that is positive and receptive to everyone you 
corne in contact with, 
Provide an education of the whole person, mind and body, in an intellectual, spirituai, 
social and physical environment. 

O Enhance inclusivitv by welcorning and accomodatine diversitv. Make ALL people 
regardless of race, culture, religion, sexual orientation, ability or gender feel welcome. 

O Understand and promote the continuum of oa~ortunities. We offer a breadth of 
programs which encourages d l  levels of ability to enjoy physical activity and leaming. 

O Know that the Faculty incorporates the interfacing of resurch - teaehinp and best 
practices. 

O Discover the variety of student leadershio oppominities, available in the Faculty, for al1 
U of T students to develop important life skills. 

(Source: 1999 - 2000 StaffResource Guide & Handbook, Faculty of Physical Education and 
Heaith, University of Toronto). 



World Medicai Association Dedaration on Principles of Health Care for Sports Medicine 

Adopted by the 3 4  World medical Assembly, Lisbon, Portugal, September/October 1981; and 
amended by the 3gUL World Medical Assembly, Madrid, Spain, October 1987; and the 4sU> World 
Medical Assemb ly, Budapest, Hungary. October 1993. 

The WMA has drafted and recomrnends the following ethical guidelines for physicians in 
order to meet the needs o f  the sporismen or athktes and the special circumstances in which the 
medical care and health guidance is given. Consequently, 

The physician who cares for sportsmen or athletes has an ethical responsibility to recognize 
the special physical and mental demands placed upon them by their performance in sports 
activities, 
When the sports participant is a child or an adolescent, the physician must give first 
consideration to the participant's growth and stage of development. 
2.1 The physician must ensure that the child's state of growîh and development, as well as 

his o r  her generd condition of health can absort, the rigours of the training and 
competition without jeopardi2;uxg the norrnaI physical or mental development of the child 
or adolescent. 

2.2-The physician must oppose any sports or athletic activity that is not appropriate to the 
child's stage of growth and development or  general condition of health. The physician 
must act in the best interest of the health of the child or  adolescent, without regard to any 
other interest or pressure Erom any other source- 

When the sports participant is a professional sportsman or athlete and derives iivelihood form 
that activity, the physician should pay due regard to the occupational medicai aspects 
involved. 
The physician should oppose the use of any method which is not in accordance with 
professional ethics, or which might be M l  to the sportsman or athlete using it, 
especiall y: 
4.1 Procedures which artificially m o d e  blood constituents or biochemistry. 
4.2 The use of drugs or  other substances whatever their nature and route of administration, 

including central-nervous-system stimulants or  depressants and procedures which 
artificially modie reflexes. 

4.3 Induced alterations of will or general mental outlook. 
4.4 Procedures to mask pain or  other protedive symptoms if used to enable the sportsman or 

athlete to take part in events when lesions or  signs are present which make his 
participation inadvisable. 

4.5 Measures which artificially changes features appropriate to age and sex. 
4.6 Training and taking part in events when to do so would not be compatible with 

preservation of the individuai's fitness, health or  safety. 
4.7 Measures aimed at an unnatural increase or maintenance of performance during 

competition Doping to improve an athlete's performance is unethical. 
The physician should ùiform the sportsman or athlete, those responsible for him, and other 
interested parties, of the consequences of the procedures he is opposing, guard against their 
use, enlist the support of other physicians and other organizations with the same aim, protect 
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the sportsman or athlete against any pressures which might induce him to use these 
raethods and help with supervision against these procedures. 
The sports physician has the duty to give his objective opinion on the sportsmen or athletes' 
fitness or unfitness clearly and precisely, ieaving no doubt as to his conclusions. 
In cornpetitive sports or professionai sports events, it is the physician's duty to decide 
whether the sportsman or athietes can remain on the field or return to the game. This 
decision cannot be delegated to other persons. In the physician's absence these Uidividuds 
rnust adhere stnctly to the instructions he has given them, priority always being given to the 
best interests of the sportsman's or athlete's health and safety, and not the outcome of the 
cornpetition. 
To enable him to carry out his ethical obligations the sports physician must see his authority 
fùlly recognized and upheld, particularly wherever it wncerns the health, safety and 
legitimate interests of the sportsman or athlete, none of which can be prejudiced to  favour the 
interests of any third party whatsoever. 
The sports physician should endeavour to keep the patient's personal physician fùlly 
informed of facts relevant to his treatment. If necessary he should collaborate with him to 
ensure that the sportsman or athlete does not exert himself in ways detrimental to his health 
and does not use potentially harmflll techniques to improve his performance. 

10. In sports medicine, as in al1 other branches of medicine, professional confidentiality must be 
observed. The right to privacy over medical attention the sportsman or athlete has received 
must be protected, especially in the case of the professional sportsrnen or athletes. 

11. The sports doctor must not be party to any contract which obliges him to reserve padcular 
forms of therapy solely and exclusively for any one sportsman or athiete or group of 
sportsmen or athletes. 

12. It is desirable that sport physicians fkom foreign countries, when accompanying a team in 
another country, should enjoy the right to carry out their specific fünctions. 

13. The participation of a sports physician is desirable when sports regdations are being drawn 
UP- 

Proposed GuideIine #14: 
14.1 Dociors involved in sport have an ethical and legal duty to provide competent 

professional services and to ensure that they practice medicine to a high standard with 
appropriate facilities- 

14.2 The doctor has an additional ethical responsibility with regard to the prevention of injury 
by advising that appropriate equipment is worn by players, the environment is safe, and 
vulnerable individuals do not participate in an event where there is a nsk of aggravating a 
primary injury or sustaining a second, invariably more serious, injury. 

14.3 If a doctor recogniles a pattern of events leading to  an injury, he has an ethical duty to 
draw this to the attention of the players, coaches, and legisiators, in hope that this pattern 
can be broken and the injuries minimized. 

14.4 On occasion, the doctor may be faced with a situation where an injury has resulted fkom 
violence outside the mles of the garne. This may occur as a result of careless or  
thoughtless play, but may be the result of deliberate cheating, recklessness or violence 
and, in these circumstances, the doctor has a duty both to treat the injured player and to 
protect other players nom similar violence by informed liaison with the relevant official 
in the event club or sport and the individuals concemed (NB while preserving 
professional confidentiality through anonymity). 



Following the gross transgression of medical ethics during the Second World War, the World 
Medicai Association (founded largely at the instigation of the BMA) restated the Hippocratic 
Oath în a modem style, this being known as the Decimation of Geneva. Upon this, an 
InfematfonaI Code ofMealicaI Ethics was baseci. 

Declaration of Geaeva 

At the time of being admitted as a Member of the Medical Profession 1 solemnly pledge 
myself to consecrate my life to the senrice of huma ni^. 

I will give to my teachers the respect and gratitude which is their due; 
1 will practise my profession with conscience and di&; 
The health of my patient will be my first consideration; 
1 will respect the secrets which are confided in me; 
1 will maintain by d l  means in my power the honour and the noble traditions of the 

medical profession; 
My colleagues will be my brothers; 
1 will not permit considerations of religion, nationaiity, race, party politics or social 

standing to intervene between my duty and my patient; 
1 will maintain the utmost respect for human life form the time of conception; even under 

threat, I will not use rny medical knowledge contrary to the iaws of humanity. 
1 make these promises solemnly, fieely and upon my honour. 

As cited in Grayson, E. (1999). Ethics. injuries and the law in sports medicine @p. 6-7; 
146-149). Oxford: Butterworth Heinemann, Reed Educational and Professional Publishing Ltd. 



Appendix III: 

Code of Ethics of the Canadian Medical Association 
Appmved by the CMA Board of Directors, October 15,1996 

As found on the CMA website (http://www.cma.ca) 

Preface 
The Canadian Medical Association accepts the responsibility for delineating the standard of 
ethical behaviour expected of Canadian physicians and has developed and approved this Code of 
Ethics as a guide for physicians. 

The Code is an ethical document. It sources are the traditional codes of medical ethics such as 
the Hippocratic Oath, as well as developments in human rights and recent bioethical discussion. 
Legislation and court decisions may also influence medical ethics. Physicians should be aware 
of the legal and regulatory requirements for medical practice in their jurisdiction. However, the 
Code may set out different standards of behaviour than does the Iaw. 

The Code has been prepared by physicians for physicians. It is based on the fùndamental ethical 
principles of medicine, especially compassion, beneficence, non-maleficence, respect for persons 
and justice. It interprets these principles with respect to the responsibilities of physicians to 
individual patients, family and signifïcant others, colleagues, other health professionals, and 
society . 

The Code is not, and cannot be, exhaustive. Its statements are generai in nature, to be interpreted 
and applied in particular situations. Specific ethical issues such as abortion, transplantation and 
euthanasia are not mentioned; they are treated in appropriate detail in CMA policy statements. 

Physicians may experience conflict between different ethical principles, between ethical and 
legd or regulatory requirements, or between their own ethical convictions and the demands of 
patients, proxy decision makers, other health professionals, employers or other involved parties. 
Training in ethical analysis and decision making during undergraduate, postgraduate and 
continuing medical education is recommended for physicians to develop knowledge, skills and 
attitudes needed to deal with these conflicts. Consultation with colleagues, licensing authorities, 
ethicists, ethics committees or others who have expertise in these matters is also recommended. 

The Code applies to physicians, including residents, and medical students. 

General Responsibilities 

1. Consider first the well-being of the patient. 
2. Treat aU patients with respect; do not exploit them for personal advantage. 
3. Provide appropriate care for your patient, including physicd cornfort and spintual and 

psychosocial support even when cure is no longer possible. 
4. Practise the art and science of medicine competently and without impairment. 
5. Engage in lifelong ieaming to maintain and improve your professional knowledge, skills and 

attitudes. 



6.  Recogoize your limitations and the cornpetence of others and when indicated, 
recornmend that additional opinions and seMces be sought- 

Responsibilities to the Patient 

Initiating and Dissolving a Patient-Physician Relationship 

7. In providing medical service, do not discriminate against any patient on such grounds as age, 
gender, marital status, medical condition, national or ethnic ongin, physical or mental 
disability, political affiliation, race, religion, sexual orientation, or socioeconomic status. 
This does not abrogate the physician's right to refbse to accept a patient for legitimate 
reasons. 

8. Inform you patient when your personal morality would influence the recommendations or 
practice of any medicai procedure that the patient needs or wants. 

9. Provide whatever appropriate assistance you can to any person with an urgent need for 
medical care. 

10. Elaving accepted professional responsibility for a patient, continue to provide services until 
they are no longer required or wanted; until another suitable physician has assumed 
responsibility for the patient; or until the patient has been given adequate notice that you 
intend to terminate the relationship. 

I 1. Limit treatment of yourself or members of your immediate family to minor or emergency 
services and only when another physician is not readily available; there should be no fee for 
such treatment . 

Comrnunicating, Decision Making and Consent 

12. Provide your patients with information they need to make informed decisions about their 
medical care, and answer their questions to the best of your ability. 

13. Make every reasonable effort to communicate with your patients in such a way that 
information exchanged is understood. 

14. Recommend only those diagnostic and therapeutic procedures that you consider to be 
beneficial to your patients or to others. Ifa procedure is recomrnended for the benefit of 
others, as for example in matters of public health, inform your patient of this fact and proceed 
only with explicit informed consent or where required by law. 

15. Respect the right of a competent person to accept or reject any medical care recommended. 
16. Recognize the need to balance the developing wmpetency of children and the role of 

families in medical decision-making. 
17. Respect your patient's reasonable request for a second opinion fiom a physician of the 

patient's choice. 
18. Ascertain wherever possible and recognize your patient's wishes about the initiation, 

continuation or cessation of life-sustainhg treatment. 
19. Respect the intentions of an incompetent patient as they were expressed (e-g., through an 

advance directive or proxy designation) before the patient became incompetent. 
20. When the intentions of an incompetent patient are unknown and when no appropriate proxy 

is available, render such treatment as you believe to be in accordance with the patient's 
values or, if these are unknown, the patient's best interests. 
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2 1. Be considerate of the patient's family and significant others and cooperate with them in 

the patient's interests. 

22. Respect the patient's right to codidentiality except when this right codicts with your 
responsibility to the law, or when maintenance of codidentiality would result in a significant 
risk of substantial harm to others or to the patient if the patient is incompetent; in such cases, 
take ail reasonable steps to infonn the patient that confidentiality will be breached. 

23. When acting on behalf of a third party' take reasonable steps to ensure that the patient 
understands the nature and extent of your responsibility to the third party. 

24. Upon a patient's request, provîde the patient o r  third party with a copy of his or her medical 
record, unless there is a cornpelling reason to believe that information contained in the record 
will result in substantid harm to the patient or  others. 

Clinical Research 

25. Ensure that any research in which you participate is evaluated both scientifically and 
ethically, is approved by a responsible cornmittee and is sufficiently planned and superviseci 
that research subjects are unlikely to d e r  disproportionate harm. 

26. Inform the potential research subject, or proxy, about the purpose of the study, its source of 
funding, the nature and relative probability of h a m s  and benefits, and the nature ofyour 
participation. 

27. Before proceeding with the study, obtain the informed consent of the subject, or proxy, and 
advise prospective subjects that they have the right to decline or withdraw fiom the study at 
any time, without prejudice to their ongoing care. 

Professional Fees 

28. In deterrnining professional fees to patients, consider both the nature of the service provided 
and the ability of the patient to pay, and be prepared to discuss the fee with the patient. 

Responsibilities to Society 

29. Recognize that cornmunity, Society and the environment are important factors in the health of 
individual patients. 

30. Accept a share of the profession's responsibility to sociq in matters relating to public 
health, health education, environmental protection, legislation affecthg the health or well- 
being of the community, and the need for testimony at judicial proceedings. 

3 1 - Recognize the responsibility of physicians to promote fàir access to health care resources. 
32, Use health care resources prudently. 
33. Refûse to participate in or support practices that violate basic human nghts. 
34. Recognize a responsibility to give the generally held opinions of the profession when 

interpreting scientific knowledge to the public; when pressuring an opinion that is contraq to 
the generally held opinion of the profession so ïndicate. 



Responsibilities to the Profession 

3 5 .  Recognize that the selfkegulation of the profession is a privilege and that each physician has 
a continuing responsibility to merit this privilege. 

3 6. Teach and be taught. 
37. Avoid impugning the reputation of colleagues for personal motives; however, report to the 

appropriate authonty any unprofessional wnduct by colleagues. 
38. Be willing to participate in peer review ofother physicians and to undergo review by your 

peers- 
39. Enter into associations only if you can maintain your professional integrity. 
40. Avoid promoting, as a member of the medical profession, any service (except your own) or 

product for personal gain. 
41. Do not keep secret form colleagues the diagnostic or therapeutic agents and procedures that 

you employ. 
42. Collaborate with other physicians and health professionals in the a r e  of patients and the 

functioning and improvement of health services. 

Responsibilities to Oneself 

43. Seek help fiom colleagues and appropriately qualified professionals for personal problems 
that adversely affect your s e ~ c e  to patients, Society or the profession. 



Varsity Handbook 

Section 5. H d t h  Care 

Donine Policv of the CIAU 

Position Statement of the CIAU on Doping 
1.1. The CIAU is unequivocally opposed to the use by athletes of any banned or restncted 

substance or methods in contravention of its rules and the rules of the National andor 
International Sport Federdons, the International Olympic Cornmittee, and the Federation 
du sport universitaire. 

1.2 The CIAU is unequivocally opposed to any encouragement of the use of such substances 
and/or methods by individuals in positions of leadership in university sport (Le. coaches, 
athletic s t B ,  medical pracititioners, sport scientists, administrators, etc.) or by the athletes 
themselves. The provision of, or administration of banned or restricted substances andlor 
methods to athletes is also forbidden. 

For fûrther information, visit the CLAU website at www.ciau.ca. 

Dmg Education Seminar 

It is mandatory that al1 CIAU athletes attend a Dmg Educaîion Seminar. This mu* take place 
prior to cornpetition. CIAU athletes not attending a Dmg Education Serninar cannot wmpete. 

Pre-~artici~ation Medical Screening 

1.1 Medical Questionnaire 

Al1 athletes trying out for varsity teams must have a medical questionnaire completed and 
checked by the designated team therapist. Please note that there are two diEerent foms to be 
completed: one for the first year varsity athlete and one for the retuming athlete varsity athlete. 
A player is not allowed to play in a game or practice with the team until hehhe has submimed a 
medical questionnaire for that year. 

Medical forms may be picked up in the David L. Machtosh Sport Medicine Clinic. 

Medical foms must be signed by the student and a witness and then retumed tot heir coahc, the 
c h i c  or the designated team therapist. 



1.2 Pre-Season Concussion Screening 

As part of our continued effort toward excellence and best practice, the Faculty of physical 
Education and Health has implemented an important new health and s a f i  initiative for sports 
where there is a significant risk of concussion and brain injury. The idea is to obtain base-lïne 
neuropsychological data on al1 participants to inform treatment in the case of injury- 

The policy requins every student athlete engaged in intercollegiate sports for which there is 
a significant risk for concussion, to complete a mandatoiy bnef neuropsychological (NP) 
assessrnent prior to the start of their athIetic participation. These sports are: baseball, 
basketball, field hockey, football, ice hockey, lacrosse, mountain biking, rugby, soccer and 
volieyball. This policy will help us ensure effective treatment of concussion/mild traumatic 
brain injuries, recommend evidence-based reâum-to-play guidelines (in conjunction with ongoing 
research on concussions) and protect the academic and professional careers of yo y our firture 
leaders. The test must be com~leted   ri or to vour first com~etition. 

DAVID L. MACINTOSH SPORT MEDICINE CLINIC 

The David L. MacIntosh Sport Medicine C h i c  is open to anyone with sport or exercise related 
injuries or inquiries. 

Sport physicians, orthopedic surgeons, athietic therapists, massage therapists, physiotherapists 
and a chiropractor professionally staf f  the clinic. 

Appointments with the physicians may be made by cdling the clinic receptionist at 978-4678, or 
by booking in person- There are a limited number of acute injury spots for varsity athletes each 
day. Students with non-exercise related health care concerns should consult Health Services (St. 
George Campus) at (416) 978-8030, Health Services (Mississauga Campus) at (905) 828-5255, 
and Health & Wellness Centre (Scarborough Campus) at (41 6) 287-7065. 

Patients must see one the chic ' s  sport physicians prior to receiving therapy or other follow up 
care. Acute care visits with the therapists will be arranged according to the therapist' s schedule. 

Most medical s e ~ c e s  for Canadians are covered by provincial medical plans. International 
students receive coverage through the University Health Insurance Plan (UHIP) and other 
University of Toronto students are covered under University plans such as ETFS; the clinic 
accepts these plans directly. Clients who have other private medicd care plans will be required 
to play for their medical services at the time of their appointment. There rnay also be additional 
charges for materials used in treatments that are not covered by medicai care plans. Please 
remember to bring your provincial health card to your appointment. 

Attendance Policy 

Attending appointments is important for effective Gare of your injury. Accessibility to medical 
and therapeutic services is hampered if patients arrive late or do not arrive for their scheduled 
appointments. The Macintosh C h i c  staff do not wish to penalize individuals seeking help at 
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this facility; however we feel steps must he taken to ensure fair accessibility of services to al1 
patients. 

No Show / Same Day cancellation Policy for Students 

Charges for & missed appointments or cancellations without 24 hours notice will be invoiced to 
your account, emergencies notwithstanding. This fee is $10.00. The ch ic  reserves the right to 
withhold therapy is you have an outstanding baiance. Payment may be made by Interac, cash, 
cheque (payable to the University of Toronto), V I S 4  or MasterCard. 

Hours of Service 
CIinic hours are subject to change, please cal1 978-4678 or check the MacIntosh Clinic 
bulletin boards for updates. 

Academic Session (September 1 1 to December 11 and January 8 to Apnl 12): 
Monday to Thursday 7 am. - 7 p.m. 
Friday 7 am. - 5 p.m- 
Saturday 9 am. - 1 p.m- 

New for 2000 
The clinic has undergone significant change this year, for a variety of reasons primarily in 
response to long-term demand for more service, and changes in OHlP regulations. The changes 
for this year include: 
O Expanded space (we have increased fiom 1, 100 to 2,400 fk2 of fioor space) 
O Expanded hours of operation (including Saturday, early mornings and more evenings) 
O The clinic is now open to the public 

Johnson, J. & Mïller, T. (2000). Varsitv Blues: Student athlete handbook @p. 14-1 5). 
Faculty of Physical Education and Health, University of Toronto. 



A Brief History of the David L. Machtosh Sport Medicine C h i c  

What is now called the David L. MacIntosh Sport Medicine C h i c  is, to the best of our 
knowledge, the evolution of the oldest dedicated Sport Medicine facility in the world. 

It began during World War II. The then Director of Health SeMce, who was also on staffat 
Toronto Generai Hospital, enlisted volunteer help fiom the orthopaedic staff of the hospital. 
These surgeons occasionally visited both the old Men's Health SeMce building, and the Hart 
House lockers, to see athietes injured playing sports at U of T. M e r  the war, in 1947, this 
s e ~ c e  was formalized as the Hart Eouse Surgery. It was open in the evenings on weekdays 
during the academic fa11 and spring sessions. Any U of T students or staffwith athletic injuries 
were welcome. It was stafTed by the then fbture Professor and Chair of Orthopaedic Surgery, Dr. 
Dewar. 

In 1951, Dr. Dewar enlisted Dr. David L. Machtosh fiom his department to provide medical 
services at Hart House. From ' 5  1 until '78, it was the "Mac and Wally" show at Hart House, 
where Dr. Mac and his erstwhile assistant, the late Wally Purdue, tended to the needs of the 
injured. During this period of tirne, the very humble Dr. Machtosh gained world fame for his 
discovenes related to tom antenor cruciate ligaments. Dr. Mac was the first in the world to 
describe the "pivot shift" manoeuvre, still the "gold standard" test for diagnosis of ACL injury. 
In the late 'SO's, he performed and published the fkst-ever- successful ACL reconstruction 
(attempts to repair or reconstmct this ligament had been failing since the 1870's). 

In 1978-79, the Men's and Women's Athletic Association merged to becorne the Department of 
Athletics and Recreation. When the new Athletic Centre opened, the Hart House Surgery 
moved over to the Warren Stevens Buüding to share space with the Athletic Therapy staffat 
DAR Dr. Machtosh and his Fellows, residents, and students continued to see patients in the 
evenings in this new facility, which was called the Athletic Injuries Chic .  

This clinic, located in Room 62 in the basement of the Warren Stevens Building, was really 
designed primarïly for taping and hydrotherapy, and not for a full spectnim of therapy 
s e ~ c e s  or medical consultations- Dr. MacIntosh and his successors, however, did not let that 
dampen their enthusiasm for seeing patients in the new space (which was, after all, an 
improvement on the rwm in Hart House). One of Dr. MacIntosh7s outstanding protegés, Dr. 
John C.  Cameron, who spent many an evening with Dr. Mac in Hart House, joined him on staff 
in the M C  in 1981. 

Dr. MacIntosh retired fiom active duty at the clinic in 1984, and Dr. Cameron was then the only 
physician/surgeon at the clinic. He decided to ask Dr. Doug Richards, who was at Health 
Service, and was the team doctor for the Varsity Blues Men's Ice Hockey team, to join the c h i c  
aaff for 2 or 3 evenings per week. 

In the late 19807s7 a motion was passed by DAR Council recommending that the c h i c  be re- 
named in Dr. MacIntoshYs honour. This was eventually passed on the UA Board, and the clhic 
was officially renamed in 1980. . 



In 1990, the DAR hired Doug Richards directiy to work in and manage the clinic- Up wtil that 
tirne, the medical staEwere paid by Heaith Semice, and seconded to work in the clinic. A 
financial arrangement between DAR and H&h Service allowed OHIP revenue generated by the 
Health SeMces' doctors to offset the cost of tbeir salaries and that of a physiotherapist who 
accompanied them to the c h i c  in the evenings. 

Over the next eight years, with the direct operation of the c h i c  by DAR/FPEH, the scope of the 
seMce was greatly expanded. Hours of operation were extended, massage therapy and 
chiropractie were added to the seMces provided, and the athletic and physical therapy staff  were 
increased. 

Between 1989 and 1998, the clinic's services ta AC members has increased from 5,000 client- 
services per year to approximately 18,000. This has been accomplished with less than twice the 
original amount of subsidy through athletic fees, reducing the subsidy-per-service by almost 50% 
while providing more than 3 times as many services. 

In 1990, the DAR cornmitteci to expansion of the  clinic, which would invotve either relocation or 
renovation of the basernent of the Steven's buading. It quicicly became clear that many other 
aspects of the facility required renovation, and a Facility Development Team was struck to look 
at overall renovation plans, of which the clinic's expansion wodd be a part. This team quickly 
identified equalisation and renovation of wornen's and men's lockers as the top priority. 
Through a long process chronicled elsewhere, we have successfully renovated the lockers, and 
eagerly anticipate the next phase(s) of the ovem11 renovation of the Athletics and Physical 
Education Centre. 

In January 1996, Dr. Richards requested of DAR Management that a forma1 review of the 
clinic's operations be initiated. This resulted in a Task Force on DAR (now FPEH) HeaIth 
Services, which is about to recommence the task- 

Adapted fiom a source provided by D. Richards, August 2000. 



University of Toronto 
Faculty of Physical Education and Health 

lnformed Consent 

Project Title: Healing the Body in the Culture of Risk, Pain and Injury: The Paradox of Injury in 
Cornpetitive Intercollegiate Sport within the Canadian Sport Medicine Delivery System 

Investigator: Parissa Safai 
SupeMsor: Prof Peter Donnelly 

The purpose of this research is to investigate how sport medicine physicians and 
therapists negotiate with varsity athletes when dealing with injury, pain or risk. The participant 
will be interviewed for approximately 60 - 90 minutes, where they wiil be asked questions 
regarding their opinions, experiences and thoughts on this subject. Ail interviews will be taped, 
however the names of the participants will not be recorded. Only the investigator and supervisor 
will have access to the tapes, and at the completion of the study, tapes will be destroyed. Any 
quotations used in the research paper will be anonymous, and descriptions of any events that are 
likel y to reveal the identity of participants andior other individuals will be disguised. If the 
participant expenences any distress brought upon by the uiforrnation they disclose during the 
course of the i n t e ~ e w ,  they will have the option of terrninating the i n t e ~ e w .  This research will 
form the basis for development of discussion and recomrnendations intended to guide clinician- 
athlete negotiations. 

This is to ceai@ that I, agree to take part as a 
volunteer in this project on the condition of confidentiality. 1 understand the data will be kept in 
strict confidentiality by the researcher and her supervisor. However, 1 understand that if there is 
any mention of unethical and h W 1  situations, the researcher is obligated to pass dong the 
details to her s u p e ~ s o r  for fiirther review. 1 understand the potential risks, and feel comfortabIe 
with them. I give permission to be interviewed and recorded on tape. 1 understand that 1 cm 
view a copy of my transcripts, and at the completion of the research the tapes will be destroyed. 
1 understand that the research may be published, but that my name will not be attacheci to the 
study. 1 understand that 1 have the right to re&ain from answering any of the questions posed, 
and 1 can tenninate the interview at any time at my discretion. Likewise, 1 am aware that I can 
choose to withdraw fiom the study at any time with no penalty and without consequence to the 
provision of health care/rehabilitation- 

1 have been given the opportunity to ask any questions that 1 see fit and al1 have been 
answered to my satisfaction. 1 have been oEered a copy of tbis form to keep. 

Participant Witness Researc her 
Date 
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The purpose ofthis research is to investigate how sport medicine physicians and 
therapists negotiate with varsity athletes when dealing with injury, pain or rïsk. The participant 
wiil be part of a focus group for approximately 60 - 90 minutes, where they will be asked 
questions regarding their opinions, experiences and thoughts on this abject. Al1 focus groups 
will be taped, however the names of the participants will not be recorded. Only the investigator 
and supervisor will have aççess to the tapes, and at the completion of the study, tapes will be 
destroyed. Any quotations used in the research paper will be anonymous, and descriptions of 
any events that are likely to reveal the identity of participants andor other individuals will be 
disguised. If the participant experiences any distress brought upon by the information they 
disclose during the course of the interview, they wilt have the option of terminating their 
involvement in the focus group. This research will form the basis for development of discussion 
and recommendations intended to guide cihician-athiete negotiations. 

This is to c e f i  that L, agree to take part as a 
volunteer in this project on the condition of confidentiality. 1 understand the data will be kept in 
strict confidentiality by the researcher and her supervisor. However, 1 understand that if there is 
any mention of unethical and hannful situations, the researcher is obligated to pass dong the 
details to her s u p e ~ s o r  for fûrther review. 1 understand the potential risks, and feel cornfortable 
with them. 1 give permission to be part of the focus group and recorded on tape. 1 understand 
that I can view a copy of rny transcripts, and at the cornpletion of the research the tapes will be 
destroyed. 1 understand that the research may be published, but that my name will not be 
attached to the study. 1 understand that 1 have the right to refiain from answering any of the 
questions posed, and 1 can terminate my involvement in the focus group at any time at my 
discretion. Likewise, I am aware that 1 can choose to withdraw fkom the study at any time with 
no penalty and without consequence to the provision of health carerehabilitation. 

1 have been given the opportunity to ask any questions that 1 see fit and al1 have been 
answered to my satisfaction. 1 have been offered a copy of this fom to keep. 

Participant Witness Researcher 
Date 



Clinician Interview Guide 
Follow-u p questions represent sample 'probes' and Cexamples'] 

Demographic and background material: Who they are; their professions; their work stahis 
(Le., FTPT); what teams they are aniliated with, ifany; what are their personal sport 
background1 experiences; why sport medicine as a career 

Negotiations with Athletes: 

- What was the worst injury you ever had tc, treat, or heard about? wow did you handle it?] 
- Have you ever had to treat 'probiem' athletes? [e-g., athletes who avoid clinicians or 

treatment, aîhietes who are in denial regarding theu injury, athletes who do not comply with 
treatment] fHow did you deal with hem? What were the circurnstances for your 
involvement?] 

- Under what circumstances do athletes try to change what you prescnbe as treatment? Ce-g., 
last garne ofcareer, play-offs, last garne of career] Under what circumstance would you 
'give in' to their requests? [pescribe a 'typical' negotiation with an athlete] - Has the nature of the sport, or type ofathletes who plays in that pdcular type of sport 

afFected the way you deai with the patient or how a patient deals with you? How? Why? 

Negotiations with Coaches: 

Have you ever had to deal with 'difficuit' coaches? m a t  were the circurnstances? What 
were the consequences?] 
Have you ever dealt with 'supportive' coaches? w w  did these situations differ? What 
were the circumstances? 
Under what circumstances do the philosophies/actions of the coach interfere with your work 

as the medical personnel? 
Does the nature of the sport make a difference in coaches' attitude towards you? 
Does the nature of the injury (i-e., severe acute trauma vs. chronic injury) affect how you deal 

with the coaches? pnder  what circumstances (e.g., last game of career, play-offs, last 
game of career), would you 'give in' to a coach's request to keep a piayer in the game?] 

Negotiations with Other Clinicians and Administration: 

- Does the nature of the faculty and its structure a e c t  the way the c h i c  works, andor how 
the staff interacts? 

- How does education (whether it is working wiîh scholar-athletes or being in an environment 
that stresses education) affect your work as a medical clinician in intercollegiate sport? 

- Do you have any recommendations for transforming how athletes ded with pain and injury? 
- Do you have any recommendations for how clinicians should negotiate with patient-athletes? 



Patient-Athlete Interview Guide 
Follow-u p questions represent sample 'probes' and Cexamples'] 

Demographic and background material: Who they are; what team they play for, how long 
they have been playing and what levels; what are their personai sport experiences 

Persona1 Injury Experiences: 
- What was your worst injury experience, or what have been the worst injury stories you have 

heardkeen? 
- How did you recover fiom the injury? w e r e  dmgs, surgery, rehabilitation required? How 

long did it take? Who did you see for treatment? What did they prescribe?] - What were your immediate reactions to being injured? wow did you feel at the tune?] 
- Rather than the physical effects, how did the injury affect your emotional side? @id it affect 

your personality, the way you think about yourself, or your relationship with other 
people?] 

Negotiations with Clinicians: 
- How did the injury affect your reiationships with the clinicians? B o w  did the clinician deal 

with you as a patient and an athlete? Did they understand your situation? What did they 
say? What did they do?] 

- Do you think you would have received different treatment or been treated a merence way if 
you weren't a varsity athlete? 

- When you were injured, did you try to modiQ the treatmedrehabilitation prescribed to you 
by the clinicians? m a t  did you do? Why?] 

- If you had a chronic injury, under what circumstances would you decide to see a sport 
medicine clinician when injured? m y ?  When? (e-g., start of season, playoffs, final, 

etc.)] 
- Have you ever hidden an injury or downplayed its senousness fkom a clinician? m e n ?  

~ Y ? I  

Negotiations with Coaches: 
- What is your coach's philosophy towards pain and injury? [Do they say anything out in the 

open to the tearn or is it an 'unspoken nile'? Why?] 
- If you're injured, how do you act around your coach? m y ? ]  - How does your coach interact with the clinicians (e-g., support them or resist them)? w e n ?  

Why? Does that d e  a difference in how you deal with the clinician?] 

Discussion of Team and/or Sport Philosophy: 
- 1s there a team philosophy about pain and injury [(e-g., "are you hurt or are you injured?") 

How does the team know about it? When does it come out? Why?] 
- 1s there a team philosophy about sport medicine clinicians [(e-g., "don't tell [clinician] 

because they will pull you out of the practice/game/season") How does the team know about 
it? When does it come out? Why?] 

- Does the nature of the sport (non-contact/contact/collision) make a difference in how you 
respond to painhijury, or how you suppose to respond to pain or injury? How? Why?] 



Focus Group General Question Areas 

Demogmphic Background and Introductions: who they are; what sport and for how long, etc- 

Expenences of Injury and Pain: 
Exarn ples: 
- Worst injuries (persod, other people, athletes) andlor rehabiiitation experiences 
- Stones they have heard about serious injuries 
- What sport medicine clinicians were involved and nature of their involvement 

Overconformity and The Sport Ethic: 
Examples: 

Athletes' philosophies regarding pain and. injury (e-g., "are you hurt or  injured", "suck it up", 
being honest about injury, etc.) Why? 
Discussion of factors that corne into eEect regarding pain and injury, e-g.: 
Importance of timing in season (start of season, playoffs, finals) 
Ability to play thraugh pain (i.e., can it be covered-up effectively) 
Importance and need to be part of team at ail costs 

Coaches' phiIo sophies regarding pain and injury (e.g., explicit messages vs. implicit 
messages on  pain and injury tolerance, etc.). Why? 
What would coach do if s/he suspected or believed an athlete was injured? Examples? 
Discussion of factors that come into effect regarding pain and injury, e.g. : 
Importance of timing in season (start of season, playoffs, finals) 
Position played and need for that particular athlete (i.e. star vs. 2"* string) 

Negotiations with clinicians: 
Examples: 
- Athletes: 

- Under what circumstances would you see a clinician when injured, and why? 
- Why would you not see a clinician? 
- Under what conditions would you mod@ treatment, and why? 

- Coaches: 
- Under what circumstances would you consult with a clinician on  an athlete's condition, 
and why? 

- Under what circumstances would you support or resist a clinician's proposed course of 
treatment, and why? 




